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Finally graphics to 
match your imagination. 

INTRODUCING THE FIRST 
EFFECTIVELY PARTITIONED 
VLSI ARCHITECTURE FOR 
TRULY FLEXIBLE GRAPHICS 

SYSTEMS DESIGN  

Imagine a graphics architecture so 
powerful, you can achieve 16K-by-16K reso-
lution. So effective, you can add virtually 
unlimited planes of color without degrading 
performance. So flexible, you can integrate 
it into an existing design or use it to build an 
entire range of new systems. 

That's the Advanced Graphics Chip Set 
from National Semiconductor. 

By using a multiple-chip, modular 
approach, the Advanced Graphics Chip Set 
avoids the design compromises and limita-
tions of single chip solutions. 

That gives you two unprecedented bene-
fits: performance andfleubil* 

Which means you can design exactly 
the type of system you need with exactly 

the level of performance your applica-
tion demands. 

For example, you can integrate 
part of the chip set with an existing 

general-purpose microprocessor for 
a low-end display. 

Or you can utilize the chip set's full capa-
bilities for a high-end, high-performance, 
high-resolution CAE/CAD workstation 
or laser printer — with virtually unlimited 
planes of color. Yet with the same high-

THE ADVANCED GRAPHICS CHIP SET 

Raster Graphics Processor (RGP). A fully pro-
grammable, high-performance microprocessor 
engine specially tuned for graphics applications. 
Samples available Third Quarter, 1987. 

Bitblt Processing Unit (BPU). A 20-MHz data 
chip that controls data movements within its 
dedicated memory plane and between it and 
other memory planes in a multi-color system. 
Available now 

Video Clock Generator (VCG). A timing and 
control generator providing all of the synchro-
nization signals needed by a graphics system, 
with a pin-programmable pixel frequency of up 
to 225 MHz. Available now 

Video Shift Register (VSR). A parallel-to-serial 
shift register capable of serial output shift rates 
up to 225 MHz. Available now. 

All devices available in PLCCs. 

speed performance as a black-and-white 
application. 

In fact, you can design an entire range 
of graphics systems without having to 

"reinvent the wheel" each time, by using the 
same hardware building blocks and the 
same central software in each of the systems 

THE MULTIPLE-CHIP 
SECRET 

The secret to all this flexibility and 
performance is our unique multiple-chip, 
modular approach. Rather than trying to 
squeeze all the important graphics functions 
onto a single chip — which would require 
some significant design and performance 

• 

compromises — we've partitioned appro-
priate functions onto individual building-
block ICs. This allows us to optimize the 
design of each chip, and allows you to 
optimize your own design for your particular 
application. 

GRAPHICS 
WITHOUT LIMITS 

What matters most about the Advanced 
Graphics Chip Set, of course, is what it 
does for you And that answer is clear when 
you consider its high performance, its 
modular approach, its open architecture, 
and its programmability: It gives you 
graphics without limits. It gives you true 
design freedom. It gives you the opportunity, 
for the first time, to design a graphics sys-
tem "custom fit" to your exact specifications. 

So what are you waiting for? If you're 
tired of those limited single-chip solutions 
bogging down your designs, take a look 
at the Advanced Graphics Chip Set And learn 
how you can design a graphics system 
to match your needs ... as well as your 
imagination. 

For more information and avail-
abilities, just contact your local National 
Semiconductor Sales Engineer or write: 

National Semiconductor 
Advanced Graphics, MS 23-200 
PO. Box 58090 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090 

ffll National 
'MI Semiconductor 

See us at Si ggraph, Booth 1332, Anaheim Convention Center,July 28-30 
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Leading designers say the Mitel MT8976 is the most advanced single 
chip Ti solution on the market. This 28-pin CMOS Ti link interface has 

more features than multi-chip solutions - ESF, two-frame elastic 
buffer, system level maintenance features and pin compatibility with 
European CEPT interface MT8979. It all adds up to a simple design 

solution in less board space at lower power levels. No one else even 
comes close. Call today for a complete information package on 

the entire Mitel family of Ti and ISDN components. 
United States San Diego CA (619) 276-3421 • San Jose CA (408) 249-2111 • Oakbrook IL (312) 574-3930 • Boca Raton FL (305)994-8500 

Europe Denmark + 45 1-612566 • West Germany + 49 711-7701522 • United Kingdom South Wales + 44 291-423355 
Canada 360 Legget Drive Kanata Ontario Canada K2K 1X5 (613) 592-5630 
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PUBLISHER'S LETTER 

It's report-card time again. 
In this issue we take our 

annual midyear look at the 
state of the electronics mar-
kets, examining how the 
growth forecasts for 1987 
that are being made now 
compare with those that 
were made for our big, first-
of-the-year Electronics Mar-
ket Report. The most recent 
results are on p. 44; the con-
clusion, in a nutshell, is that 
in most cases the estimates 
are being scaled down. 
Even as we make that 

comparison, we are using 
this quick July snapshot as a 
dry run for our full-blown 
1988 U. S. market report, 
which we will publish in the 
first issue of 1988. Prepara-
tions for that survey—one of 
our most widely read fea-
tures—are already under 
way under the direction of executive edi-
tor Sam Weber. Even before most of 
the people who will contribute to the 
report have looked into their crystal 
balls to see what kind of year they and 
the industry will have next year, Sam is 
collecting data, revising and fine-tuning 
the questionnaires that will go to select-
ed companies early in the fourth quar-
ter, and studying various methods of 
making the survey more valuable to our 
readers. 
"Our basic methodology, which we 

have perfected over the years since we 
did our first report in 1958, will be un-
changed," says Sam. "For the domestic 
report, executives of companies that 
make the equipment or components list-
ed will estimate total U. S. consumption 
in the markets that they serve. For the 
overseas reports, the estimate is for 
consumption in each nation covered. The 

WEBER 

WOLFF 

Electronics staff will then 
analyze the replies, and 
where necessary supplement 
the results with more re-
search. We also check with 
market-research firms to see 
if their numbers mesh with 
ours." 
For this issue's considera-

bly shorter update, the tech-
nique was necessarily al-
tered. Howard Wolff, the as-
sociate managing editor who 
was responsible for editing 
and producing it, says, "We 
relied on the reporting of our 
department and field editors. 
They questioned their most 
knowledgeable sources and 
boiled down the replies." 
Wolff continues, "The 

toughest problem is not get-
ting the information, but re-
ducing it enough to fit in the 
three pages allotted for the 

article. For myself, the most difficult 
obstacles are addition and subtraction. 
But my family must have heard my 
complaints, because for Father's Day I 
got a printing calculator. And I truly 
appreciated it." 
The popularity of our market reports 

can by judged by the number of letters 
and phone calls that we get suggesting 
changes or disagreeing with our conclu-
sions. We don't keep count of them, but 
typical of the complaints was one letter 
from a reader who insisted that our cal-
culations were wrong. This alarmed us, 
so we phoned him and asked how he 
had decided that. It turned out that he 
had added the figures incorrectly. 
So it might be said that the first rule 

for reading a market forecast is to add 
the columns correctly. And if that 
proves difficult, try to borrow Wolff's 
new calculator. 
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Electronics 
NEWS INSIDE TECHNOLOGY 

Newsletters 

Electronics, 21 
• Hitachi's new supercomputer 
leapfrogs Cray... 
• ... But the supercomputer 
leader has three faster models 
coming 
• A worried Toshiba moves fast to 
mollify the U. S. and stop any 
import ban 

International, 51 
• Philips bests the Japanese with 
its 1-mbit static RAM... 
• ... But Siemens admits to big 
problems in making 1-mbit DRAM 

Design automation, 31 
• CAE is finally beginning to live 
up to its promise 
• Automated software design is 
taking off, too 

Work stations, 32 
Apollo and Sun heat up the mips 
ar 

Companies, 32 
Beleaguered GCA shows signs of 
renewed vigor 

Software, 33 
Plug-in software may save big 
bucks 

Test, 34 
A new kind of in-circuit 
tester emerges 

Industrial, 40 
Brooktree's rf ID chip 
is going big-time 

Production, 40 
A test fixture that does 
without all those wires 

Power sources, 41 
Thin plastic battery 
bends to fit 

COVER: The changing face of nonvolatile memories, 61 
Faster, denser EPROMs and EEPROMs are finding new uses, such as 
displacing big ROMs and fast PROMs in new applications. Also, the 
higher densities make it easy to add big chunks of nonvolatile 
memory to ASICs 

• Waferscale's 256-K EPROM runs superfast, 65 
The company has just unleashed a pair of uv-erasable PRoms with 
access times of 50 to 55 ns—the fastest nonvolatile memories on the 
market at the 256-Kbit density level and beyond 

• Catalyst's EEPROM needs a miserly 3 volts, 67 
The new 64-Rbit EEPROM reads and writes with a supply voltage as low 
as 3 v. Its 120-ns access time still keeps pace with many 5-v devices 

A new kind of oscilloscope for wideband sampling, 72 
HP combines a 20-MHz digital scope and a network analyzer to sample 
repetitive waveforms with rise times as short as 17.5 Ps 

TI's trench technology moves into the factory, 75 
After getting control of this tricky etch process, TI is turning out 
1-mbit DRAMs with trench capacitors; 4-mbit parts are in the wings 

PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT: New life from VLSI for IC sockets, 79 

A variety of complex sockets is being developed to handle expensive 
VLSI chips, avoiding the risks of soldering los with 100 leads or more 
directly to a pc board 

Bit-slice programmers get a PC-based tool, 89 
Step Engineering's $3,695 MicroStep turns an IBM Personal Computer 
XT, AT, or compatible into a fully functional microcode development 
system for 32-bit-slice designs 

Technology update, 91 

High cost hurts Vanzetti laser solderer .... Bus interface 
scores for Interphase 

MILITARY: One PC card can simulate MIL-STD-1553B system, 92 
A new tester and simulator from 1LC Data Device Corp. promises to 
greatly reduce the cost of testing and simulation on 1553B buses 

PROBING THE NEWS 

At midyear, the outlook softens for some markets, 44 
Semiconductors are surging, but the computer, communications, and test 
and measurement markets aren't growing as fast as was forecast. 
But that shouldn't stop 1987 from being an up year in key sectors 

Mentor Graphics pulls away in electronics CAD/CAE race, 49 

Its 21.2Y, market share is larger than Daisy, Valid, and Tektronix combined; 
one reason is use of standard platforms, not dedicated hardware 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Newsletter, 25 
• Risc processor from MIPS is 
twice as fast as the 80386 yet 
costs no more 
• Emulex 14.4-mbit/s modem will 
cost the same as 9-Ebit/s units 
• Chromatics color display has 
twice the speed of competitors 
• Graphics board more than 
doubles the resolution of IBM PS/2 

Design & Test, 102 
• Place-and-route software from 
Shared Resources uses a gridless 
routing system to boost speed and 
density of pc-board designs 

Computers & Peripherals, 104 
• Data Translation's image-
processor board offers 8-
megaflops performance and 
bypasses the PC-bus bottleneck 
• A work station from Datamedia 
runs MS-DOS while concurrently 
emulating DEC's DT240 graphics 
terminal 

Semiconductors, 108 
• Four Chips & Technologies ICs 
enhance the resolution and speed 
of PC AT clones 
• Micro Linear's chips virtually 
eliminate the need for manual 
equalization of phone trunk lines 

PAGE 61 

DEPARTMENTS 

Military/Aerospace 
Newsletter, 97 
• Why the Army canceled the RFP 
for its latest remotely piloted 
vehicle 
• New Air Force unit will oversee 
long-term electronics R&D 
• Everyone wants to study Soviet 
electronics technology for the 
U. S. Air Force 
• Obtaining export licenses could 
get a lot easier and faster 

Publisher's letter, 3 
The midyear Electronics Market 
Report is more than an update on 
our January forecast, it's also a 
dry run for the 1988 report 

FYI, 8 
Not everyone is getting cold feet 
about the near term; plenty of 
people are still plowing a lot of 
venture money into startup 
companies 

Letters, 12 

Peoplle, 14 
China's Zhang: he has a "good 
deal" for U. S. manufacturers 

Electronics Week, 112 
• Lamborghini isn't enough: 
Chrysler is buying into military 
systems 
• German firm buys control of 
CAD pioneer Calay 
• Microsoft and 3Com will build 
OS/2 local network 
Locus Computing to link DOS 

and Unix for PS/2 
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Conventional 
wisdom is fine. 
For conventional 

designs. 
Imagine a parallel-to-serial 

converter that lets you move 
data at 100 Megabits per sec-
ond. Imagine it working like 
a register, shooting data into 
a latch that's stretched from 
point to point, letting that data 
race, transparently, ten times 
faster than conventional wis-
dom says it can go. 

You just imagined TAXI— 
the Am7968 Transmitter and 
DATA TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER 

DATA 
KATE 

:100K 

20K 

10M 

100M 

RS232 RS,123 RS,122 TAXI e 

Point-to-point communication schemes 

the Am7969 Receiver—two 
of the most unconventional, 
incalculably useful products 
we've ever offered. 
Our new 125MHz analog 

Phase-Lock-Loop receiver 
runs ten times faster than the 
popular 26LS family of RS422 
devices. That makes TAXI the 
highest speed serial data device 
available. And, where you used 
to use ribbon cable or bundles, 
you can design with a single 
coaxial or fiber optic cable. 

Its simplicity and speed 
don't confine you to a narrow 
data path, though. Twelve par-
allel interface pins allow you 
to operate with data that is 8,9 
or 10 bits wide. TAXI is cas-
cadable, too, in multiples of 8, 
9 or 10 bits. They all move 
through a single cable to get 
the message across fast. 

To get your hands on TAXI, 
just call 1 (800) 634-TAXI. And 
when someone says "You can't 
move data that wag' you can 
just smile and say, "Watch:' 

Advanced 
Micro Devices gl 
901 Thompson Place, PO. Box 3453, 

Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
Cc, Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 1987 
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Coming 
in the 
next 
issue... 
SPECIAL REPORT: 
3D GRAPHICS 
Major staff-written coverage 
highlights the latest trends. 
And three exclusive articles 
provide details of the hottest 
new entries. What's more, our 
editors preview SIGGRAPH, 
the premier forum for new 
graphics technology and pro-
ducts. It's all in the July 23 
issue of Electronics. Don't 
miss it! 

Electronics 

NEW 
for Applications Engineers! 

HOME 
VIDEO 

TUTORIALS 

IEEE videocassettes provide low-
cost, high-impact instruction by 
recognized experts, with a mini-
mum of theory. Subjects include 
Artificial Intelligence in Manufac-
turing . . . Power System Fault Anal-
ysis ... Analysis and Modeling of 
Modern Manufacturing Systems. 
An ideal way to acquire "need-to-
know" information—at home, at 
your own pace. Don't delay. For full 
details, write, call, or circle the 
number below 

eEducational Activities 
Dept. C, IEEE Service Center, 
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, 
Picscataway, NJ 08855-1331, 
Phone: (201) 981-0060, ext. 423 

JULY 9, 1987 

Not everyone is getting cold feet 
about the near term; plenty of people 
are still plowing a lot of venture 
money into startup companies 

or he headline on Jack Beedle's June 
18 In-Stat Electronics Report 

stirred my blood: "The U. S. semicon-
ductor order rate surges above a billion 
dollars in May!" Jack goes on to say it's 
the first time that monthly orders have 
broken the billion dollar barrier since 
August 1984! But Jack then proceeds to 
stomp on my enthusiasm. He does not 
believe the market can sustain itself at 
today's rate for the rest of 1987. And 
semiconductors is one of the industry's 
brightest spots these days. 
For more on how the rest of 1987 

ooks, see our midyear market report beginning on page 44. 
For three of the five key markets surveyed, industry predic-
tions of growth rates have declined since the beginning of the 
year. Maybe the question ought to be: Why are industry 
executives getting cold feet over the 1987 business outlook? 
Not everyone is getting cold feet about the near term. 

Plenty of people are still plowing money into new companies. 
Dick Shaffer, who writes the Technologic Computer Letter 
from New York, reports in his latest survey that computer-
related venture investments continue at a steady pace. Inves-
tors put $259 million into ventures in the first quarter, he 
says, running flat with the previous seven quarters. Not bad 
for something some people thought was past its prime! 

Surprisingly, one kind of investment running a lot higher 
than normal was seed financings or first venture rounds. 
More than 10% of the first-quarter venture money, Dick 
estimates, went into 12 of these companies. Eight were 
chip-related: Advanced Power Technology in Bend, Ore., 
ASIX Systems in Fremont, Calif., Interactive Video Systems 
in Concord, Mass., Krysalis in Albuquerque, N. M., Prisma 
in Colorado Springs, Colo., SILC Technologies in Waltham, 
Mass., Solid State Technologies in San Jose, Calif., and 
Vitesse Electronics in Camarillo, Calif. Not bad for a mar-
ket that's supposed to be getting far too crowded in even 
its fastest-growing niches. 

It's been a year since we brought Electronics back on course as the industry's preeminent biweekly. And ac-
cording to what you've told us, we've made real progress in 
recovering our crown. While we have continued to add new 
editorial features to the magazine, we certainly welcome 
any new ideas, or suggestions. If you've got any, please 
write me. I'd like hearing from you. ROBERT W. HENKEL 
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Stick to the truth at top speed. 
Keep high-performance memory systems accurate, 

reliable with F2960/2960A control. 
Fact is, today's big, fast memory arrays 

can separate you from reality with a single 
data-bit lie. Instantly, without explanation 
or correction. 

Fortunately, there's a way to keep 
DRAM systems on the straight and nar-
row: the MC74F2960/2%0A EDAC and 
associated LS! devices. 
They do what discrete logic can't: max-

imize reliability, performance and econo-
my. Without taking up usable board space. 

High-speed errata eraser. 
The F2960/2960A contains all logic 

needed to correct any single-bit error and 
detects all double- and some triple-bit 
errors. It generates 6 check bits on a 16-bit 
data field, 7 for 32-bits and 8 for 64 bits 
according to a modified Hamming code 
and corrects data in nanoseconds. 

Motorola A' System Max Speed vs Standard System 

Made Path Arn29611 61 MC74F296011. 614 .. Improyemert1 

Generate Total Delay 57 ns 32 es 44. 

Detect Total Delay 47m 29 es 36% 

Correct Total Delay 100 res 65 ns 35% 

Featuring two diagnostic modes, the 
cascadable EDAC makes the error syn-
drome available on separate outputs for 
data logging. 

It's pin-and-function compatible with 
similar units and utilizes the three-state 
MC74F2%1A162A inverting,/non-inverting 
bus buffers for multiplexed bus operation. 

In a 16-bit system, EDAC and buffers 
use about half the power of comparables. 
What's more, its separate byte controls 

facilitate byte operations and it's fully 
compatible with the M68000 or compara-
ble CPU family. 

11091 PERFORMANCE MEMORY MTN F2960A MAC FAMILY 
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And support to make it easy. 
The controller, MC74F2%8A, provides 

complete address multiplex, refresh and 
drive for up to 88 DRAMs and interfaces 
with 16K, 64K or 256K memories. 
The MC74F2%9 provides all timing sig-

nals for memory control with error de-
tection and correction, arbitrates memory 
cycles, handles refresh timing, memory 
initialization and supports error logging. 

The 4-bit wide, inverting/non-inverting 
MC74F2961A/62A interfaces DRAMs, 
EDAC and data bus. 
EDAC, buffers and timers are available 

now, the control and timer in 3Q. 

One-on-one design-in help. 
Get an engineer-to-engineer update on 

the latest Motorola LSI technology. Call 

1-800-521-6274  
toll-tree any weekday from 8:00 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m., MST, from anywhere in the U.S. 
or Canada. Or con- W e  
tact Motorola 
Semiconductor 
Products, Inc., • 
P.O. Box 20912, 
Phoenix, AZ 
85036 for data. te 

n-in 
m. 

MOTOROLA 

941111....571"042. 

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. 
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ85036 

Please send me more information on Motorola EDAC products. 
326ELE 007098 7 

Name  

Title  

Company 

Address  

City State Zip  

Call me (  
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YEARS FROM 
NOW, WILL 

YOUR MILITARY 
SUPPLIER BE 
JUSTA BAD 
MEMORY? 

It's no secret—there's a lot of uncerainty in the marketplace. You never know if the company you're dealing 
with today will still be arouna to service you tomorrow. And that's a chance you can't take—especially in 

the military market. 
With INMOS, you're not taking any chances. We have a seven-year history of supporting all major 

military defense programs with static and dynamic RAMs. Our fabrication facilities are fully compliant with 
MIL-STD-883Q with military burn-in, performance testing and quality assurance conducted in Colorado Springs. 

We have your future in mind with our new CMOS military SRAMs (with performance to 35ns over the full 
military temperature range) and military low power battery backup CMOS SRAM products. And we're going 
to keep on producing and servicing innovative military products year after year. 

For military products you can depend on, count on INMOS—the beginning of a very good memory. 

16K SRAMs 

Device Process Access Times 

IMS1400M ;x1) NMOS 45, 55, 7Ons 
IMS1420M (x4) NMOS 45, 55, 7Ons 

IMS1403M (x1)* CMOS 35, 45, 55ns 
IMS/423M (x4) CMOS 35, 45, 55ns 

64K CMOS SRAMs 

Device Access Times 

IMS1600M (xP• 
IMS1620M (x41* 
IMS1624M (OE, x4) 
IMS1630M (x8)* 

45, 55, 7Ons 
45, 55, 7Ons 
45, 55, 7Ons 
45, 55, 7Ons 

Also available as Low Fowe Battery Backup CMOS SRAMs with Idt of I Op.A llypical Ica at 2V ot Z° centigrade). o and IMS an, trademarks of the INMOS Groop of Loropones. 

MIL-STD-883C RAMs 

e hmos 
INMOS, Colorado Springs, Colorado, Tel. (303) 630-400G; 

Bristol, England, Tel (04541616616; 
Paris, France, Tel. (1146.87.22.01; 

Munich, Germany, Tel. (089) 319 10 28; 
Tokyo, Japan, Tel. 03-505-2840. 
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LETTERS 

One for all and all for one! 
To the editor: I enjoyed your article "The 
Drive for IC Test Bus Standards" [Elec-
tronics, June 11, 1987, P. 68], but would 
like to correct the implication that the 
VHSIC TM and ETM buses were devel-
oped solely by Honeywell. 
These bus standards, and the other 

standards that ensure the interoperabi-
lity of VHSIC circuits, were developed 
by technical teams from Honeywell, 
IBM, and TRW with oversight by the 
Department of Defense interoperability 
committee. It is inaccurate to imply that 
one or another of these companies was 
the principal developer of any of the 
standards. 

G.A. Anderson 
Director, VHSIC Submicron Program 

Honeywell Inc. 

Let me rebut... 
To the editor: I was disappointed to find 
the cover article "GenRad's PC Board 
Tester Does It All" [Electronics, June 
11, 1987, p. 59] to be full of misinforma-
tion. I have attempted to correct these 
inaccuracies by taking false or mislead-
ing statements and providing a rebuttal 
to each. 

1. The article claims that the GR2750 
from GenRad "... is the first board-test 
system that can provide concurrent ana-
log and digital testing in real time." In 
1978, Computer Automation introduced 
the Capable 49—a system quite adept at 
concurrent analog and digital testing in 
real time. 

2. "Also, the new GenRad tester has a 
timing generator producing eight timing 
cycles to emulate any commercial or 
proprietary microprocessors and their 
buses in real time. Other board testers, 
with a single-cycle timing generator, 
must use a known-good example of the 
microprocessor to perform this bus emu-
lation." 
Although technically correct, the im-

plication is that all other board testers 
are equipped with single-cycle timing 
generators. This is not true. All CA 
board testers provide multiple timing cy-
cles. And our newest tester, Ironman, 
has a capacity eight times that of Gen-
Rad, with a full 64 timing cycles! Sever-
al other competitors also offer eight tim-
ing cycles. 

3. "For the first time in the board-
testing world, test engineers developing 
test programs and technicians running 
finished tests are all accessing data 
from one single data base." In 1983, CA 
coined the term "TestSharing" for this 
feature. Our three major board testers, 
the Marathon, Compact, and Ironman 
systems utilize TestSharing. 

4. "The tester can simultaneously 
measure eight analog signals, each at a 

frequency of up to 10 MHz. Alternately, 
it can take on four analog high-imped-
ance and four analog matched-imped-
ance signals, with frequencies topping 
out at 50 MHz. Other testers handle up 
to six analog signals at frequencies be-
tween 100 and 1 MHz." CA's testers are 
capable of measuring up to 20 signals, 
each at 10 MHz with frequencies top-
ping out at a gigahertz. I suppose there 
are "others" handling only up to six sig-
nals, but again the article is misleading. 

5. "GenRad's system allots an unprec-
edented 16-Kbit-by-4-bit RAM to each 
pin. Its rivals back each pin with no 
more than 4 Kbits." CA introduced 16-
Kbit-by-4-bit RAM to each pin on its 
Ironman tester over a year ago. And 
virtually all other competitors have had 
a minimum of 4 Kbits by 4 bits for a 
number of years, and several now have 
16 Kbits by 4 bits. 

6. "...the tester .... can also accurate-
ly reproduce the complete bus cycle for 
any microprocessor at that microproces-
sor's clock rate. Until now, testers could 
generate only one bus cycle for each 
test cycle." In 1979, CA testers were 
reproducing the complete bus cycle for 
any microprocessor at its clock rate and 
more than a year ago provided 10-MHz 
real-time testing. This capability is in-
herent in the structure of virtually ev-
ery dynamic test system produced by 
any manufacturer within the past four 
to five years. 

Rick Henninger 
Marketing Manager 

Computer Automation 

...Let me explain 
To the editor: In reply to the letter from 
Rick Henninger, I offer the following 
response: 

1. Concurrent analog and digital test-
ing requires much more than the ability 
to take a single analog measurement in 
response to a high-speed digital burst of 
data. Concurrent operation needs both a 
digital and analog subsystem hardware 
line synchronization system and RAM 
memory directly behind the analog in-
strumentation that is employed. This 
means that arbitrary waveform genera-
tion of signals can be used directly in 
synchronism with steering signals from 
the digital subsystem and employed at 
speed because of the memory behind 
each instrument. Alternatively, high-
speed analog samples can be taken from 
circuits, such as digital to analog con-
verters, at high test rates, the results 
being stored in the instrument memory 
prior to system analysis. Unless Rick is 
saying that the Capable system is capa-
ble of this mode of operation, I can only 
believe that he was confused by the 
article. 

2. We at GenRad do not assume that 
the GR2750 is the only board tester that 
supports multiple timing sets, and we do 
agree that several testers have had this 
facility for some time. However, the in-
tegration of these capabilities is what 
makes the GR2750 test techniques revo-
lutionary and its power so significant. 

3. The terms "test sharing" and "data 
base" are not the same, and Rick has 
confused them. In the GR2750's case, it 
means the system does not have to con-
tain multiple circuit descriptions to han-
dle the various test techniques employed 
by the test system. All of the unit-un-
der-test data is housed in one place. All 
of the data for test strategy indepen-
dence is housed in one data base, not 
many different files that can be as-
sessed by several test systems, as is the 
case in TestSharing. 

4. Computer Automation test systems 
can, as Rick says, measure up to 20 
single-ended signals, but that is taking 
one element out of context. The GR2750 
can, in addition to providing multiple an-
alog signals to and from the unit under-
test, provide full digital and analog in-
circuit and functional test capabilities 
from a single software-controlled pin. In 
the case of the CA system, this same 
task can only be implemented via sever-
al boards within the tester and by the 
collection of separate testers. 

5. RAM pin memory is only useful if it 
is sufficient to make the tester's 
throughput effective. The GR2750's abil-
ity to create and perform "function 
tests" is what makes its memory config-
uration notable. 

6. Bus-cycle test-step generation has 
been available on some testers for a 
number of years. However, what makes 
the GR2750 different is that within the 
timing capability of the bus-cycle gener-
ation is the ability to create credible tim-
ing sets with the ability to overcome 
"dead zones" and "pin skew" problems 
that are part of many existing test sys-
tems' limitations. 

In conclusion, the story of the GR2750 
is not only a list of unconnected facts, 
but also of "integration" of a whole se-
ries of hardware and software features 
that make the GR2750 a test system 
"that does it right." 
The GR2750 brings to market a new 

generation of test-system hardware, 
software, and CPU power, all tightly in-
tegrated into one system. As a result, 
GR2750 users can more efficiently im-
plement true multistrategy four-quad-
rant testing at a higher level of perfor-
mance than any competitive board-test 
system on the market. 

David Tose 
Product Marketing Manager 

GenRad Inc. 
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Listen 
to assembly costs drop. 

Sub-subminiature 
pushwheel switches snap together... 

mount to PC boards. 
No hardware. 

No hand wiring. 
Each one digit segment 

is only 6 mm wide. 
Ask for the specs. You'll like 'em. 

• CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087 • (312) 360-3500 

Actual size 
Series 159 

one omponents • Displays • Printed Circuit Boards • 1Cs • Keyboards 



PEOPLE 

ASICs 
will take over 50% 

of the semiconductor 
market by 1995. 

There 
will be no such 
thing as an ASIC 

by then. 

The giant 
semiconductor 

houses will demolish 
the ASIC guys. 

The giant 
semiconductor 

houses have blown 
it in ASICs. 

What does the future 
hold for commodity IC 
makers and custom 
and semicustom IC 

houses? Find out in 

the August 6 issue of 

Electronics, which 
takes a hard look at 

the current trends and 
future direction of 
ASICs. Watch for it! 

Electronics 

CHINA'S ZHANG: HE HAS A 
'GOOD DEAL' FOR U. S. FIRMS 
STAMFORD, CONN. 

hang Zhidong, the new representa-
ti ve of China's electronics industry 

in the U. S., has one of the toughest 
selling jobs anywhere. The People's Re-
public of China wants to become a ma-
jor player in world electronics markets, 
but it needs to meld U. S. technology 
with its own low-cost labor force to be-
come a competitor in world markets. 
Zhang's job is to convince American 
manufacturers that they would not cre-
ate a dangerous competitor for them-
selves by putting China into business. 
Zhang can trot out a long list of argu-

ments. First, China has a vast domestic 
market, one that is more voracious than 
the country's planners expected. Origi-
nally, they thought 14-in, sets would be 
the mainstay in color television. Now 
Chinese consumers are demanding 18-
and 20-in. models. Planners also figured 
that a million color picture tubes annual-
ly would be enough for domestic con-
sumption, but now an additional several 
million or more color picture tubes must 
be imported each year. 
Though Zhang admits that with 1.4 

million workers the country's electronics 
industry is of formidable size, he points 
out that exports account for only 5% of 
production. Also, China is less developed 
than neighboring countries, such as Ja-
pan or South Korea, says the 58-year-old 
graduate of the Radio Engineering De-
partment of the prestigious Qinghua 
University in Beijing. "China is not in a 
position to compete with the United 
States or the other countries. It can only 
cooperate with them," he says. Also, he 
adds, the only electronics that China is 
exporting in large quantities is consum-
er goods, and already the U. S. spends 
tens of billions of dollars to buy con-
sumer items from other Asian countries 
and regions each year. This state of af-
fairs will continue for a long time to 
come, he maintains. 
'ACVP FORMULA. Zhang hopes he can 
persuade U. S. firms to sign on for Chi-
na's "ACW" formula—A for American 
technology, C for Chinese manufactur-
ing capability, and W for world markets. 
If the formula works, China will be the 
main supplier of "low-technology" con-
sumer electronics in the future, as Ja-
pan and other Asian countries switch to 
high-technology products to compensate 
for their rising labor costs. 
Zhang, a vice president of the China 

National Electronics Import and Export 
Corp., arrived in the U. S. late last April. 
Along with its main selling job, the 10-

DUNG. He wants to meld U. S. technology 
and China's low-cost labor. 

member mission that he heads has two 
other objectives: lining up imports of 
American high-tech goods and exports 
of current Chinese products. China 
spends billions on imports each year, 
and to make sure the imports work well, 
service centers have been set up 
throughout the country. Following the 
lead of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, 
Calif., which in 1980 established a ser-
vice center in Beijing, "dozens of Ameri-
can companies have service centers, con-
sultancies, liaison offices, and joint ven-
tures in China," he says. 
Zhang's headquarters are in Stam-

ford, Conn. He also has a three-member 
office in New York and one representa-
tive each in Dallas and San Francisco. 
Most of the crew speak English. 

Zhang himself acquired his English in 
college and sharpened his skills while 
working in China shortly before he 
came to the U. S. "I'm ready to meet the 
press and talk about my business, " he 
says. 
Comparing his work in China with his 

new mission in the U. S., Zhang says he 
feels freed from the numerous meetings 
and red tape he regularly faced at 
home. Also, "communication facilities 
are excellent here—people are easily 
reached here by phone, while in China it 
is much of a problem." 
And Zhang intends to adapt to the 

automobile-oriented American way of 
life. Although told by his colleagues in 
Beijing that he was too old to learn how 
to drive, Zhang is taking lessons. "I 
need to learn the skill to be more effi-
cient in working here," he says. 

-Zhao Qinghua 
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Bipolar military ICs: 

We still make 'em like 
they used to. 

When you must have older bipolar military ICs, remember 
Lansdale: we serve the semiconductor aftermarket. Our products 
are those that others no longer make, assuring you that you'll 
always have a source. 

You'll see many old friends on our product list. Like 
Raytheon's DTL 200 Series, Signetics DTL and TTL. Motorola's 
SUHL-TTL and others. And we can meet all your needs, even to 
the most exacting military standards. 

We also do custom manufacturing, including Schottky TTL, 
linear and digital. And we can give you gold-doping where needed. 

So don't go to the expense of designing-in a new part. Not 
when we still make 'em. 

Exactly like they used to. 

.ror further information contact 

L ' SAI I I DALE (11  
SEMICONDUCTOR 

3600 West Osborn Rd. • Phoenix, Arizona 85019 
Phone: (602) 269-6262 • Telefax: (602) 269-6262 
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VLSI Part No. Organization Functions Access Times 

VT7C122 

VT20C18 
VT20C19 

VT20050 

256 x 4 

2K x8 
2K x8 

1K x4 

Separate VO 

APD; 10 ns OE 
12 ns CE; 10 ns OE 

Separate VO; FC 

15 ris 

20 ns 
20 ris 

15 ns 

VT20068 
VT20069 
VT20071 
VT20072 
VT20078 
VT20079  

VT20C98* 
VT20C99* 

4K x 4 
4K x 4 
4K x4 
4K x 4 
4K x4 
4K x 4 

APD 
12 ns CS 
Separate 1/0; OT 
Separate I/O; HZ 
APD; 10 ns OE 
12 ns CS; 10 ns OE 

8K x 8 APD 
8Kx8 Fast CE 

20 ns 
20 ns 
20 ns 
20 ns 
20 ns 
20 ns 

25 ns 
25 ns 

VT62KS4* 
VT63KS4* 
VT64KS4* 
VT65KS4* 

I6K x4 
16Kx 4 
16K x4 
16K x4 

15 ns CS 
15 ns CS; OE 
APD 
APD; OE 

25 ns 
25 ns 
25 ns 
25 ns 

APD=Auto Power Down; CE=Chip Enable, OE=Output Enable; CS =Chip Select, 
PC= Flash Clear; OT= Outputs Track Inputs During Write; HZ = High-Impedance 
Outputs During Write *Samples Available 4th Quarter, 1987. 

So long, Cypress. Sayonara, 
Toshiba.That goes for you, too, IDT. 
And Motorola. And all you other 
CMOS SRAM makers. 

Now VLSI has some of the fastest 
CMOS SRAMs around. 

Wère not talking about just one 
part here. And one part there. 

But a whole family of SRAMs 
that blow the doors off anything 
from the competition. 

Our SRAMs make it easy to 



For a free poster of this ad call 800-8-SAMPLE. 

boost performance in your existing 
designs because each and every one 
is pin-compatible with industry-
standard chips. 

And we're developing tools to 
make them available for ASIC designs. 

So phone VLSI Technology at 
800-8-SAMPLE for more informa-
tion and samples. Or write to us at 
1109 McKay Dr., San Jose, CA 95131. 

And see how you can blow the 
doors off your competition. 

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
Circle 19 on reader service card 



How to improve 
your memory. 

Get 1 Mbit of RAM in a credit-card size cassette. 

The DuPont Memory Cassette System is the first system 

of its size to deliver up to 1 Mbit of memory, with the 

speed and security you need. 

While other types of datastorage media may have 

slightly more memory, you can fit multiple DuPont Memory 

Cassettes in the space of conventional drive systems. 

These can provide greater memory and direct access to 

your data. And the cassette is faster too—about 107 

times faster. 

Unlike floppy disks, the cassette protects closed 

architectures and virtually 

eliminates copying. With a long-

life replaceable lithium battery, 

to avoid erasure during power failures. And the cassette is 

designed to offer protection from electromagnetic inter-

ference and electrostatic discharge. 

We've put all those features in a really tough package— 

the connector is rated for 10,000 mating cycles minimum; 

tested up to 50,000 cycles. Perfect for your every appli-

cation, RAM or ROM. The Memory Cassette System will 

allow you to save on components, save on space, and 

still design a more versatile product. 

Th start improving your memory, just remember 

this number: 1 800 527-2601 and call for our free bro-

chure. Or write: DuPont Company, Memory Cassette, 

Customer Service Center, 515 Fishing Creek Rd., New 

Cumberland, PA 17070. 

DuPont Electronics 
Share the power of our resources 

Circle 20 on reader service card 
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER 
HITACHI'S NEW SUPERCOMPUTER LEAPFROGS CRAY... 

Hilachi Ltd. has unveiled a new supercomputer that can run up to 3 billion 
floating-point operations/s, putting it smack in the middle of its U. S. 

competitors. The new S-820 model 80 will compete with several U. S.-made 
machines, including Cray Research's Cray 2, which runs at about 1.8 giga-
flops, and ETA Systems' ETA 10, which can do about 6.7 gigaflops. Based on 
the same chip and assembly technology used in Hitachi's two-year-old M-
680H mainframe, the S-820 model 80 gets its added power partly from a 12-
pipeline architecture (four more than the M680H) that lets it operate internally 
like a multiprocessor machine. Two chips not used in the mainframe and a 
new memory-extension system also aid performance. The special chips in-
clude an emitter-coupled-logic vector register—actually a 7-Kbit random-ac-
cess memory integrated on a 2,500-gate array that boasts 2.5-ns access 
times—and Hitachi's own BiCMOS, ECL-compatible, 64-Kbit dynamic RAM, 
which has an access time of 13 ns, and makes possible a board access time 
of 20 ns (half that of the M680H). Main memory capacity for the system is 
512 Mbytes, but high-speed file memory can range up to 12 gigabytes. 
Deliveries will start in the first quarter of 1988, with rental fees beginning at 
about $545,000 per month. E 

... BUT THE SUPERCOMPUTER LEADER HAS THREE FASTER MODELS COMING 

W ith Hitachi and a myriad of others nipping at its heels, supercomputer 
leader Cray Research Inc. is not sitting on its hands. The Minneapolis 

firm is pushing ahead with its plans for three new, increasingly parallel and 
ever faster supercomputer architectures between now and 1994. First out will 
be the Y-MP, an eight-processor system based on VLSI silicon technology 
that is expected to hit a peak speed of 3.2 billion floating-point operations per 
second. That machine, scheduled for delivery next spring, will be followed by 
the Cray 3 in 1989 or 1990. Incorporating gallium arsenide chip technology 
and a 16-processor design, the Cray 3 will up the performance ante to the 12-
to-20-gigaflops range. Beyond that, Cray is looking toward the 1992-94 time-
frame for production of a system currently code-named the MP. That machine 
features more processors working in parallel—perhaps as many as 64. Circuit 
technology for the MP has not yet been determined, but devices based on 
advanced GaAs high-electron-mobility transistors are a possibility. E 

A WORRIED TOSHIBA MOVES FAST TO MOLLIFY U. S. AND STOP IMPORT BAN 

Look for Toshiba Corp. lobbyists to swarm over Capitol Hill as the Japa-
nese firm strives to appease the U.S. government and thus avoid heavy 

sanctions for illegally selling high-tech milling equipment to the Soviet Union. 
The Japanese firm is taking very seriously the strong signal sent out by the 
U.S. Senate, which on July 1 voted 92-5 to ban Toshiba and its partner in the 
technology diversion, Norway's Kongsberg Vapenfabrik, from importing 
goods to the U. S. for at least two years. The day after, Toshiba's top two 
officials resigned and its U.S. subsidiary hired a Washington law firm to 
handle its case. Chairman Shoichi Saba and president Sugiichiro Watari said 
they were taking personal responsibility for the sale, even though they had no 
knowledge or control over the deal, which was made by a 51%-owned 
subsidiary, Toshiba Machine Corp. Saba said he would take responsibility 
"for not creating an atmosphere throughout the Toshiba group that would 
make such activity unthinkable." Toshiba Machine sold $23 million worth of 
equipment for manufacturing submarine propeller blades to the Soviets in 
1983 and 1984 [Electronics, June 11, 1987, p. 53]. The Senate action, part of 
a broader trade bill, is not final; although the House is considering similar 
legislation, the Reagan administration is opposed to the general bill. 0 
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ELECTRONICS NE1111 
NOW, A NEW FIGHT: INTEL, MOTOROLA OFFER STANDARD-CELL MICROPROCESSORS 

M Icroprocessor leaders Intel Corp. and Motorola Inc. are ready to turn the 
application-specific integrated-circuit world on its ear—the first of their most 

popular computer chips are ready as standard cells. Intel president Andrew 
Grove is already claiming "the first onslaught of design wins" for the cell-based 
80051 standard microcontroller, a single-chip ASIC that also holds a choice of 
necessary peripheral functions (see p. 51). At Motorola, customers now have 
access to an ASIC version of the MC6805 single-chip microcontroller. Both 
offerings are making a splash, says Michael Kubiak, a San Francisco-based 
analyst with Kidder Peabody and Co. Both firms plan other introductions soon: 
Intel will release a cell version of its 16-bit 80186, and Motorola a version of its 
EEPROM-based 68HC11 single-chip microcontroller. • 

FOUNDRY HITCH SLOWS NATIONAL'S ENTRY INTO FAST SRAM MARKET 

plans for fast 64-Kbit and 256-Kbit static random-access memories at 
National Semiconductor Corp. are slipping away as its Japanese produc-

tion partner struggles with converting what was originally a DRAM-oriented 
line into a SRAM foundry. The high degree of automation in the fabrication line 
is also presenting hurdles, according to managers familiar with the effort. 
National—in step with a U. S. chip-industry trend—agreed last fall to supply its 
fast static designs to NMB Semiconductor Ltd., which in turn was going to 
produce 8-K-by-8-bit and 32-K-by-8-bit SRAMs for the Santa Clara, Calif.-
based firm [Electronics, Oct. 16, 1986, p. 154]. "That agreement is not really 
dead, but [it] is somewhere between comatose and dormant," acknowledges 
Alan Ankerband, MOS memory marketing manager at National. ID 

SUN RIVER USES OPTICS TO LET USERS SHARE 80386-BASED PCs 

Typical local-area networks for personal computers enable users to share and 
exchange data, but their bandwidth is insufficient to let them share high-

resolution bit-mapped color graphics. Now Sun River Corp., Jackson, Miss., 
thinks it can change that, with new terminals and a 32-Mbit/s fiber-optic link that 
lets up to 16 users share the power of a multiuser 80386-based personal 
computer, such as Compaq Computer Corp.'s DeskPro 386. The Cygna 386 
Fiber Optic Station looks like a terminal but for $2,000 offers the color graphics 
and functionality of a PC. The stations can handle true bit-mapped graphics, can 
run more than one DOS application package at once, and take advantage of the 
power of the 80386 processor at the heart of the host. 0 

SHORTCUT TO MARKET: TI OFFERS ITS OWN SYSTEM FOR GENERATING SOFTWARE 

Texas Instruments Inc. is taking a shortcut to a new market by introducing 
a system that it already uses inside the company to automatically generate 

business software. The first two components of Ti's Information Engineering 
Facility are for IBM Corp. computers: the Analysis Toolset for Personal Com-
puters and the Mainframe Encyclopedia for IBM mainframes. Analysis Toolset 
depicts application needs in graphic form using five integrated diagramming 
tools; Mainframe Encyclopedia acts as a central repository for information 
collected by the PC Toolset. The software-design system was developed for 
internal use by TI's Information Systems and Service Group in Plano, Texas, 
and company observers say its introduction as a commercial product is a key 
move in Ti's strategy to exploit captive technologies to enter new businesses. 
The Information Engineering Facility is aimed at applications in accounting, 
personnel programs, facilities management, and manufacturing systems. The 
Mainframe Encyclopedia sells for $70,000, and the Analysis Toolset costs 
$9,400. n 
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ELECTROSTATIC 
DISCHARGE SIMULATOR 

A testing machine designed to simu-

late electrostatic discharge which 

may occur between a charged body 

such as human body and electonic 
equipment. 

Automatic test equipment designed 

to simulate the electrostatic discharge 

which may occur between a chargec 

body and a semiconductor. Presett-

ing the voltage to be applied, the 

number of pulses, and the pins to 
which the voltage will be 

applied allows 

testing to be car-

ried out wit'l 

high degree of ac-

curacy. 

NOISE CANCELER 
TRANSFORMER 

A transformer 

designed to pro-

tect against 

impulse, lightning 

surge, and electrostatic 

discharge. 

ELECTROSTATIC 
DISCHARGE SIMULATOF 
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS 

ESS-90G 

LIGHTNING SURGE 
SIMULATOR 

Test equipment designed to simu-

late lightning surges which may 

damage low voltage control circuitry. 

This equipment facilitates surge test-

ing (such as FCC Part 68, para-

graph 68-310) by superimposing a 

transient signal directly onto the 

power supply line. 

NOISE 
CANCELER 

Devices used to 

reduce noise on 

printed circuit 

boards. These devices 

can be mounted on printed 

circuit boards in the same 

manner as integrated circuits, or 

mounted on loaded printed circuit 

boards as an additional element. 

POWER LINE 
DISTURBANCE DETECTOR 

Connected to the power supply line, 
NOR-544 monitors supply voltage 

fluctuations (simultaneously on AC 

line and DC line), frequency varia-

tions, and impulse noise. 

IMPULSE NOISE 
SIMULATOR 

Test equipment designed to deter-

mine electronic equipment tolerance 

to tansient signals which may su-

perimpose on the power supply 

lines. 

NOISE COUNTERMEASURING 
EQUIPMENT 

This model is provided to take pro-

per noise preventive measures for 

P.C.Bs loaded with CPU, I/O and 

RAM. 

It consists of impulse no se gene-

rator, electric potential measuring 

unit and counter plane. 

VOLTAGE DIP 
SIMULATOR 

Test equipment designed to simu-

late a momentary voltage drop or 

the momentary power failJre which 

may occur on a commercial power 

supply line and adversely affect 

sensitive electronic equipment. 

IMPULSE NOISE 
FILTER  

A high performance filter to suppress 

power-line noise which may adver-

sely affect the operation of electro-

fro equipment. These filters also 

prevent noise produced by the equip-

ment from superimposing signals on 

the power supply line. 

In addition to the above-mentioned, 
please contact a Noise Laboratory s Sales Engineer to discuss your specific requirements. 

NOISE. 
NOlaE LABORATORY CO., LTD. 

2662-1, NOBORITO. TAMA-KLL KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWm PREF. 214 JAPAN TEL (044 933-4311 TELE( 3842777NOISE_ FACSIMILE (044)932-4511 
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Hardware 
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Take Image Processing 
and Data Acquisition 
to 'VIACH speed on the 
IBM PC with our new 
Array Processor. 

Fasten your seat belts! Our IBM PC array process-
ing board and software fly! And they're completely 
backwards compatible with our Image Processing 
(frame grabber) and Data Acquisition (A/D, DIA) 
boards and software. 
Our MACH Series DT7010 Floating-Point Array 

Processor is general-purpose, and performs IEEE 
32-bit floating-point arithmetic at 6.5 Mflops. The 
DT7010 is particularly good at crunching data 
acquired by a Data Translation frame grabber or A/D 
board. 
And with our MACH Series software, you don't 

have to program the board. The MACH Vector Sub-
routine Library contains 118 general-purpose subrou-
tines for digital image processing/signal processing, 
and vector/matrix operations. Our MACH Assembler 
and MACH Simulator ease writing custom 
algorithms. 

So hold on to your hat, and call us, at (617) 481-3700. 
The age of supersonic, desktop Image Processing 
and Data Acquisi-
tion is flying. To learn more, see us in Gold 

Book 1987, or call to receive 
our first-ever 19873-Book Set, 
including 1987 Catalog, Prod-

uct Summary Price 
List, and 
Applications 
Handbook. 

I Call (617) 481-3700 
MACH SER ES SUMMARY 

Array 
Processing 
Board 

FFT* FFT* FFT* 
1024 Point 1024 Point 256 x 256 Price 
Real Complex Image 

017010 
Floating-Point 23ms 41ms 3.9s $4995 
Array Processor 

'All execution speeds are real-world, not theoretical, and include overhead times. 

Software 

MACH Vector Subroutine Library  for end-users ($1495) 

MACH Microcode Assembler And Simulator  for algorithm developers ($1495) 

MACH Library, Assembler And Simulator ($2495) 

DATA TRANSLATION® 
World Headquarters: Data Translation. Inc . IOU Locke Dr Marlboro. MA 01752 (61/i 481 3700 I Ix 951 646 
European Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd.. 13 The Business Centre, Molly Minus Lane, Wokingham. Berks, RG11 2QZ, England 1 lx 849862 (err)) 
International Sales Office: Australia (61) 2-662-4295; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2)2-253689; China (408) 727-8222, (86)8-721-4017; Denmark (45) (02) 
187188; England (44) 734-79383; Finland (358)-90-372144: France (33) (1) 69-28-01-73; Greece (30) (3) 152-7039, (30) (1) 361-4300: Hong Kong (852) 3-318585; India (91) 2-231040; Israel 
(972) 3-324298; Italy (39) 2-81821; Japan (81) (3) 502-5550, (81)(3) 375-1551, (81)(3) 355-1111; Korea (82) 778-0721; Malaysia (60) 3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31) 
70996360; New Zealand (61) 2-662-4295; Norway (47)(02) 559050; Peru (51)(14) 31-8060; Phillipines (63) 818-0103; Portugal (351) 1545313; Singapore (65) 271-3163; South Africa (27) 
12469221; Spain (34)14558112; Sweden (46)8-7617820; Switzerland (41)17231410, (41)22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-709-1394; West Germany (49) 89809020. 

Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 
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PRODUCTS NEWAH.' ETTER - 
MIPS RISC PROCESSOR IS TWICE AS FAST AS 80386 YET COSTS NO MORE 

w ork-station manufacturers can now buy a reduced-instruction-set pro-
cessor from MIPS Computer Systems Inc. that delivers twice the perfor-

mance of Intel Corp.'s 80386 microprocessor for about the same price. 
Available in 12.5- and 16.67-MHz versions, the R2000 chip's RISC architec-
ture provides enough processing power to drive work stations at a pace of 
between 8 million and 12 million instructions/s, depending on clock speed, 
cache memory, and other system-design variables—compared with 4 to 5 
mips for 80386-based work stations, says the Sunnyvale, Calif., company. 
The 12.5-MHz version will sell for $195 in 5,000-unit quantities; the 16.67-
MHz version, $295. Both are available now. Systems software and third-party 
tools are also available for another $100 per CPU. El 

EMULEX 14.4-KBIT/S MODEM TO COST THE SAME AS 9.6-KBIT/S PRODUCTS 

Look for computer-products specialist Emulex Corp. to break into the com-
munications hardware market with a 14.4-Kbit/s modem that offers a 50% 

performance advantage over the 9.6-Kbit/s modems now standard for leased-
line transmissions. A proprietary CMOS six-chip set is the key factor bringing 
the Performance 1000 full-duplex modem in at just $1,795—about the same 
price as the 9.6-Kbit/s modems, claims the Costa Mesa, Calif., company. The 
chip set also delivers a 50% reduction in component count, which contributes 
to an 81/2-by-11-in. footprint for the 21/2-in.-high modem—the smallest avail-
able at 14.4 Kbits/s. The modem also features menu-driven operation moni-
tored by a liquid-crystal display. Available now, the modem conforms to the 
CCITT V.33 standard. A 9.6-Kbit/s version conforming to the V.29 standard 
sells for $1,295. El 

CHROMATICS COLOR DISPLAY HAS DOUBLE THE SPEED OF COMPETITORS 

By implementing the industry-standard Graphical Kernel System software in 
microcode, Chromatics Inc. has come up with a color display system that 

draws 1 million fully transformed two-dimensional vectors per second—double 
the speed of competitive systems. The LeMans Colorgraphic Display can also 
draw 250,000 three-dimensional vectors/s and generate 25,000 smooth-
shaded polygons/s with hidden-surface removal in 3-d applications. Its graph-
ics engine is based on multiple processors arrayed in a 32-bit pipelined 
architecture. A standard 32-bit VMEbus interconnection provides an open 
architecture that interfaces easily with host computers from Sun Microsystems 
Inc. or Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX series. Available in the third quarter with 
a 1,280-by-1,024-pixel display, the LeMans costs $25,000 each; volume dis-
counts are available. D 

GRAPHICS BOARD MORE THAN DOUBLES RESOLUTION OF IBM PS/2 

Acolor-graphics controller board from Control Systems Inc. boosts the 
standard 640-by-480-pixel resolution on IBM Corp.'s Personal System/2 

products by factor of more than 2.5—to a resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels 
noninterlaced or 1,024 by 1,024 interlaced—while at the same time maintain-
ing compatibility with IBM's video-graphics-array standard. Built around Hita-
chi Ltd.'s ACRTC graphics processor, the Artist 10/16 VGA board also offers 
a 16-color palette and 1 Mbyte of on-board graphics memory. A redesigned 
version of the company's Artist 10/16 for IBM's Personal Computer family, the 
new controller board plugs into a 136-connector slot in the PS/2 motherboard 
to work effortlessly with the machine's Micro Channel architecture. The Artist 
10/16 VGA will be available in August from the St. Paul, Minn., company for 
$1,797 in 100-unit quantities. El 
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETT1R 
CONVERGENT SERVER OFFERS INSTANT ACCESS TO DOS AND UNIX AT 5.7 MIPS 

Convergent Technologies Inc. 's departmental server for networks of per-
sonal computers combines a 20-MHz Intel Corp. 80386 microprocessor 

and a 64-Kbyte memory cache with zero wait states to reach 5.7 million 
instructions/s—and simultaneous access to MS-DOS and multitasking Unix 
environments. Using the San Jose, Calif., company's PC Exchange/Vines 
networking software, 386 Server PC can handle up to 64 personal computers 
or 32 terminals. Its basic configuration includes 1 Mbyte of memory, a 51/4 -in. 
floppy-disk drive, an 80-Mbyte hard disk, and slots for three more SCSI 
peripherals. Memory is expandable to 64 Mbytes and disk storage to 1 
gigabyte. The server runs both Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS 3.2 operating 
system and CTIX/386, Convergent's implementation of AT&T Co.'s Unix Sys-
tem V Release 3. Available in the third quarter, it will cost $7,500. • 

QUAD DESIGN CUTS TIMING VERIFICATION FROM DAYS TO MINUTES 

Accurate timing analysis is the neglected stepchild of pc-board-design soft-
ware, and Quad Design Technology aims to correct that with Motive, a tool 

set for timing verification. Current tools use simulation and test vectors to handle 
problems such as clock skew, interconnect delay, and multicycle paths—a 
method that can take hours or even days. The Camarillo, Calif., company's 
Motive (for Modular Timing Verifier) runs verifications in minutes by analyzing 
circuits over the worst-case range of component parameters. A version for IBM 
Corp. Personal Computer ATs and compatibles costs $1,995. Component librar-
ies for microprocessors, memories, and specialized components such as Fair-
child Semiconductor Corp.'s FAST family cost $500 each. Versions for Sun 
Microsystems work stations start at $12,000. All are available now. CI 

TI'S DIGITAL CROSSBAR SWITCH UNCLOGS BUS BOTTLENECKS 

Bbottlenecks in the buses of multiple-processor systems may soon be elimi-nated, now that Texas Instruments Inc. is in production with a digital 
crossbar switch that can transmit or read data from any combination of 16 
input/output ports on the fly. The 32-bit bipolar AS8840 [Electronics, Feb. 5, 
1987, p. 72] has 64 I/O pins grouped in 16 separate 4-bit, nibble-wide 
bidirectional ports. Port-to-port data transfers take 25 ns, compared with 100 
ns for current MSI implementations that use two VMEbus boards. The device 
can be used to closely couple multiple processors to one another, to common 
or private memory blocks, or to system I/O, says TI. Its microprogrammability 
suits it to a wide range of parallel-processing architectures, such as single-
instruction, multiple-data systems or in multiple-instruction, multiple-data sys-
tems. Housed in a 156-pin grid array, the AS8840 costs $93.60 each in 
1,000-piece quantities.LII 

HARRIS CUTS DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS 

The operating system for two new multiprocessor superminicomputers from 
Harris Corp. Computer Systems Division has been especially tailored to cut 

development time for real-time applications. The RT-VOS/MP (real-time virtual-
operating-system multiprocessor) gives developers tools to schedule tasks for up 
to 12 CPUs and to design and test time-critical code—features not available until 
now—says the Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., company. The operating system uses only 
10% of CPU time for overhead. On the hardware side, the H-1600 supermini 
incorporates three processors based on 100K emitter-coupled-logic technology. 
Each processor runs at 5 million instructions/s and has its own 80-Mbyte/s 
memory bus to reduce shared-memory bottlenecks. Available now, the H-1600 
costs $795,000. The dual-processor H-1500 costs $555,000. • 
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Fit happens in a 
blink,we'll catch it. 

Analog Solutions' 
10-bit, 25 MHz 
AID converters capture 
every event in a fast-
changing analog world. 

Add to that our custom LSI which reduces the 
better reliability 

Finally our 1025 is pin compatible with the industry standard MOD1020. 
All this may suggest you'll be paying more than you would for a typical 20 MHz converter. 
Well, you won't. We're competitively priced. Which may inspire you to reach for the phone 

at something approaching the speed of light. 
The ZAD1025 is the first product 

in Analog Solutions' new family of video 
converters. For more information contact 
Analog Solutions, 85 W Tasman Drive, 
San Jose, CA 95134-1703, (408) 433-1900, 
FAX: (408) 433-9308. 

A N ALOG 
X. SOLUTIONS 

Some companies only deliver components. 
We provide complete solutions. 
Our latest is the ZAD1025, a vastly 

improved Video ADC offering the features that 
system designers have been asking for. 

The ZAD1025 delivers true 10-bit perfor-
mance at a 25 MHz sampling rate. So if you're 
doing video digitizing at speeds below 25 MHz, 
you don't have to pay extra for a super fast 
40 MHz converter. 

Furthermore, if you're designing test or 
imaging systems, why be limited to a single 
optimal sampling rate? Our ZAD1025 offers 
variable sampling rates from DC to 25 MHz 
with 10-bit linearity over the entire range. 

The ZAD1025 uses 40% less power than 
any other design on the market—only 13 watts. 

overall parts count, and you have inherently 
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Only from OKI: 
• Most complete ASIC building blocks. 
• Most versatile design/package options. 
Most experienced ASIC technology. 

Nobody but nobody puts ASIC technology 
together like OKI Semiconductor can. 

Ease into ASIC with OKI as your close 
working partner—and you instantly 
support your VLSI application with the 
most comprehensive ASIC capabilities on 
the world market today. Bar none. 

From gate array, standard cell and full 
custom chips to standard components 
to integration to advanced board level 
products, OKI alone puts you on the 
leading edge of ASIC technology and its 
complete implementation. 

OKI: the totally logical choice. 

Opt for OKI ASIC, and you open up your 
options across the board. Only OKI now 
offers the system designer the unique 
security and entry ease that only a 
proven track record in CMOS ASIC 
problem-solving can provide. This his-
tory of performance built up since 1977 
has produced the widest range of solid 
building blocks yet: advanced ASIC prod-
ucts and packaging including surface-
mount, backed up with the most flexible 
cell libraries, CAD/CAE design tools and 
development aids. 

As your working partner, OKI ASIC ex-
pertise is available to you at any stage of 
the development process. We'll help you 
define system requirements, determine 
the most cost-effective product solutions 
and supply complete design software— 
accessible at your own workstation or 
through our regional design centers. And 
then we take it from there: with high 
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volume fabrication, assembly and testing 
completed in one of the world's most 
highly robotized manufacturing 
facilities. 
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Gate Arrays to 10K Gates 

Standard Cells to 30K Gates 

Full Customs - Lowest Cost 

1.5 Micron Cell Library 

Macro Cells 

Bi CMOS 

High Density 
Surface Mount Packages 

Board Level Products 

Supporting Standard Products 

COB Technology 
(Chip on Board) 

CAD/CAE Design Support 

Customer-Friendly 
Design Interface 

Regional Design Centers 

Robotic Manufacturing 
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ASIC Solutions from OKI: 
You can't beat the logic! 
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Check out OKI ASIC data: 
Please rush complete technical data/specs 
on OKI capabilities in: 

( 
( 
( 

) Gate Arrays 

) Standard Cells 

) Full Customs 

) Please call: we have immediate requirements: 

Name/Title   

Company  

Attach coupon to business card or letterhead and return 
to: ASIC Customer Service, OKI Semiconductor, 650 North 
Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Tel: (408) 720-1900. 
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Combine the 
capturing abilities' 
a Nicolet 
oscilloscope uith the 
computing abilities 
of your IBM PC. 
Connected via the RS-232 
or the IEEE-488 (GPIB) 
interface, the power of 
modern signal analysis 
can be easily realized. 

800,1356-300 
or 608/273-5008 

Nicolet Test Instruments Division 
P.O. Box 4288 
5225-2 Verona Road 
Madison, WI 53711-0288 

et Digital Oscilloscopes 
The Scopes. Nicolet digital oscilloscopes offer ten times the accuracy and as 

much as one hundred times the resolution of analog oscilloscopes. A wide range of 
digitizer speeds provide solutions for virtually every measurement problem. Our 
latest plug-in module, the 4570, has 12-bit resolution at the unprecedented digitizing 
speed of 10 MHz_ Accuracy does not have to be sacrificed for speed! Neither does 
sweep length. Waveforms composed of up to 16k data points are available regardless 
of the speed. Cursor readout of measurement values, "zoom" expansion to X256, 
continuously variable pretrigger data capture, and built-in disk drives all contribute 
to Nicolet's measurement expertise. 

From low cost portables to high performance laboratory systems, Nicolet digital 
oscilloscopes were the first and are still the best. 

Nicolet Software 
The Software. Powerful, easy to use software packages are available for every 

Nicolet scope. Data transfers into the PC as well as mathematical data manipulation 
(FFT, integration, RMS, multiplication, etc.) can be accomplished without program-
ming or computer expertise. Waveforms can be displayed on the PC screen, stored 
on the disk drive, and plotted on paper. The powerful new Waveform BASIC program 
can also operate as a waveform manipulation language. Using commands similar to 
standard BASIC, customized waveform calculations can be written quickly and easily. 

Capture, analyze, store, and plot data with the convenience and ease of a Nicolet 
oscilloscope and Nicolet software. 

Nicolet 
"Instruments of Discovery" 

For More Information Circle 30 
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CAE IS FINALLY BEGINNING 
TO LIVE UP TO ITS PROMISE 

FASTER PLATFORMS AND SIMULATION PACKAGES PROVIDE THE IMPETUS 
MIAMI BEACH 

In the annals of computer-assisted en-
gineering, 1987 could well go down as 

the year the pieces came together. For 
the 107 exhibitors and some 4,000 show-
goers at the Design Automation Confer-
ence in Miami Beach, the five-year-old 
promise of CAE—to speed product de-
velopment even as it leads to better 
products—began to come true. 
The big trends are clear. In hardware, 

it's faster and far less expensive work-
station platforms; in software, it's more 
sophisticated simulation along with im-
proved simulation models. 
With the parade of work stations tak-

ing on the character of a mips war, Apol-
lo Computer Inc. took the conference 
spotlight by unveiling its Domain series 
4000 Personal Super Workstation (see 
p. 32). The machine, rated at 4 million 
instructions per second, can do simula-
tion of 100,000 gates, complete system 
timing, and testability analysis—a run 
that previously required an accelerator. 
The series 4000, at under $19,000, is 

today's price-performance leader, but 
the field is jammed. Digital Equipment 
Corp. has jumped in with its new $7,900 
color VAXstation line [Electronics, June 
25, 1987, p. 42]. Intergraph Corp. has a 
new under-$30,000 5-mips model, and 

Sun Microsystems Inc. is joining the 
bunch with a 10-mips machine. Hewlett-
Packard Co.'s new $69,000 Model 
825SRX carries 8-mips credentials. 
Hand in glove with more powerful 

and cheaper platforms are faster simu-
lators. For example, Cadnetix Corp. of 
Boulder, Colo., introduced its Configura-
ble Analysis Engine, a network process-
ing node that accelerates the compila-
tion of data required for a simulation 
run even as it performs the digital and 
analog simulation process itself. 
Another new class of simulators runs 

as fast as those requiring high-perfor-
mance hardware—but without the hard-
ware. Typical is the Verilog simulator 
from Gateway Design Automation Corp. 
of Westford, Mass. "In addition to full 
behavioral language, Verilog-XL simu-
lates at the gate and even switch levels, 
and works faster on a work station than 
most hardware accelerators costing 
$100,000," says Prabhu Goel, president. 

Simulators are being improved in oth-
er ways, too. LSI Logic Inc. of San Jose, 
Calif., unveiled a revamped LSIM, the 
first multimode simulator, which offers 
behavioral, logic, switch, circuit, analog, 
and fault simulation. The new version 
also has an interactive waveform viewer 
that lets designers pan and zoom and 

make voltage and timing measurement 
directly off the waveform. Through mul-
tiple simulation windows, the designer 
can view simultaneous inputs and out-
puts in both alphanumeric and wave-
form displays, says Van Lewing, direc-
tor of software marketing. 
While some suppliers are adding func-

tions to their simulators, others are tai-
loring their products to run on lower-
priced work stations. One such product is 
from Orcad Systems Corp. of Hillsboro, 
Ore. The company says its new simulator 
can easily handle designs with as many 
as 14,000 gates on a standard personal 
computer with an extended graphics card 
and 640 Kbytes of memory. 
But simulators are no better than the 

models they run. "A simulation engine 
without good models is like a car with-
out wheels," says Richard Perry, mar-
keting vice president of FutureNet, a 
division of Data I/O Corp. in Chats-
worth, Calif. "There aren't enough mod-
els out there, especially ones certified 
by the IC vendor." To address this prob-
lem, Logic Automation Inc. of Beaver-
ton, Ore., and Quadtree of Bridgewa-
ter, N.J., have embarked on ambitious 
programs to have their models certified 
by IC vendors. 

-Jonah McLeod and Stan Runyon 

AUTOMATED SOFTWARE DESIGN IS TAKING OFF, TOO 
Computer-aided software engineering is 
fast becoming a critical component in an 
increasing number of electronic design 
automation systems. Many of the EDA 
system vendors at the Design Automa-
tion Conference in Miami Beach are add-
ing CASE to their product lines. Digital 
Equipment Corp., for example, an-
nounced a cooperative marketing pro-
gram with Cadre Technologies Inc. to 
include its Teamwork series of CASE 
tools in DEC's stable of EDA applica-
tions. DEC also has a marketing agree-
ment with Tektronix Inc. for its CASE 
tool set. Hewlett-Packard Co. is also of-
fering Teamwork. 
CASE products promise faster soft-

ware development with fewer errors. 
The coupling of computer-aided docu-
mentation to CASE adds another mea-

sure of productivity and control. Ven-
dors are working to tie both types of 
tools intimately into their EDA systems. 
At Miami Beach, Cadre Technologies, 

one of the leading vendors of CASE 
tools, proposed a standard for interfac-
ing CASE to existing EDA applications. 
Cadre has suggested an extension to the 
EDIF—Electronic Design Interchange 
Format—standard for interchanging 
data among CASE tools and other EDA 
applications. 

Context Corp., a Mentor Graphics 
Corp. subsidiary that markets a comput-
erized documentation system, maintains 
that automated documentation tools will 
play a critical role with CASE in inte-
grated EDA systems. Context's system 
goes beyond computerized document 
preparation and publishing. It manages 

and controls all hardware and software 
changes to system-design documenta-
tion. Context's change-control feature 
can become the basic tool in an EDA 
system for management of a product 
development project. 
As with the other functions in an 

EDA system, CASE and documentation 
tools must be tightly integrated to be 
most effective. An example of integrat-
ing CASE and computerized documenta-
tion is the system the Boeing Co. put 
together for itself. The Boeing Automat-
ed Software Engineering system in-
cludes a system design environment 
from Teledyne-Brown, a structured 
analysis software development environ-
ment from Cadre, and the Context docu-
mentation system, all using the same 
data base. -Tom Manuel 
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WORK STATIONS 

APOLLO AND SUN HEAT UP THE MIPS WAR 
BOSTON 

Activity in the work-station 
business is getting as hot 

as the weather as the summer 
progresses. First there was Dig-
ital Equipment Corp. announc-
ing its low-end $7,900 color VAX 
[Electronics, June 25, 1987, 
p. 42]. Then, last week, Apollo 
Computer Inc. came along with 
a new machine as well as a new 
strategy. And Sun Microsys-
tems Inc. in a media blitz on 
July 7 introduced its station 
based on reduced-instruction-set 
architecture that can handle 10 
million instructions per second. 

Apollo, in Chelmsford, Mass., 
calls its new desktop entry—the Domain 
series 4000—a "Personal Super Worksta-
tion." The series 4000 is based on a 25-
MHz Motorola MC68020 microprocessor 
and a 25-MHz MC68881 floating-point co-
processor, which help the system achieve 
its 4-mips rating. 
Of equal importance is the new com-

pany strategy: to create a midrange be-
tween entry-level and very-high-perfor-
mance units. Prices for monochrome 
versions of the series 4000 begin at 
$13,900, and color models start at 
$18,900. The line fits between Apollo's 
series 3000 personal work stations— 
newly reduced in price to start at 
$4,990—and the DN590 Turbo, the high-
performance 3-d solids-modeling graph-
ics station introduced in May [Electron-
ics, May 28, 1987, p. 46] that starts at 
$57,900. 
OPPOSITION. A 19-in, color version of the 
4000, including both 25-MHz processors, 
8 Mbytes of memory, 8 planes of color, 
and 1,024-by-800-pixel resolution, sells 
for $25,900. It is equipped with an Apol-
lo token ring or Ethernet communica-
tions software and an operating system. 
Cheryl Vedoe, Apollo's group manager 
for personal work-station marketing, 
compares this variation with two simi-
larly configured machines from competi-
tors: the Hewlett-Packard 9000 350C, 
priced at $32,900, and the Sun 3/260C, 
which sells for $44,900. 

Actually, Vedoe says, neither DEC 
nor Sun has a high-performance person-
al work station, but Sun's 3/260C is the 
most directly comparable machine. 
Sun's John Hime, director of product 
marketing, counters that the series 4000 
"is not the kind of thing our customers 
ask for. Apollo must be responding to 
some particular customer requirements 
they know about." 
But Mark Stahlman, a research ana-

lyst with Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. in 

TAKING THE MIDDLE. Apollo, with its Domain series 4000, is trying to 

establish a midrange between low- and high-priced work stations. 

New York, who follows the work-station 
market closely, says flatly that the se-
ries 4000 is "hands-down the best mid-
range product in the industry." 
Stahlman agrees with Vedoe that Sun 

doesn't have a product comparable to the 
series 4000, but suggests that Sun's new 
products will begin to position the firm 
as more than a work-station company. 
He expects to see the beginnings of a 
family of superminicomputers that will 
push Sun into the 30-mips performance 
range. Sun's Hime would not comment. 

Besides dramatically cutting prices on 
the series 3000, Apollo has also en-
hanced the 16-month-old line. Analyst 
Stahlman sees the revamped machines 

as the most attractive low-end 
offerings in the market, includ-
ing DEC's new VAXstation 
line. Among the improvements 
are reduction of the two-board 
Apollo token-ring network con-
troller to one board through 
the use of custom CMOS gate 
arrays, and replacement of the 
"piggyback" memory-manage-
ment board set with the Mo-
torola MC68851 paged memo-
ry-management chip. The price 
of a 19-in, monochrome series 
3000 with 4 Mbytes of memory 
has been cut from $11,900 to 
$5,990; a 15-in, color series 
3000 with 4 Mbytes has 

dropped from $16,900 to $8,900. 
Apollo also made it easier for person-

al-computer users to integrate with the 
Domain environment by introducing two 
software products. One is the Do-
main/PC Emulator, which runs MS-DOS 
applications on any Domain work sta-
tion without the need for additional 
hardware. The other is Domain/PCI-
Ring—a hardware-software communica-
tions package that connects a single per-
sonal computer to the Apollo token ring 
to allow distributed computing. The 
company will add a third package, Do-
main/PCI-Enet, later this year; it will 
connect a single computer to an Ether-
net network. -Larry Curran 

COMPANIES 

BELEAGUERED GCA SHOWS 
SIGNS OF RENEWED VIGOR 
ANDOVER, MASS. W hen GCA Corp. announced in early 

June that it had won an million 
order from Rockwell International Corp. 
for several of its DSW 8500 direct-step-
on-wafer cameras, it was the first good 
news in almost two years for the Ando-
ver, Mass., manufacturer of semiconduc-
tor-production equipment. Combined with 
the naming of a new chairman and chief 
executive officer at the end of June, the 
two moves are signs of renewed vigor 
at GCA. And that's good news as well 
for U. S. semiconductor manufacturers, 
who want to see GCA survive as an al-
ternative to Japanese suppliers. 
The new chief is David R. A. Stead-

man, former president of Raytheon Ven-
tures, the venture-financing division of 
Raytheon Co. Steadman's move to GCA 
is viewed by some as prefiguring a pos-
sible sale of the company: he has been 

involved in several divestitures and ac-
quisitions at Raytheon and elsewhere. 
GCA's president, Peter Simone, does not 
rule out that possibility, but he says the 
GCA board chose Steadman for his fa-
miliarity with the financial community. 
FRAGILE. A leading maker of optical 
steppers, GCA was rolling along nicely 
in 1984 with revenues of $240 million, up 
76% from 1983, and net income of $28.5 
million, an increase of more than 200%. 
Then chip production plunged, and semi-
conductor makers stopped buying step-
pers. In 1985, GCA reported revenues of 
$156 million and a net loss of $145 mil-
lion. The slide continued last year, al-
though not as steeply: losses of $25 mil-
lion on revenues of $123 million. 
Simone hopes that the order from 

Rockwell indicates that the tide is begin-
ning to turn. He quickly cautions, how-
ever, that "our recovery remains frag-
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WINNER. Beleaguered GCA considers an $8 million order 
for DSW 8500 steppers a sign that the worst might be over. 

¡le, and will continue to be so until con-
ditions in our industry improve." 
GCA makes other equipment, but 

steppers determine its fortunes. They 
account for half the company's revenues 
and are the primary tool pitted against 
X-ray lithography in the battle to reach 
integrated-circuit line dimensions of 0.5 
gm and less. The main competitor for 
GCA, which has a 35% market share 
worldwide, is Japan's Nikon Precision 

Inc., whose share is believed 
to be about 25%. 
However, Rick Ruddell of 

Rude11 & Associates, a Red-
ding, Calif., market researcher 
who follows the stepper busi-
ness closely, says that ASM 
Lithography, Tempe, Ariz., is 
coming on strong in the mar-
ket. Ruddell also maintains 
that while GCA can win some 
short-term gains, the compa-
ny's future "lies in being ac-
quired. Potential buyers see 
[GCA's] installed base as an 
entrée into a global market." 
GCA's comeback started 

under Richard Rifenburgh. 
Rifenburgh, a specialist in company 
turnarounds, was brought in as chair-
man, president, and chief executive offi-
cer in March 1986 to salvage GCA. He 
quickly set in motion the steps that pre-
ceded a financial-restructuring plan that 
was implemented this spring. The com-
pany shed three divisions, consolidated 
operations, and laid off 1,280 employ-
ees—cutting its payroll to 1,000. 
At the same time, Simone, then a se-

nior vice president (he succeeded Rifen-
burgh as president in February), and 
other members of senior management 
were laying the technology base to en-
able the company to benefit from its 
own recovery, and from any rebound in 
the market. "We set and achieved sever-
al goals, even though we were running 
out of cash. It's amazing what you can 
accomplish when your pants are on 
fire," Simone says. 
GCA isn't out of the woods yet. The 

company's first quarter ended with rev-
enues of $13 million and a $12 million 
loss, which Simone says resulted from 
customers' postponing orders until the 
restructuring plan was approved in 
March. He's buoyed, however, by con-
tinuing increases in semiconductor book-
to-bill ratios, and by the fact that U. S. 
semiconductor manufacturers do not 
have much photolithography equipment 
that can produce lines finer than 1.5 gm. 
GCA has developed a lens system for 

an excimer laser source for its steppers, 
to deliver the shorter wavelengths re-
quired for 0.5 1.(m. Simone believes that 
will keep optical lithography competing 
against X-rays. -Larry Curran 

SOFTWARE 

PLUG-IN SOFTWARE MAY SAVE BIG BUCKS 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, OHIO 

Computer hardware users take for 
granted the ability to tailor a sys-

tem by mixing and matching boards 
that simply plug into a machine's back-
plane. Now Allen-Bradley Co. is out to 
match that flexibility in software. 
With its eye on the factory-automa-

tion business, the company plans this 
summer to ship the first modules based 
on an ambitious new software scheme 
called the Software Backplane. Under 
development for three years, it is billed 
as a generic approach to factory-cell-
control software: it will allow systems 
integrators to develop application pack-
ages as standard, portable modules that 
can be plugged in and played on the 
plant floor regardless of the host oper-
ating system employed. 
HALF THE COST. Beeause separate applica-
tion packages won't be required for differ-
ing host systems, the approach could even-
tually halve the software-development 
costs of complex custom factory-automa-
tion systems, says Richard L. Eshleman, 
director of marketing at Allen-Bradley's 
Industrial Automation Systems Division in 
Highland Heights, Ohio. What's more, it 
could cut by 90% the cost of building sys-
tems based on a set of standard applica-
tion modules, while also boosting software 
reliability and maintainability, he adds. The 
concept will be tested at "a large automo-
tive customer site" starting this summer, 

and will be offered as a standard product 
next year, Eshleman says. 
"For the high end of the cell-control 

business, the Software Backplane is our 
answer," declares J. Tracy O'Rourke, 
president and chief executive officer. 
The concept is a major piece of the 
firm's strategy to maintain a leading po-
sition in the cell-control business. That 
market is expected to grow by some 
40% annually to total $1 billion world-
wide by 1990. 
As the name implies, the Software 

Backplane architecture is 
modeled after that of a 
hardware backplane. A 
hardware backplane com-
bines a standard physical 
interconnect for the trans-
fer of data with a protocol 
to manage those trans-
fers; the Software Back-
plane is a software layer 
that provides a logical in-
terconnect and a protocol 
for linking application 
modules to a specific com-
puter operating system. 
The initial version will be 
for Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s VMS operating 
system. 
Though yet to be prov-

en, the concept is already 
drawing raves from some 

observers. "The potential for this is tre-
mendous," says Daniel R. Kosmalski, 
division manager for Merit Systems 
Inc., a Troy, Mich., factory-software do-
veloper. Other vendors offer software 
tools designed to help isolate application 
software from changes and constraints 
in the host-system architecture, Kos-
malski allows, but these tools are tied to 
specific hardware or operating systems. 

"There are all sorts of different com-
munication protocols like MAP [Manu-
facturing Automation Protocol] and Eth-

SOFTWARE BACKPLANE. With the Software Backplane, users 
will be able to plug in standard, portable applications packages. 
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ernet to transfer data between applica-
tions, but the communication between 
two applications isn't covered at all by 
the network protocols," notes Andrew 
Gray, supervising consultant at Coopers 
& Lybrand's manufacturing group in 
San Jose, Calif. By addressing that 
problem, Software Backplane could go a 
long way in meeting the needs of sys-
tem integrators, he believes. 

It contains four basic functions: a 
real-time distributive relational data 
base to meet the real-time needs of ap-
plication modules; a director/arbitrator 
to manage and schedule resources; a 
conditional processor that reacts to user-
configurable states within the data base 
to cause appropriate actions to occur; 
and system communications. 

Allen-Bradley will initially supply six 

TEST 

application modules for basic operation, 
and will then develop additional, more 
specialized modules. Users will also be 
able to develop their own application 
modules using C or other high-level lan-
guages. And Allen-Bradley hopes even-
tually to enlist systems integrators, 
computer vendors, and others to write 
standard application modules that can 
be plugged in. -Wesley R. Iversen 

NEW KIND OF IN-CIRCUIT TESTER EMERGES 
BOSTON 

Anew class of in-circuit board test-
ers is emerging that could encroach 

on the low-cost market niche dominated 
by manufacturing-defect analyzers, which 
sell for $25,000 to $60,000. Three of the 
new testers were introduced in June at 
the ATE & Instrumentation Conference 
East in Boston. 
Though they cost more money—from 

$50,000 to $95,000—the testers can double 
as manufacturing-process verification 
tools, offering more sophistication than 
the defect analyzer. The manufacturers— 
Hewlett-Packard, Factron/Schlumberger, 
and Zehntel—are heeding customers who 
find themselves increasingly squeezed be-
tween the need to get better control of 
their manufacturing processes and the es-
calating costs of board-test systems, 
which now are priced at $200,000 to 
$500,000 or more. 
FEWER SLOTS. The HP 3065ST, at 
$95,000, offers similar performance at 
less than half the price of the first mem-
ber of its 3065 family, which was intro-
duced in 1983, says Jack Trautman, re-
search and development manager at 
HP's Manufacturing Test Division in 
Loveland, Colo. The 3065ST has the same 
HP A400 multitasking central processor 
as the earlier family members, but has 
only six input/output slots, compared 
with 24 in its predecessors. Be-

-sides the computer, the ST also 
includes an 81-Mbyte hard-disk 
drive, a cartridge tape for back-
up, an automatic-programming 
station and a test station, plus 
various system and test-oriented 
software. The software includes 
HP's Q-STATS program for data 
collection and statistical-reports 
generation. 
Q-STATS, besides giving the 

greater sensitivity and resolu-
tion of a full in-circuit test sys-
tem, makes the ST more effec-
tive than a defect analyzer in 
pinpointing manufacturing-pro-
cess problems, says Mitch Kill-
mon, an HP manufacturing spe-
cialist. For example, Killmon 
says, a conventional analyzer 

doesn't provide sufficient resolution to 
detect drift in the value of 1% metal-film 
resistors after a circuit board has gone 
through wave soldering. "An in-circuit 
tester like the ST will be able to pinpoint 
drift in those resistors that could indi-
cate thermal shock during wave solder-
ing which resulted from the failure of a 
preheating element," Killmon says. 

Phillip Olson, senior sales engineer at 
Everett/Charles Test Equipment Inc., a 
supplier of defect analyzers in Rolling 
Meadow, Ill., doesn't directly contest 
Killmon's arguments about the need for 
greater resolution to truly diagnose 
component and process flaws. He stress-
es, however, that a defect analyzer is a 
niche product for cash-limited equip 
ment manufacturers who may not do 
any board testing, whose board volumes 
are low to moderate, "and who don't 
want to tie up a million-dollar board tes-
ter to catch a lot of manufacturing 
faults." 

Factron/Schlumberger's new entry is 
the Series 30/333V. The Latham, N. Y., 
company also makes defect analyzers, 
but Mike Esposito, director of market-
ing, says customers have been clamor-
ing for more capability in a tester/ana-
lyzer that offers some of the Series 30 
features at a more affordable price. The 
answer is the 30/333V. Esposito says it 

TWO FOR ONE. This model from Zehntel is one of the new in-circuit 
testers that also does the job of a manufacturing-defect analyzer. 

is the first of a family of process-verifi-
cation tools that uses technology typical 
of much more expensive systems at less 
than half the price. 

Price of the 30/333V ranges from 
$87,000 to $90,000, including 256 uncom-
promised hybrid test points, 25 Mbytes 
of hard-disk storage, a two-year warran-
ty, and installation. It offers analog and 
digital in-circuit testing, and software 
that is compatible with all other Series 30 
systems. The price was kept low partly 
by eliminating a high-speed section in-
cluded in other Series 30 testers that per-
forms complex functional testing. That 
move alone cut the board count from 75 
in the 333E to 35 in the 333V. 
BRAND NEW. Rounding out the trio are 
two models of Zehntel Inc.'s 1800, one 
of which the Walnut Creek, Calif., com-
pany is billing as the first to offer full 
analog and digital in-circuit testing for 
less than $50,000. Koorosh Nazifi, prod-
uct manager, says the machines "are 
not stripped-down versions of our more 
expensive systems. They are brand-new 
testers designed to perform efficient 
identification and diagnosis of board-lev-
el construction faults." 
One of them, priced at $49,750, pro-

vides 384 test points; the other covers 
512 test points for $69,750. Both are 
based on the IBM PC/XT or AT, and all 

programming and test activities 
run under MS-DOS. The 1800 se-
ries does not include the func-
tional digital or analog testing 
or VLSI microprocessor func-
tional testing associated with 
board testers costing up to four 
times as much. However, it does 
provide the same in-circuit test 
features as larger systems. 

Nazifi says the strategy be-
hind the 1800 series reflects a 
split in the board-test market. 
Some companies are paring 
down products to test for pro-
cess-related faults; others are 
adding functions to in-circuit 
testing, resulting in combination 
systems. "We decided to offer 
products at the low end," he 
says. -Larry Curran 
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ASICs 
will take over 50% 

of the semiconductor 
market by 1995. 

The giant 
semiconductor 

houses will demolish 
the ASIC guys. 

The giant 
semiconductor 

houses have blown 
it in ASICs. 



The August 6th 
issue of 

Electronics 
An entire special issue that sets the 

record straight on ASICs. 
There's been a lot of talk lately about the changing 

roles of traditional IC makers and their custom and 

semicustom IC counterparts. And everybody seems 

to have a different opinion 

In a comprehensive special report in the August 

6th issue of Electronics magazine, our editors do 

some tough reporting on the subject. Discussing 

the current and future status of commodity IC pro-

ducers and ASIC houses. What new technologies 

they're developing. What changes we can expect 

to see in their marketing strategies. And what it all 

means to semiconductor specifiers. 

If you're a semiconductor manufacturer— 

whether a commodity IC maker or a producer of 

custom ICs, semicustom ICs, gate arrays or 

standard cells—don't miss being a part of this 

important special issue. More than 131,000 deci-

sion-making technical managers and senior engi-

neers won't be missing a word of it. 

Here are some of the hot issues our 
editors will be reporting on. 

• What the traditional IC makers are up to 

in ASICs. 

The newest technologies, processes, and 

manufacturing techniques from the U.S., 

Japan, and Europe. 

• How semicustom IC houses are retaliating. 

New strategies and new design tools they're 

using to keep competitive. Is better customer 

service alone sufficient? Will they soon be offer-

ing their own standard parts? Must they merge 

to compete? 

• Profiles of the major players. 

An examination of the tactics and strategies of 

both the large commodity IC manufacturers and 

the smaller niche companies. 

• What's new in related ASIC topics. 

Coverage of ASIC testing, CAE tools, program-

mable logic devices, and users' views. 

Ten Electronics editors from 
around the world will contribute 
their insight and worldwide 
perspective to this special issue. 

From San Mateo: Bernie Cole, 
George Sideris, Jonah McLeod 

From Los Angeles: Larry Waller 

From Dallas: Rob Lineback 

From New York: Stan Runyon, 
Jeremy Young 

From London: Steve Rogerson 

From Frankfurt: John Gosch 

From Japan: Charlie Cohen 

Ad Closing: July 13, 1987 
Recruitment Closing: July 20, 1987 
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INDUSTRIAL 

BROOKTREE'S RF ID CHIP GOING BIGTIME 

TOOL CHECKER. In this automated tool-changing system, the read head inductively picks up 
signals from the chip mounted on each machine tool to identify changed tools. 

LOS ANGELES 

Alittle-publicized group of pro-
grammable chips has quietly 

proved itself capable of filling a pivotal 
need in automated industrial production 
gear. Now the chips are on the verge of 
breaking into bigger markets. 
The devices, dubbed radio-frequency 

identification chips by pioneering suppli-
er Brooktree Corp., are now used to 
automate tool changing. They are a mix 
of on-chip logic, programmable read-
only memory, and communications com-
ponents whose job is to identify the 
right tool from among dozens in a hold-
ing magazine so the host computer can 
quickly direct its attachment. 
They are permanently mounted on 

machine tools and periodically checked 
by an operator with an rf reading head 
whenever a tool change is needed. A 
signal transmitted to a computer identi-
fies the tool in place. One of the biggest 
advantages is that no contact with the 
tools themselves is necessary; the chips 
can be pulsed at a distance by the rf 
head. 
The devices appear to have a bright 

future. Topping the list of potential us-
ers is the military, says Matt Crugnale, 
of market researchers Crugnale and As-
sociates, Mountain View, Calif. One 
idea under consideration is adapting the 
chips to keep up-to-date service reports 
attached to vehicles and weapons, he 
says. In civilian life, they could replace 
keys for security systems and could 
eliminate a weakness of smart cards: 
chips worn out from contact reading. 
The chips need no on-board power 

source and can operate in grimy or elec-
tromagnetically noisy environments or 
from inside metal packages, where stan-
dard magnetic bar codes will not work. 
Also, their current memory size of up to 
512 bits gives them better data-carrying 

capacity than bar codes. Crugnale adds: 
"They are unobtrusive [no contacts re-
quired], and you can put them into any-
thing." The chips have been theoretical-
ly possible for some time, but only re-
cently have design and process improve-
ments made them practical. Prices vary, 
depending on application. 
Two companies are making them. 

First into the market was Brooktree, 
the San Diego application-specific-IC 
house. It has supplied its chip for more 
than a year to Sensor Technologies 
GmbH, a company in Weinheim, West 
Germany, that builds a control system. 
Among the machine-tool companies 

that build the system into their equip-
ment are General Electric Co.'s Carbo-
boy Systems Department and Kenname-
tal Inc. They say that systems using the 
chip can change tools in as little as 12 

seconds, versus the 30 minutes it takes 
manually. 

Initially, Brooktree's n-MOS chips had 
fixed code. The newer ones are CMOS 
electrically erasable PROMs. Brooktree 
is willing to discuss its chip only in gen-
eral terms, because it does not want to 
jeopardize a pending patent. The compa-
ny's approach emphasizes "the effort to 
keep it simple and coherent," says Hen-
ry S. Katzenstein, vice president and 
chief scientist. A separate magnetic coil 
housed in the chip capsule picks up and 
reads the signals inductively. Katzen-
stein chose inductive transmission be-
cause it is both simple and most resis-
tant to "the electromagnetic noise that 
pervades industrial environments." 

Also in the market is Sierra Semicon-
ductor Corp. of San Jose, Calif. It has a 
CMOS EEPROM-based chip that it sells 
to Allen-Bradley Corp., which uses it in a 
1-by-3-in. circuit card. The card is used in 
a system that identifies large objects 
moving down an assembly line. 
The Sierra chip, about 100 by 100 mils, 

contains amplifiers, oscillators, voltage 
regulator, high-voltage waveform shaping 
circuits, control logic and 512 bits of EE-
PROM memory. It operates on just milli-
watts of power. Product engineer Joseph 
G. Nolan says it acts as the transceiver 
element on what amounts to a transpon-
der board holding both a receive and 
transmit antenna, along with a number of 
high-frequency discrete components. Pow-
er comes from a 915-MHz microwave field 
in the reader. Writing the chip requires as 
little as 3 V; reading takes 1.5 V. 

-Larry Waller 

PRODUCTION 

A TEST FIXTU 
WITHOUT ALL 

RE THAT DOES 
THOSE WIRES 

LATHAM, N. Y. 

Under the neat face of an in-circuit 
tester's bed-of-nails fixture lies a 

massive network of wires. A fixture 
with 1,000 test nodes—and they can 
have far more—has 1,000 wires with 
2,000 wire-wrapped connections linking 
the test probes to the tester's output 
connector. This massive clump of wires 
can slow circuit performance and cause 
cross-coupling; it is subject to wiring er-
rors, and is extremely difficult and time-
consuming to troubleshoot. 
Now Factron/Schlumberger of 

Latham, N. Y., a major contender in the 
in-circuit testing field, has developed a 
simple but elegant method for eliminat-

ing the kluge of wiring under in-circuit 
test fixtures. In Factron's new Thinline 
wireless fixture, the interface board 
that formerly held a matrix of test 
probes, each with its own wire-wrap tail, 
has been replaced by either a printed-
circuit card or a Multiwire card. 
With pc boards, this kind of interface 

for the first time has a controlled re-
peatable environment, says Gary St. 
Onge, director of operations for Fac-
tron's Interface Products Division. Pre-
viously, pins were wired by hand with 
variations in length of wire, placement, 
and other specifications. With a board, 
all wiring is predetermined; the designer 
does not have to worry about how much 
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wire is used or where the wires will go. 
In addition, with a Multiwire interface 
board it is possible to have a board with 
a controlled or matched impedance. This 
will mean fewer propagation delays 
within the fixture as well as low cross-
coupling. 
There are other advantages to be 

gained as a result of the repeatability 
feature. For one thing, the printed cir-
cuit to be tested and the pc board to be 
used as a test fixture can be designed at 
the same time. For another, the use of 
pc techniques promises a faster process: 
one week rather than the three to four 
weeks needed to turn around conven-
tional fixture interfaces. Finally, better 
control of the process means fewer wir-
ing errors and simpler troubleshooting. 
The setup is uncomplicated. On both 

the board types, push-on connectors sol-
dered to the board mate with the test-
contact panel posts. Printed-circuit con-
ductors or multiwired connections run 
from these points across the board to a 

ELIMINATING THE WIRES. Factron/Schlumberger's Thinline test fixture does without the 

tangle of wires that links test probes in today's fixtures to the tester's output connector. 

CONTACT PANEL 
ALIGNMENT PLATES 

ALIGNMENT 
PLATES 

matrix of pins at the other end. The 
pins, in turn, are pushed onto connec-
tors in a contact block. 

Factron is evaluating pc-board ver-
sions of its wireless fixture and has 
multiwired versions on order. Tests to 
compare performance of the old and the 

new will start shortly. As for price, Fac-
tron figures that even though pc boards 
and Multiwire are more difficult to 
make than bed-of-nails fixtures, it can 
charge close to what the old ones cost 
because of economies of scale in manu-
facturing. -Jerry Lyman 

POWER SOURCES 

THIN PLASTIC BATTERY BENDS TO FIT 
KELKHEIM, WEST GERMANY 

I 
I. two West German companies are 
right, the layout and design of portable 

electronic equipment will start to change 
radically in the early 1990s. That is when 
these companies expect their flexible plas-
tic battery to become a viable product. 
The two are developing the battery to-

gether. Varta Batterie AG is contributing 
its know-how in battery engineering, and 
BASF AG is lending its expertise in poly-
mers. Designers will be able to gain 
space as well as freedom in arranging 
components by installing the postcard-
size cells flat at the bottom of equip-
ment. Or, since the cells can be bent just 
like cardboard, they can be formed to the 
contours of the equipment. 

Varta, Europe's leading battery mak-
er with $1 billion in sales last 
year, is discussing the final 
shapes of the polymer cells and 
their application with equipment 
makers, says Reinhard Gereth, 
who is responsible for research, 
development, and technical oper-
ations at Varta's research lab-
oratories in Kelkheim, near 
Frankfurt. 
The Varta-BASF cell uses po-

lypyffole for the positive elec-
trode and lithium for the nega-
tive. The polypyrrole is a 50-µm-
thick foil and the lithium 100 
p.m. In addition, an organic elec-
trolyte, typically propylene car-
bonate with lithium perchlorate 
as the solute, is used. 
The cell puts out 3.6 V under 

an open circuit and from 3.6 V down to 
2 V under load conditions. The present 
laboratory versions come in two forms: 
with the electrode foils rolled into a 
tight cylinder the same size and shape 
as the familiar AA battery (50 mm long 
and 14.2 mm in diameter), or as a flat 
aluminum-covered sandwich 4 mm thick, 
about the size of a postcard and almost 
as flexible. 
An electrical advantage is the cell's 

higher output compared with today's 
nickel-cadmium types, which put out 
only 1.2 V each. This means more volt-
age with fewer plastic cells. Also, at 20 
to 30 Wh/kg, the gravimetric energy 
density of the Varta-BASF cell already 
matches that of the established NiCad 
type. And at its present state of devel-

WRAPAROUND. The 4-mm-thick polymer cell puts out 3.6 

V. It can be installed flat or wrapped around components. 

opment, the new cell can go through 
about 500 successive charge/discharge 
cycles, each at a 100% depth of dis-
charge from the maximum 3.6-V value 
to the minimum 2-V level. 
Those values, after five years of work 

by Varta and BASF, lead Gereth to say: 
"We believe [we are] ahead of other 
companies working in the field," which 
includes Allied Corp. of the U. S., coop-
erating with Hitachi Ltd. of Japan, as 
well as Japanese car maker Toyota. 

Nevertheless, he concedes that the 
figures are not high enough for a good 
commercial battery. For one thing, the 
energy density must be at least doubled; 
for another, the number of charge/dis-
charge cycles must be raised to at least 
1,000. Both can be achieved during the 
next few years, Gereth says. 
The idea of the polymer battery dates 

back to 1977, when Alan G. MacDiar-
mid, a professor at the University of 
Pennsylvania, found that nonconducting 
plastic materials having conjugated dou-
ble-bonding of carbon atoms can be 
made to conduct by electrochemical oxi-
dation or reduction. The early U. S. re-
searchers used polyacetylene as the ac-
tive material, which proved to be chemi-
cally unstable. 
At Varta and BASF, investigation of 

conducting plastics eventually led to po-
lypyffole, which is stable both in the air 
and in many organic electrolytes. This 
property, plus the fact that polypyffole 
can be made in foil form, allows the 
development of an easily producible 
polymer cell. -John Gosch 
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performance. 
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PROBING THE NEWS 

AT MIDYEAR, THE OUTLOOK 
SOFTENS FOR SOME MARKETS 

BUT THAT SHOULDN'T STOP 1987 FROM BEING AN UP YEAR IN ALL SECTORS 

Despite the rising wave of optimism 
coming from the semiconductor 

and computer businesses, the overall 
industry outlook for 1987 does not 
seem to be as strong at midyear as it 
was six months ago. While the semi-
conductor picture has brightened con-
siderably, three other major industry 
sectors surveyed are not growing as 
fast as was forecast at the beginning of 
the year. 

Those markets apparently weaken-
ing include computers, communica-
tions, and test and measurement in-
struments. The components business 
is holding to January expectations, 
but vendors worry that purchases are 
only for inventory. Even in semicon-
ductors, there's a nagging worry that 
the rise is narrowly based, primarily 
on improving sales of personal com-
puters. 

SEMICONDUCTORS , 

Semiconductor executives are un-
crossing their fingers to count up 

the good signs they see for the rest of 
1987. Some even have that old-time opti 
mism back and are prepared to enjoy 
the last half of what they see as a bona 
fide recovery year. 
The signs are there—with a catch. Pro-

duction is increasing slowly and steadily 
to meet three-year highs in book-to-bill 
ratios. And lead times are nudging longer 
on advanced technology components—as 
long as 20 weeks for Intel Corp.'s 16-bit 
80286 and 32-bit 80386 microprocessors— 
as many personal computer makers at-
tempt to match or top IBM Corp.'s new 
Personal Systems/2 line. 
The result has been upgraded growth 

figures. For example, In-Stat Inc. of 
Scottsdale, Ariz., which in January pre-
dicted a 5.1% increase in growth for 198'7, 
now says 15.5%. And Integrated Circuits 
Engineering Corp. has gone from 4' 
growth to 14% for the year. This brings 
them into line with the companies report-
ing forecasts for the January 1987 Elec-
tronics Market Report, where the con-
sensus was 12% growth, reaching sales of 
$12.4 billion. 
But the catch is that the growth can 

be traced to one market. "In the first 
half we've seen explosive growth fueled 
mostly by about 100 companies associat-
ed, in one fashion or another, with the 
making of [IBM] clones," says In-Stat's 
Jack Beedle. "If things continued to 
grow at the rate of the first half, it 
would be much, much bigger." Beedle 
worries that end-equipment demand will 
not keep pace, and he warns that the 
semiconductor industry could be once 
again fooled by the high expectations of 
personal computer makers. 

"Déjà vu," he cautions. "We see 
nothing to sustain that kind of growth, 
except for the clone thing, which we 
feel could be a fizzler." 

Nevertheless, optimists say, equip-
ment makers are not just building in-
ventory. "At computer houses, chips are 
going from the hand to the mouth— 
perhaps with just a plateful of chips in 
inventories instead of a cupboardful," 
says analyst Andrew J. Kessler of 
PaineWebber Inc. in New York, who 
notes that long lead times for 32-bit mi-
croprocessors are partly causing off-
shore personal-computer makers to de-
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lay expected orders on other ICs. Many 
hope memories and glue logic prices will 
come down when chip merchants begin 
to ramp up production, he adds. 
Because of the trade tariffs imposed 

on Japan, prices have risen. In the dy-
namic random-access memory market, 
256-Kbit chips are going for $3 to $3.50 
each at distributors, compared with only 
$1.28 to $1.50 in March, says Charles 
Clough, president of Wyle Laboratories. 
"Six months ago our largest competitor 
was the gray market, and that has dried 
up," Clough says. "I just hope Reagan 
hangs on to these sanctions." 
But many chip makers believe the 

jump in demand is real. "This is a con-
sumption-driven recovery where we are 
not seeing wide speculation on the in-
ventory side," notes Kevin McGarity, 
semiconductor vice president for U. S. 
marketing at Texas Instruments Inc. in 
Dallas. TI expects sales to climb, with 
U. S. market growth hitting 15%, as-
suming end-equipment shipments stay 
moderate. 
Ben Anixter, vice president of corpo-

rate marketing at Advanced Micro De 
vices Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif., says, 
"Are we concerned about the outlook? 
Yes, we are always concerned. But at 
least we can now see 90 to 120 days 
ahead of us and know what kind of 
business we will be doing. We think it is 
a real recovery, and it seems to be pro-
gressing along." 
"We won't see inflated orders be-

cause we all learned a lesson from 1983 
and 1984," says Larry Hootnick, senior 
vice president of corporate sales and 
marketing at Intel in Santa Clara, Calif. 

COMPUTERS 

At the halfway point, growth in 1987 
in the computer and peripherals 

business looks a tad lower than it did 
six months ago. The outlook now is for 
11% growth, down from the 12% indus-
try consensus for the Electronics Mar-
ket Report in January. Electronics and 
Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif., 
market research organization, both have 
the computer and peripherals segment 
coming in at about $79 billion this year, 
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up from some $71 billion last year. 
Most industry executives are finding 

more positive than negative signs amid 
general economic conditions that include 
increased capital spending, a dollar de-
cline that should stimulate computer 
purchases in the manufacturing indus-
tries, and continued low inflation. 
Of course, compared to the 20% 

growth rates of the late 1970s and early 
1980s, 11% to 12% is anemic, and some 
executives are still more cautious than 
optimistic. The leading optimists are ex-
ecutives at companies positioned to ex-
ceed the industry's overall growth. One 
of those companies, Digital Equipment 
Corp. of Maynard, Mass., showed reve-
nues up a rousing 25% to $2.4 billion in 
its most recent quarter. However, 
DEC's chief economist, James B. Whit-
taker, is holding to his original forecast 
for the industry: up 7% to 10% for the 
year. 
The technical work-station and per-

sonal-computer segments appear to be 
coming back strongly. Apollo Computer 
Inc., the Chelmsford, Mass., provider of 
networked work stations, reported a ro-
bust first quarter. Revenues were up 
50% from the same period last year, to 
$123.4 million. 
At Compaq Computer Corp. in Hous-

ton, 1987 is shaping up as an excellent 
year. It's been so good to date, says 
Mike Swavely, vice president of sales 
and marketing, that Compaq has revised 
upward the forecast for the market seg-
ment the company serves—business 
computers sold through distributors and 
dealers—to 20% to 25% from the 15%-to-
20% range. 
The biggest player, IBM Corp.. said at 

the end of June that it has shipped more 
than a quarter million units of the Per-
sonal System/2 line, which was intro-

duced in April. It also expects its per 
sonal computer division to post record 
earnings for the year. 

Joining the believers that a recovery 
is under way is James Bloom, executive 
vice president for marketing, planning, 
and operations at Honeywell Bull Inc., 
the company that emerged from the 
joining of the computer operations of 
Honeywell, NEC, and Groupe Bull. 
Bloom, who is located in Phoenix, says, 
"I have to feel that we're seeing a grad-
ual but steady turnaround." 
However, one tracker who isn't ready 

to subscribe to the turnaround theory 
yet is Gerald Kokos, executive assistant 
to the president and director of investor 
relations at Prime Computer Inc., Na-
tick, Mass. He says his company met its 
first quarter plan, which resulted in a 
revenue increase of 13% over 1986 to 
$221.7 million. And while he says the 
second quarter is also on plan it isn't 
coming from market growth. 
"While some prophets are saying 

we're in the midst of an upturn, we 
don't see that," he says. "We went into 
the year with a forecast that assumed 
1987 would be similar to 1986, with no 
big upturn. We're saying we'll see more 
of the same in the second half" because 
of anemic capital-spending growth. 

Industry standards and advanced 
technologies are fueling growth for the 
Technical Computer Operation at Hew-
lett-Packard Co., Cupertino, Calif. But 
Carl Flock, marketing manager there, 
isn't ready to jump on the turnaround 
bandwagon yet, either. "The industry 
has been doing a lot better, and while 
our situation has been good, I don't 
want to read too much into our 
experience." 

COMMUNICATIONS 
@T he picture for the U. S. telecom-
' munications industry seems to be 

worsening. This year "is probably going 
to be the lowest-growth year for the 
communications industry" in the current 
five-year cycle, says Kent Webb, vice 
president of research at Analytics, a 
Palo Alto, Calif., market researcher. 
Things were better in 1985 and '86, 

and they'll be better in 1988 and '89, he 
says. But for now, "we've reached bot-
tom." Analytics has reduced its forecast 
of 1987 growth to 3.3% from the 5% it 
predicted in January, compared with the 
7% foreseen by companies surveyed for 
the Electronics January 1987 Market 
Report. 
The biggest damper for 1987 so far 

has been a disastrous first quarter, in 
which orders tumbled 11% to $16.837 bil-
lion, compared with the fourth quarter 
of 1986 when $18.943 billion in communi-
cations equipment was ordered in the 
U. S. That's unusual, Webb says, be-
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cause orders usually pick up in the first 
quarter. "We pulled them [the yearly 
figures] down because the first quarter 
pulled them down," he says. 
The big disappointment so far has 

been the lack of impact of the integrat-
ed services digital network. "ISDN cer-
tainly doesn't seem to have had any im-
pact on total market growth yet," Webb 
says. That's despite AT&T Corp.'s asser-
tion that "we continue to view 1987 as 
the year of ISDN." 

Generally, there is a feeling of stag-
nation. "We are seeing a lot of indeci-
sion, and a lot of people are delaying 
[purchases] for various reasons," says 
Janet Boling, manager of strategic plan-
ning at Intecom Inc., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Wang Laboratories Inc. 
based in Allen, Texas. 
One insider in the PBX industry says 

times are hard and don't seem to be 
getting better. The PBX market, he 
says, has been nearly flat compared 
with 1986—and that figure was down 
from 1985. "There might be slight 
growth, but I think it will end up being 
pretty flat." 
But all signs are not bad. Webb says 

inventories are shrinking, which is good 
news for equipment makers, who only 
recently started to really move their 
wares. So 1988 looks better, with 
growth hitting 8%. In fact, Dataquest 
predicts compound annual growth aver-
aging 8.2% through 1992. 

TEST & MEASUREMENT 

Unless the market picks up substan-
tially in the second half of this 

year, test and measurement sales in the 
U. S. may not even gain the low 3% 
growth, to $6.5 billion, now forecast for 
1987. And this forecast is only half the 
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growth of six months ago. The problem 
has been flat capital spending and gov-
ernment buying. Only a continued rise 
in overseas sales has kept the industry 
from sliding into the doldrums. 

In January the Electronics Market Re-
port predicted that the 97, growth of 1986, 
which pushed total U. S. sales to $6.3 bil-
lion after a flat 1985, would spill over into 
1987 and create a modest 67, growth to 
$6.7 billion. But leading manufacturers re-
port the first half of 1987 almost flat com-
pared with 1986's first half. Some market 
analysts say sales to semiconductor com-
panies, computer manufacturers, and gov-
ernment—the biggest customers—will 
pick up in the last half of 1987. But these 
forces would all have to be unexpectedly 
large to push growth beyond 37. 

Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, and John 

Fluke all say there has been little or no 
growth in the first half of 1987 for the 
U. S. market. In fact, an HP spokesman 
maintains the market has been flat since 
1985. The Palo Alto, Calif., firm pegs the 
current level at around $7 billion. 
The trend looks similar at Tektronix 

Inc., Beaverton, Ore. New products 
have increased the firm's oscilloscope 
and logic analyzer sales, but declines in 
other product lines are keeping growth 
where it was three years ago. 
At John Fluke Mfg. Co. in Everett, 

Wash., handheld meters and lower-cost 
bench instruments sold through distribu-
tors are having a good year. But this is 
because of new products and promotions. 
Edward C. White Jr., electronics in-

dustry analyst at E. F. Hutton & Co. in 
New York, says the market is sluggish 
because semiconductor companies have 
cut purchases, computer companies are 
only just beginning a turnaround, and 
personal computers and instruments on 
cards are starting to displace stand-
alone, benchtop instruments. 

COMPONENTS 

Mduufacturers of components are 
not too cheerful at midyear. That's 

puzzling, considering that U. S. sales for 
1987 are expected to increase about le, 
the same outlook that pervaded six 
months ago and up from no growth in 
1986. The makers explain that the in-
crease will largely be for inventory as 
customers buy now to avoid anticipated 
price increases. The consensus among 
companies surveyed for the Electronics 
Market Report was that 1987 would see 
a 7.77 increase, although some re-
searchers such as Analytics in Palo 
Alto, Calif, were predicting then that 
growth would go as high as 10'4. 
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"Right now the price pressure is enor 
mous," says Peter B. Cherry, president 
of Cherry Electric Co. in Waukegan, Ill. 
"As many of the markets leave the 
U. S., the available domestic market is 
shrinking. That leaves more suppliers to 
slice up a shrinking pie, because in our 
industry so many companies are small 
or medium-sized, and for that reason 
have a domestic orientation." 
The National Electronic Distributors 

Association warned in late spring that 
"there is no apparent fundamental ratio-
nale for any surge in component activity. 
What we are seeing is some order activi-
ty caused by an uncertain economic and 
political situation." Kent Webb, vice pres-
ident of research at Analytics, agrees, 
crediting "inventory accumulation to 
avoid price increases" for the uptick. D 

SILICON VALLEY PROFESSOR REDEFINES THE CRYSTAL BALL 
Business forecasting and analysis in 
electronics sometimes seem to combine 
elements of science and witchcraft. But 
the practitioners have been working to 
change that; like the industry they 
watch, they have been devising more ef-
ficient and accurate ways to do their 
job. And, like the industry, some have 
been more successful than others. 
One who seems to have found a bet-

ter way, a marketing profes-
sor at Santa Clara (Calif.) 
University named Moshe 
Handelsman, has come up 
with a forecasting model that 
he says can accurately pre-
dict demand and major turn-
ing points in the semiconduc-
tor industry six months 
ahead. "I spent two years de-
veloping my model and test-
ed it on 60 months of market MOSHE HA 

data," he says. "It has been right 60 
times, accurate within one month." 
Handelsman, who was born in Israel 

38 years ago and came to the U. S. in 
1979, points to his forecasts for 1986 
and early 1987 as a case in point. Coun-
tering the view of some analysts that 
1986 would be a flat year, Handelsman 
predicted a continued decline until the 
end of 1986, followed by growth in the 

first part of 1987. That's the 
way it has turned out. 
The major credit for that 

kind of forecasting, says 
Handelsman, is his data base. 
"I combine 20 to 30 written 
sources; I don't call up com-
pany presidents and ask 
them what they think. That's 
no way to get objective infor-
mation." Each of those 

NDELSMAN sources is an index in itself, 

says Handelsman. "I then combine them 
nonlinearly to get my overall index." 
One commonly used indicator that 

Handelsman eschews is the book-to-bill 
ratio, which compares orders with ship-
ments. "It's not accurate," he says. "It's 
more a reflection of history than a look 
at the future." 
Apparently some people agree; Han-

delsman lists among his clients such 
companies as Advanced Micro Devices, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Intel, plus private 
investors. 
Handelsman has a degree in industri-

al engineering from the Technion in Hai-
fa and an MBA from Tel Aviv Universi-
ty. He received a doctorate in market 
research and econometrics from Purdue 
University, where he also taught. 
What does he see happening next? "I 

predict a stagnant second quarter" is all 
he'll say. -Howard Wolff 
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PROBING THE NEWS 

MENTOR GRAPHICS PULLS AWAY 
IN ELECTRONICS CAD/CAE RACE 

IT CLAIMS A MARKET SHARE LARGER THAN DAISY TEK AND VALID COMBINED 

by Tom Manuel 

Mahe sweet smell of success permeates 
a group of buildings in a corner of 

Beaverton, Ore., where the people from 
Mentor Graphics Corp. hang out. The 
company is now clearly No. 1 in the new 
electronic design-automation industry, an 
industry it helped to create. Starting in 
1981, the fledgling company produced an 
integrated system of applications for 
electronic design automation on 
a network of powerful work 
stations. 
During the developing years 

of that market segment three 
major competitors emerged, 
battling for leadership—Daisy 
Systems, Mentor, and Valid 
Logic Systems. From 1983 to 
the end of 1985, Mentor and 
Daisy Systems Corp., running 
neck and neck, moved a length 
or two ahead of Valid Logic 
Systems Inc. However, in the 
first quarter of 1986, Mentor 
started pulling well ahead of 
the pack. Now it may be hard 
to dislodge Mentor from its 
strong position in the market. 
Although the market for design auto-

mation in the electronics industry is 
large and growing, it has not been 
smooth sailing for all participants. Men-
tor's business and financial status is on 
solid footing, however. No matter how 
secure a leader's position may seem, 
though, its management must worry 
about what could go wrong—and Men-
tor's management is no exception. One 
never-ending discussion at Mentor ad-
dresses the question of what hardware 
platform its applications should be built 
on, taking into account the rapid pace of 
computer development. 
Mentor is the only company in elec-

tronic design automation to get through 
the 1985-86 recession in the electronics 
industry without layoffs or losses, main-
tains Tom Bruggere, chairman and chief 
executive officer. Mentor's current mar-
ket share exceeds that of Daisy, Valid, 
and Tektronix combined (whose 1986 
market share were 11.7%, 7.5%, and 1%, 
respectively), according to Mentor. Dar-
atech Inc., a Cambridge, Mass., research 
firm specializing in the areas of comput-
er-aided design, engineering, and manu-
facturing, confirms that Mentor's share 

of the electronics segment of the mar-
ket was 21.2% in 1986, with the nearest 
competitor, Daisy, trailing with 11.7% 
(see chart). 
Mentor is also moving up fast to the 

upper ranks of the total design-automa-
tion market. By the end of 1986 Mentor 
had captured the No. 6 spot in the reve-
nue rankings for the total market, 

Langeler. "We think we have the man-
agement structure in place to grow to 
$1 billion. We have strong organizations 
in each critical area. But execution is 
what we have to watch most critically." 

In a company on an sustained upward 
growth spiral, management cannot 
avoid thinking about where things could 
go wrong. Right now, Langeler and 

Bruggere worry less about 
their competitors than they do 
about what could happen inter-
nally. "There isn't anything a 
competitor can do that is 
worse than what we could do 
to ourselves," says Langeler. 

"If we were to stumble on 
the implementation of the sec-
ond generation of some prod-
ucts," says Bruggere, "that 
would hurt us." He is concerned 
about "the possibility of hurting 
a software product with future 
releases, or not getting a new 
product out on time." 
But the management at Men-

tor is not myopic, either. Brug-
gere and Langeler still keep an 

eye on competitors. And Langeler points 
out that there is always the possibility 
that a fundamental structural change in 
the industry could occur. For example, 
he says, "The perceived value of a prod-
uct that Mentor is offering could change 
out there while the cost of delivering it 
doesn't—that is a real problem." 
From the start, Mentor's mission has 

been to help electronics companies im-
prove their product-development pro-
cess. The six major application areas 
that the company has identified include 
CAE and CAD, as well as computer-aid-
ed test, electronic packaging, publishing, 
and software engineering. The company 
has many application programs in its 
product line in each of these areas, ex-
cept for computer-aided software engi-
neering. "We don't know what [CASE] 
is yet," says Langeler. 
Mentor currently has no plans to en-

ter markets other than electronics. Elec-
tronic publishing, through its subsidiary 
Context Inc., is as far from conventional 
electronics as Mentor will go. Publish-
ing design documentation is also impor-
tant. "We see more than enough busi-
ness in this [electronics] segment to 
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which includes big segments for map-
ping and mechanical, architectural, and 
construction engineering. Based on cur-
rent estimates from Daratech, Mentor 
should move up to the No. 4 slot by the 
end of 1987, passing GE Co.'s Calma Co. 
and McDonnell-Douglas Corp. Mentor's 
share of the 1987 overall market will be 
4.7%, with an estimated revenue of $208 
million, according to Daratech. 

In its first five years Mentor rapidly 
grew into a $174-million company with 
$11 million in profits for 1986. At the 
end of the first 1987 quarter Mentor's 
revenues were running at a $202 million 
annual rate. Quarterly net hit a record 
$4,174,000, a 120% increase over 1986's 
first quarter. Revenues rose 36% above 
1986 to $50,498,000. Mentor's success is 
not a domestic-only phenomenon, either: 
it has captured a whopping 70% share of 
the electronics segment of the CAE/ 
CAD market in Japan, for example. 
Among the key corporate goals that 

Bruggere and Jerry Langeler, president 
and chief operating officer, have set out 
for Mentor is growth of 25% each year. 
"I see nothing to prevent Mentor from 
becoming a $1 billion company," says 
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grow the company to the size we antici-
pated," says Langeler. 
Some industry observers feel that de-

sign automation companies can blame 
some of their difficulties on offering 
their software on the wrong work sta-
tions. Users, they say, want industry-
standard platforms so they can use 
standard applications for tasks other 
than design work. 
Vendors that started with proprietary 

work stations have suffered big losses, 
and most of them are now adapting 
their software for use on other work 
stations. But supporting multiple plat-
forms is expensive. Langeler has two 

BRUGGERE LANGELER 

empirical observations about this: "Com-
panies that port existing applications 
die, and companies that support multiple 
platforms are not successful." 
However, there is the question of 

what is a standard platform. Some 
would say that a system running under 
the Unix operating system and tied to 
an Ethernet network with a standard 
high-level protocol and network-wide file 
system, such as the systems offered by 
Sun Microsystems Inc., is an industry 
standard. Others say that Digital Equip-
ment Corp.'s VAX series and the IBM 
Personal Computer architecture can 
claim to be industry standards, too. 
Mentor has chosen and stayed with 

the Domain network and work-station 
system made by Apollo Computer Inc. 
Some observers call the Apollo system 
proprietary; they say that Mentor will 
eventually have to adapt its software to 
run on standard platforms. 
Not so, says Langeler. "You have to 

be on the right platform or a right 
platform. Apollo is a right platform." A 
company cannot successfully be on two 
or more platforms at once, he says. "If 
you try to be on multiple platforms, you 
concentrate too much effort on the plat-
forms—and your applications may be 
equally mediocre on all platforms." 

Mentor's management agrees that the 
company has to be prepared for a mas-
sive move to another platform if Apollo 
stumbles or if a much better platform 
comes along. Apparently they do not 
think that either will happen in the near 
future, because Mentor has recently 
placed a $100 million order with Apollo 
for systems over the next 18 months. D 
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I NTERINLIMNAL NEWSLETTER 
PHILIPS BESTS THE JAPANESE WITH ITS 1-Mbit STATIC RAM ... 

For the moment, the new speed and power record holder in the 1-Mbit 
static-RAM race is not from Japan—it's Philips of the Netherlands. The 

company says access time for the first working samples of its 1-Mbit CMOS 
static random-access memories is just 25 ns at 20 MHz. And dissipation is 
just 150 mW at 20 MHz during operation and less than 5 it\n/ on standby. At 
this year's International Solid State Circuits Conference, Sony topped the list 
of 1-Mbit SRAM introductions with a chip that boasted a 35-ns access time at 
100 mW. The Philips chip sports 0.7-gm minimum feature sizes and packs 
128,000 8-bit memory locations onto a 94-mm2 chip, making it the densest 
SRAM to date. Volume production is expected to begin in mid-1989. The 
Philips chip's small appetite for power should make it ideal for portable 
consumer equipment and battery-powered office systems. The development is 
part of the billion-dollar Mega Project, a joint effort by Philips and West 
Germany's Siemens AG to become top VLSI producers. D 

... BUT SIEMENS ADMITS TO BIG PROBLEMS IN BUILDING ITS 1-Mbit DRAM 

Siemens AG is having problems getting its 1-Mbit dynamic random-access 
memories to market. In a surprising display of candor, the Munich compa-

ny admits that although deliveries were originally scheduled for the first half of 
1987 [Electronics, Nov. 13, 1986, p. 30], it now has no firm idea when . 
shipments will start. The 1-Mbit DRAM is one part of the Siemens-Philips joint 
memory effort, the Mega Project. The setback began when equipment Sie-
mens needed for the new 1-Mbit fab line arrived late, but the situation appears 
to have worsened. The company now says that "still unsatisfactory yields and 
quality" are to blame for the delay. Company insiders say the problems may 
be due in part to the unproven equipment for handling the 6-in. wafers 
Siemens is using for the DRAMs. However, Siemens expects its integrated-
circuit business to grow at more than a 10% clip this year, reaching about 
$440 million. D 

FROM CANON AND INTEL, A CHIP THAT CONTROLS 10 FUNCTIONS AT ONCE 

Canon Inc. and Intel Corp. are jointly developing an application-specific 
microcontroller around an Intel 80051 core that will be capable of con-

trolling 10 processes at once. The 80051 will act as a supervisory unit at the 
center of 10 peripheral processing units, which will provide the equivalent of 
10 controllers operating in parallel. Intel will fabricate the device in its CHMOS 
Ill process, and the two firms are negotiating to give the U. S. chip maker the 
rights to worldwide sales. Although the initial application is for an office 
photocopier, the chip is applicable to a wide variety of uses in office equip-
ment and other electromechanical systems. D 

SEIKO EPSON COLOR LCDs MAY REPLACE CRT DISPLAYS IN BOEING 7J7 JET 

Seiko Epson Corp. is developing a color liquid-crystal display for use in the 
cockpit of Boeing Corp.'s next passenger jet, the 7J7, which is scheduled 

to make its first flight in 1990. Seiko Epson, of Suwa, Japan, is working with 
Rockwell International Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., on the cockpit display systems 
for the jet, and they expect Boeing to adopt their design. Seiko Epson chose 
polysilicon thin-film-transistor technology for its color LCDs. The LCDs are 
better suited to the cockpit environment than conventional cathode-ray tubes, 
the company says, because LCDs use less power, do not wash out in bright 
sunlight, and take up less space than a comparable CRT. Seiko has not 
disclosed the dimensions of the new display, but the panel is believed to 
measure 7-in. square. D 
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INTERN ATIONAHL - 

A NEW PC FROM JAPAN IS COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH IBM PC AT AND NEC MACHINES 

T@Mahe first personal computer that is compatible with both IBM Corp.'s PC AT II and NEC Corp.'s PC-9801—the most popular personal computers in the 
U. S. and Japan, respectively—is about to hit the market. Proside Corp., of 
Chiba, Japan, plans to sell a double-compatible model beginning next month. 
NEC may have something to say on the matter, however. The first company to 
try to clone the 9801—Seiko Epson Corp. of Suwa, Japan—met with strong 
opposition from NEC, which went to court to try to block sales of the comput-
er [Electronics, May 14, 1987, p. 49]. NEC claimed Seiko Epson infringed on 
software copyrights, but Seiko ducked the controversy by bringing out a 
machine with a modified operating system. Proside says it is confident that its 
new PC will not infringe on NEC's copyrights. The company was set up earlier 
this month by Takayoshi Shiina, the former president of Sord Computer Corp., 
also of Chiba. Proside will make the double-compatible PC at its Hong Kong 
factory, which has been shipping a PC AT-compatible machine since June.D 

JAPAN WILL BUILD A SYNCHROTRON FOR X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY 

Japan will begin building an experimental synchrotron orbital ring for X-ray 
I ithograpy in January. The synchrotron, built around a superconducting 

electromagnet, will be assembled in Tsukuba, Japan, at the Electrotechnical 
Laboratory of the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, under the 
guise of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Sumitomo Electric 
Industries Ltd., of Osaka. The new synchrotron, which will have a 4-m-wide 
orbital ring, will use technology developed by the Electrotechnical Lab that 
increases the exposure area while maintaining a resolution of less than 0.25 
p.m [Electronics, March 17, 1986, p. 49]. The system should be completed by 
October 1988. IBM Corp. is acquiring a similar ring—becoming the first U. S. 
company to do so—but doesn't expect to have it operating before 1990 (see 
p. 112). D 

THIS OPTICAL FIBER TRANSMITS A 5-GIGABIT/S SIGNAL 90 Km WITHOUT REPEATER 

Using a dispersion-shifted glass fiber, researchers at West Germany's 
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG have built an experimental optical communi-

cations system that can transmit data at 5 gigabits/s over 90 km—without 
needing a repeater to amplify the signal. The secret is in the fiber, the 
Stuttgart researchers say. Using a special doping profile in the glass, they 
found they could raise the minimum wavelength dispersion from 1,300 nm to 
1,525 nm—nearly identical to the fiber's attenuation minimum wavelength of 
1,550 nm. In conventional fiber, where the dispersion and attenuation mini-
mums are vastly different, users must choose between maximum bit rate and 
maximum transmission distance. SEL Says its new fiber eliminates the choice. 
The 5-gigabit/s data rate would allow the simultaneous transmission of 78,000 
telephone channels or 36 high-quality TV pictures. D 

WEST GERMANY FINDS A CRACK IN JAPAN'S TELECOM MARKET 

Japan's telecommunications market may be tough, but it appears that at 
least one Western company has figured out how to play in that ballpark. In 

an unusual twist, West Germany's Telenorma has signed Tokyo-based Mitsu-
bishi Corp. to market its communications equipment in Japan. Telenorma, part 
of the Robert Bosch Group of companies, predicts its annual Japanese sales 
could surpass $10 million in the next few years. The equipment involved 
includes automatic-call distributor systems, terminal exchanges, and dealer 
systems for calling up stock-market figures. What's next? The companies are 
now talking about marketing the equipment in other Far Eastern countries.D 
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Driving power 
with low-inductance high-power capacitors from Siemens 

Short turn-off delays, high turn-off 
amplification and low turn-off losses - 
demands made of GTO technology 
for modern drive engineering and 
met by: gate-turn-off thyristors in con-
junction with special low-inductance 
capacitors for power electronics. 

In the latest electric locomotives, 
underground railways and tramcars, 
machine tools, elevator controllers, 
UPS installations for computer certers 
and hospitals: here and elsewhere 
these low-inductance capacitors 
have already proven their worth. 

The task: 
secure limiting of the dynamic load on 
GTO thyristors in their turn-off prime 
by reiably handling the voltage spikes 
with a protective ROD circuit. 

The solution: 
the OTO capacitor from Siemens.  

This application-oriented solution 
in MKV technology - a recognized 
quality feature - witri its coaxially 
wound design combines: 
• low self-inductance 
• high pulse handling capability 
• sEf-healing 
• overpressure disconnector 
• small volume 
• long life cioa.opq h) . _ 
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK 
IC CARDS GET BIG 
TRYOUT IN JAPAN 

A large-scale, multipurpose 
smart-card experiment will 
be started in October by 50 
Japanese companies affiliated 
with the Sanwa Bank, Ja-
pan's fifth largest bank. The 
card will have numerous 
functions, ranging from 
banking, cashless shopping, 
auto-dialing for phone calls, 
and identification, to use as a 
substitute for hotel keys, a 
manual for office-automation 
equipment, and a data card 
to identify private bottles 
kept by customers in restau-
rants and bars, says a 
spokesman for Sanwa Bank. 
Cards will be fabricated by 
Dai Nippon Printing Co. us-
ing Hitachi chips. Meanwhile, 
the Federation of Bankers 
Associations of Japan is 
working on standards for 
smart cards so that they can 
be used at all banks. 

been used for Japanese satel-
lite communications. The ex-
periment will be performed in 
cooperation with Kokusai 
Denshin Denwa Co.—Japan's 
overseas monopoly carrier— 
and two satellite-communica-
tions service firms using a 
satellite launched by Interna-
tional Telecommunications 
Satellite Organization. The 
two Tokyo firms, Japan Com-
munications Satellite Compa-
ny Inc. and Space Communi-
cations Corp., plan to start 
domestic data-communica-
tions operations in 1989 with 
satellites purchased from 
Hughes Aircraft of Los An-
geles and Ford Aerospace 
and Communications of Palo 
Alto, Calif., respectively. 

cal and AI processing. Fla-
vors claims Bus-Link is 100 
times faster than an Ether-
net network. This will be 
Yaskawa's first stab at mar-
keting computer-related prod-
ucts. The company, which 
owns a 20% interest in Fla-
vors, hopes to sell 10 units of 
Bus-Link, at 4 million to 5 
million yen each, during the 
first year. 

bers. A spurt in consumption 
will come from the use in 
short-haul phone networks 
operating at 140 Mbits/s over 
monomode fibers. 

SONY DELAYS SALE 
OF 8-MM CAMCORDER 

Yield problems with a 
charge-coupled device imager 
have forced Sony Corp. to 
postpone the release of its 8-
mm camcorder from June 21 
until late August. The sensor 
has proven more difficult to 
manufacture than expected: 
Sony says tiny dust particles 
have kept yields too low for 
mass production. The high-
resolution CCD imagers, 
which feature 330,000 pixels, 
are built at Sony Kokubu 
Semiconductor Corp., in Ko-
kubu, Kagoshima. Sony Ko-
kubu started shipping sam-
ples earlier this month. 
Sony's current line of 8-mm 
camcorders uses a lower res-
olution 2/3-in. CCD imager 
with 250,000 pixels. 

KU-BAND SATCOM 

TEST IN JAPAN 

Japan's Ministry of Posts 
and Telecommunications will 
start a one-year satellite-com-
munications experiment in 
July using the 11- to 18-GHz 
K„-band, which has never 

PLESSEY PULLS OUT 
OF ALVEY PROJECT 

Plessey plc of London is pull-
ing out of one of the most 
prestigious and well-funded 
Alvey projects—developing a 
computer system to under-
stand continuous human 
speech—that was only an es-
timated two years away from 
completion. The project now 
appears in danger of being 
scrapped unless the other 
major partner, GEC Research 
Ltd. of London, puts in extra 
funding to make up for Ples-
sey. Plessey dropped out af-
ter failing to raise £5 million 
of venture capital to help 
fund the project—even 
though it was announced last 
month that Plessey's own 
cash surplus has jumped 
from £77 million to £269 mil-
lion in the last year. 

PHILIPS, SIEMENS IN 

SWISS PHONE DEAL 

Switzerland's postal authori-
ties have placed an order 
with Philips and Siemens AG 
to install a mobile telephone 
network, mainly for cars, in 
the western part of the coun-
try. The network, part of a 
system which will cover the 
whole of Switzerland by 
1990, will be ready by next 
June. Siemens will deliver the 
antennas, and Philips will 
provide the base stations. 
The full value of the order 
has not yet been determined. 

TOSHIBA AND SHARP 
FREEZE PC EXPORTS 

Japan's Toshiba Corp. and 
Sharp Corp. want to volun-
tarily limit personal-computer 
exports to the 12 European 
Community countries to 
avoid having to pay penalty 
duties on their products. To-
shiba shipped 12,000 units 
and Sharp shipped 3,000 to 
the EC during the first three 
months of this year. The two 
want to freeze EC exports at 
those quarterly levels. 

YASKAWA TO SELL 

U. S.-BUILT COM LINK 

Yaskawa Electric Manufac-
turing Co., of Kitakyushu, 
Japan, a motor and robot 
manufacturer, will market 
the bus-based link system de-
veloped by Flavors Technol-
ogy Inc. of Amherst, N. H., 
in Japan starting July 21. 
The system, Bus-Link, inte-
grates a superminicomputer 
and an artificial-intelligence 
machine for real-time numen -

EC-WIDE PRODUCT 
GUARANTEE BY SONY 

Sony Corp. of Japan has be-
come the first multinational 
firm to offer product guaran-
tees that are valid throughout 
the 12 countries of the Euro-
pean Community. This means 
that consumers can buy Sony 
equipment in one country and 
have it serviced and repaired 
in any other EC country. 
Sony's move is the first tangi-
ble result of a Common Mar-
ket campaign aimed at per-
suading multinational compa-
nies that operate in Europe to 
offer EC-wide guarantees for 
their products. 

NIXDORF TO START 
SINGAPORE R&D 

Nixdorf Computer AG, West 
Germany's No. 2 computer 
maker, has earmarked 30 mil-
lion deutschmarks, or $16.5 
million, for a research and de-
velopment center in Singa-
pore. To be staffed with about 
50 engineers, mainly from Sin-
gapore, the center will concen-
trate on developing interna-
tionally applicable user pro-
grams for Unix-based comput-
er systems. The Singapore 
facility augments Nixdorf's 
R&D activities in West Germa-
ny and at technology centers 
in the U. S. and Japan. The 
Paderborn company already 
employs about 600 people in 
Singapore, in sales, marketing, 
and production. 

GERMANY EXPANDS 
OPTICAL-FIBER USE 

The Bundespost, the agency 
that runs West Germany's 
communications lines, plans 
to install a total of 900,000 
km, or roughly 560,000 miles, 
of optical fibers during the 
next five years. That will 
make the country Europe's 
biggest market for optical fi-

GERMAN FIRM TO 
OPEN IRISH PLANT 

Stribel GmbH of Frickenhau-
sen, West Germany, an auto-
motive components company, 
will spend £2.5 million on a 
new manufacturing facility in 
Dundalk, Ireland. The fac-
tory will employ 72 people 
over the next three years and 
will produce press and injec-
tion molding tools. The num-
ber of employees will rise as 
the factory begins making 
electronic and electrical parts 
for the auto industry. 
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Our DA-15 
data analyser, tester 
and simulator 
eliminates problems. 
Operates to 72 kbps. 

Wandel &Goltermann 
Electronic MeasurementTechnology 

The handy, rapid, battery-powered 
DA-15 can handle all your data network 
service problems. It's strong on analysis 
and simulation, e.g. 64 kbps BERT/ 
BLERT. All common async, sync and 
HDLC/SDLC procedures. Also has 
DVM/Level meter/ohmmeter facilities 
plus thresholds and alarm criteria so that 
it can troubleshoot the analog or a. c. line 
side of modems. Nonvolatile 64 kbyte 
memory for programs, data and setups. 
Menus and softkeys for easy operation. 
Serial and parallel printer interface. 
The DA-15 will solve all your service 
problems. It's indispensible. 

Wandel &Goltermann, VMW, Postfach 12 62. D-7412 Eningen 
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Tel. + (49) 71 21-86-0, Tlx. 729 833 

I would like: 
I A free DA-15 brochure 
A data rest set product guide 
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Town   
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... a sparkling 
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PREOSTAT 12® 
Impressive on account of its new technology! 

Wide variety 

... NEW 
No back lash 

(excellent repeatability) 
... NEW 

Die cast shaft 
... NEW 

No cadmium plated surfaces 

... NEW 
Temperature and dimensionally 

independent contacts 

... NEW 
V shaped terminals 

... NEW 
Trifocated wiper 

Preh Elektrofeinmechanische Werke 
Jakob Preh, Nachf. GmbH & Co 
Sales 
P.O. Box 1740 
D-8740 Bad Neustadt/W. Germany 
Phone (09771) 92486 
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OFeatures 

• The combination of the diecast frame ground and feed-thru type capacitors 
results in large insertion loss characteristics in a wide frequency range. 
• Free choice of filtered terminal pins provides excellent design flexibility. 
• Pin layout and external dimension compatible with conventional D-sub type 
connectors. 

MIRatings 
It... Rating* 

Operating Temp Range —25— +85*C 

Rated Voltage 100VDC 

Test Voltage 250VDC 

Insertion Loss 
30dB/100MHz 
(2000pF«) 

Rated Current 5A max. 

Insulation Resistance 1000MQ min. 
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS 

PHILIPS'S ADVANCED CMOS LOGIC 
BACKS TI'S NEW PINOUT SC HEME 

1-MICRON PARTS RIVAL FAST BIPOLAR FOR SPEED AND DRIVE 

By adopting a new pinout scheme in 
its 1-1.in Advanced CMOS Logic 

family that rivals the speed and drive 
capability of the best TTL parts, Philips 
of the Netherlands has also achieved a 
threefold decrease in system noise, 
which reduces data-integrity problems 
encountered in high-speed switching. 
With its ACL family, Philips has lined 

up with Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, 
in the industry-wide pinout controversy. 
Philips and TI pioneered the new pinout, 
which moves voltage supply and ground 
pins from the corners to the center of 
dual in-line packages. It also adds a 
ground and supply pin for every pair of 
outputs, which means a 16-pin conven-
tional DIP is replaced by a 20-pin part. 
TI introduced its first ACL parts in May 
[Electronics, May 14, 1987, p. 126]. 
SWITCHING NOISE. Chip-to-pin lead 
lengths between the supply terminals 
play a major role in noise generation. 
Standard pinning maximizes lead 
length—and inductive noise—by placing 
supply and ground pins at diagonally 
opposite corners of the package. This 
creates problems in high-speed switch-
ing—lost data in internal flip-flops, ex-
tensive delays, poor noise immunity, and 
momentary changes of logic states. 

Philips's parts, with their shorter lead 
lengths, avoid those problems. In a 14-
pin DIP, for example, inductance drops 
from 10 nH for conventional pinning to 
3.5 nH. Corresponding figures for a 24-
pin package are 18 nH and 4 nH. Noise 
is cut threefold, from 2.5 V for a con-
ventionally pinned device to around 0.8 
V for an ACL center-pinned part. 
The parts have an average propaga-

tion delay of 3 ns at a typical 150-MHz 
operating frequency and a 24 mA out-
put—enough to drive 50- and 75-11 ter-
minated transmission lines, says the 
Dutch company. 
Because the new pinout adds a 

ground and a supply pin for every pair 
of outputs, package size increases by 
about 10%. Better board design can 
compensate for this drawback. 
The new pin arrangement "is the first 

attempt to bring the old-fashioned pin-
ning for logic circuits in line with mod-
ern high-speed technologies," says Ad 

OLD PINOUT 

LEGEND 

I — INPUT PIN 

O — OUTPUT PIN 

C — CONTROL PIN 

NEW PINOUT 

O 

O 

GPM 

o 

o 

o 

GND — GROUND PIN 

Vcc — SUPPLY PIN 

CHANGES. Philips moved ground and supply 
pins to the center and added a ground and 
supply pin for each pair of outputs. 

de Pagter, international product market-
ing manager for CMOS ICs at Philips's 
Electronic Components and Materials 
Division in Eindhoven. "With center-pin-
ning, we know we are fighting a popu-
lar concept, but I think Jedec [the Joint 
Electron Device Engineering Council] 
will accept it as an alternate solution. In 
the end, the new configuration will win 
out." 
Many chip makers, notably in the 

U. S., oppose breaking away from two 

decades of packaging standards because 
doing so requires a different board lay-
out. They argue that good design and, 
in the long run, greater use of surface-
mount packaging will solve the problem 
of noise. 

Philips contends that to exploit the 
speed potential of fast logic circuits, de-
signers must use transmission-line tech-
niques that require new board designs 
anyway. So obviously, says de Pagter, it 
is best to design ICs with the best pin-
ning for high-speed ACL technology. 
That technology should grab a big 

chunk of the logic market, Philips be-
lieves. According to market researcher 
Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif., TI and 
Philips together commanded one third 
of worldwide logic-device sales last 
year—$960 million of a total of $2.85 
billion. 
"ACL will spell an increase beyond 

the one-third level for the two firms," 
de Pagter predicts. By 1990, he thinks 
Philips will sell some $50 million worth 
of ACL parts worldwide. 
CMOS PROCESS. The new family is 
based on a twin-well CMOS process with 
recessed local oxidation and a self-
aligned titanium disilicide layer on the 
source, drain and gate areas. This re-
duces contact and interconnect resis-
tance. Capacitance is reduced by oxide 
gate sidewall spacers. 
With the effective transistor gate 

length just 1 gm, the on-chip propaga-
tion delay checks in at only 0.5 ns. The 
use of copper-doped aluminum intercon-
nects on a tungsten layer minimizes 
electromigration. A p-epitaxial layer on 
a low-resistivity p-substrate makes the 
ACL family virtually latch-up free. 
The typical quiescent power dissipa-

tion of an ACL gate is about 2.5 nW, 
roughly six orders of magnitude less 
than a bipolar gate. Dynamic power con-
sumption is 0.18 mW at 100 KHz with a 
50 pF load and a 5-V supply and in-
creases to 180 mW at 100 MHz. 
The parts also feature electrostatic 

discharge protection against positive 
and negative transients up to 2 kV on 
all inputs and outputs. The standard op-
erating temperature range is from -40° 
to +85°C. A wider range, from -55° to 
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+125°C, is available as an option. 
The first devices consist of a dozen 

various NOR and NAND gates as well 
as flip-flops. By the end of this year 
there will be 35 types, and by the middle 
of 1988 the total will grow to 103 parts. 
During the second half of 1988, an addi-
tional 45 types will be released. Volume 
production of the first parts will start at 
Signetics Corp., which is a Philips sub-
sidiary situated in Sunnyvale, Calif., 
next year. 
TWO TYPES. The devices come in two 
basic versions. The 74AC types have 
CMOS-compatible input switching levels 
and a 2-V to 5.5-V supply. The TTL-com-
patible 74ACT types have a supply of 5 
V. Both versions are available in DIPs 
and in the Philips-pioneered small-out-
line packages for surface-mounting. 

Philips's first twelve ACLs are the 
74AC/ACT11002 quad 2-input NOR gate, 
the 74AC/ACT11020 dual 4-input NAND 
gate, the 74AC/ACT11027 triple 3-input 
NOR gate, the 74AC/ACT11030 8-input 
NAND gate, the 74AC/ACT11074 dual 
D-type flip-flop with set and reset, and 
the 74AC/ACT11240 octal-buffer line 
driver. Philips and Signetics developed 
the ACL family with TI, and the two 
companies' ACL families are completely 
pin- and function-compatible. 
The Philips/Signetics prices are in line 

with those of the TI parts. Depending 
on type, the ACL family members range 
in price from 0.7 to 3 Dutch guilders 
apiece for design-in quantities. 

- John Gosch 
Philips Elcoma, P. O. Box 523, 5600 AM 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
Phone 31-40-722091 [Circle 500] 

The encoder runs on ±5 V at a maxi-
mum supply current of 200 mA. Maxi-
mum permissible radial shaft load is 0.4 
kg. Its light source is a semiconductor 
laser with 780 mm wavelength, 5 mW 
maximum power output, and a 200,000-
hr life cycle. 
The R-2A encoder is available now. It 

costs 180,000 yen. Delivery takes ap-
proximately two weeks after receipt of 
order. 
Canon Inc., 2-7-1 Nishi Shinjuku, Shinjuku-
ku, Tokyo 163, Japan. 
Phone 81-3-348-2121 [Circle 702] 

ROTARY ENCODER 
USES LASER BEAM 
The R-2A rotary encoder from Canon 
Inc. uses the interference of diffracted 
laser light and a fine-patterned-grating 
disk to produce 81,0000 signal pulses/s. 
Its positioning accuracy is better than 
20 arc-sec. 

Small enough to be used in each axis 
of movement in a robot arm, the encod-
er has an outer diameter of 36 mm and 
a length of 48 mm. It weighs 75 g. Oth-
er applications include scientific measur-
ing equipment and surveying equipment 
where smooth shaft rotation and high 
accuracy are required at low speeds. 

OPTOCOUPLERS BOOST 
PERFORMANCE 5-FOLD 
A series of gallium aluminum arsenide 
infrared optocouplers from Philips 
boasts high current-transfer ratios at 
low input currents and outperform simi-
lar gallium arsenide devices by a factor 
of five. 
The CNG35, for example, has a 0.5 

current-transfer ratio when driven at 
500 mA, which makes it suitable for use 
as a low-current CMOS driver. The Phil-

011 gib 410b maw 
0/ ill 

,ieübe 
'ps devices achieve their performance 
through single-heterojunction GaAlAs 
technology. The CNG35, CNG36, 
CNR36, 6N135, and 6N136 also offer a 
current-transfer ratio drop of only 5% 
after 10,000 hours of operation. 
The CNG35 and CNG36 provide a dc 

isolation voltage as high as 4.4 kV. The 
CNR36 has a maximum propagation 
time of 8 ps. The 6N135 and 6N136 are 
fast-switching optocouplers that offer 
long-lifetime operation. 
Samples of the devices are available 

from stock with production quantities 
scheduled for August. Depending on the 
device, they cost 118 to 243 Dutch guil-
ders per 100 pieces in quantities of 
10,000. 
Philips Elcoma, P. O. Box 523, 5600 AM 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
Phone: 31-40-757005 [Circle 701] 

CAD DRIVERS SUPPORT 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
Robotechnic Ltd.'s computer-aided draft-
ing and design software package fea-
tures high-resolution graphics drivers 
that support 1,280-by-800 pixel displays. 

Generic CADD 3.0 also offers func-
tions that allow users to edit previous 

modifications to the drawing, to zoom 
into a particular area of the drawing, 
and to display 10 line thicknesses in any 
of the 256 colors available in the palette. 
Drawn objects can be moved, copied, 

erased, subdivided, and stored in a user-
created library for later use. Such 
stored drawings can be retrieved, rotat-
ed, and scaled as desired. 

Required hardware is an IBM Corp. 
Personal Computer XT/AT or compati-
ble with 360 Kbytes of RAM, two floppy 
disk drives, and either EGA or CGA 
graphics cards. Available now, the Ge-
neric CADD software costs £99.95. 
Robotechnic Ltd., 19 Queen St., Mayfair, 
London W1X 7PJ, UK. 
Phone 44-1-499-9746 [Circle 703] 

DOUBLE DIODES CUT 
COMPONENT COUNTS 
The BYV18 series of Schottky-barrier, 
double-rectifier diodes from Philips re-
duces component count in switched-
mode power supplies and high-frequen-
cy circuits by replacing individual axial-
ly leaded diodes. The series, which con-
sists of four types (all in plastic TO220 
packages), features low forward-voltage 
drop, low capacitance, and absence of 
stored charge. 
The diodes target applications in 

which both low conduction losses and 
low switching losses are essential. The 
low forward voltage drop—less than 0.6 
V—makes the diodes suitable for low-
voltage output power supplies around 5 
V, such as in monitors and personal 
computers. 
The four types of diodes in the series 

ha \ e repetitive peak reverse voltages of 
.30, 35, 40, and 45 V. A 40-V type with 
guaranteed reverse-surge capability is 
also available. Prices depend on quantity 
and importing country; low-volume 
prices average about $1.10 each for 
1,000 units. The devices are available 
from stock. 
Philips Elcoma, P. O. Box 523, 5600 AM 
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 
Phone 31-40-757005 [Circle 705] 
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SIEMENS 

Nothing makes 
more contacts 
than SIEDECON 

Siemens offers a highly extensive 
range of tred and tested electro-
mechanical components, plus all the 
experience of a manufacturer who 
has consistently invested a wealth 
of know-how in developing and 
perfecting electromechanical 
componerts geared to market 
requirements. 

A typical example is the new 
SIEDECON. The first connector for 
double Eurocard format conforming 
to DIN 41612. 
Based on the indirect connecton 
principle, i solves every connection 
and tolerance problem. 

This design provides enormous 
performance potential: 
• Max. 256 LF contacts 
• Max. 8 pre-mating LF contacts as 
standard 
• Max. 6 special contacts 
• More than 900 polarizing options 
• Packing' density of 15.24 mm 
• Can be fully integrated into 
racking standard 41494 

Circle 118 on reader service card 

This makes SIEDECON the ideal 
connector for all applications requir-
ing a large number of contacts, 
compatibility and flexibility. 

All the other features of SIEDECON 
are detailed in a special publication. 
If you would like one, please use this 
journal's reader service or send us 
the coupon. 

Contacts you can rely on. 
Electromechanical components 
from Siemens. 



MODULE ADDS MEMORY 
TO VMEBUS SYSTEMS 
A memory module with on-board bat-
tery backup from DY-4 Systems Inc. 
provides a convenient method of adding 
1 Mbyte of RAM and 4 Mbytes of 
EPROM to VMEbus systems. 
The DVME-505 can handle 8-, 16-, and 

32-bit transfers over VMEbus. It occu-
pies a maximum of 1 Mbyte of address 

space in the host system. Its memory is 
configured from 128-Kbit-by-8-bit page-
mode EPROMs and CMOS static RAMs. 
The lithium battery can keep the 

memory active for one year. A clock/ 
calendar is also included on the board. 

Available now in commercial and mili-
tary versions, the DVME-505 costs U. S. 
$1,327. 
DY-4 Systems Inc., 21 Credit Union Way, 
Nepean, Ontario K2H 9G1, Canada. 
Phone (613) 596-9911 [Circle 704] 

AI MAKES SCANNER 
FAST AND VERSATILE 
AI Vision Systèmes' character-recogni-
tion system uses artificial-intelligence 
software to read a wide variety of in-
puts at speeds up to 200 characters/s. 
The Stirca system automatically ad-

justs to variations in the size of charac-
ters and can handle any font as well as 
handwritten numbers on stationary or 
moving media. 
System hardware consists of a Motor-

ola Corp. 68020 microprocessor, charge-
coupled-device cameras, and various 
VMEbus-interface and peripheral con-
troller boards. Software for retrieving 
information, computing required-light 
thresholds, and data processing are 
available as options. 

Available now, the Stirca system's 
price varies with importing country. 
Al Vision Systèmes, 29, Avenue du Roule, 
92200 Neuilly/Seine, France. 
Phone 33-4624-2529 [Circle 707] 

sion—over double optical fiber in com-
munications systems conforming to the 
IEEE 488 standard. The SFG1220 GP-
IB modem supports transmission at dis-
tances up to 2 km when silica multi-
mode fiber GI 50/125 is used as the 
medium—even in electromagnetically 
noisy environments, where conventional 
metal cable would be limited to 20 m. 
The modem's light-emitting element is 

a diode with a wavelength of 1:3 pm. 
The unit is 55 mm high, 225 mm deep, 
and 300 mm wide. Available now, the 
SFG1220 costs 350,000 yen. 
Seiko Instruments Inc., Electro-Optics Sys-
tems Dept., 6-31-1 Kameido, Koto-ku, To-
kyo 136, Japan. 
Phone 81-3-684-2010 [Circle 706] 

two interrupt-request lines support a 
range of functions for sophisticated 
VMEbus system designs. 

Applications include motor-regulator 
interfaces, nonstandard converter inter-
faces, power switching modules, timers 
for industrial control and high-speed in-
put/output devices. 

Available from stock, the module 
costs 490 DM. 
PEP Modular Computers GmbH, AM Klos-
terwald 4, D-8950 Kaufbeuren, West Ger-
many. Phone 49-8341-81001 [Circle 709] 

MOSFET BOASTS 
0.6-A RATING 
The ZVN4206A Mosfet from Ferranti 
Electronics Ltd. features a continuous 
current rating of 0.6 A with a 1 SI on-
resistance and 0.7 W power dissipation. 
The n-channel enhancement-mode de-

vice also offers a maximum input capac-
itance of 100 pF that ensures switching 
speeds of less than 20 ns. 
Developed as an interface between in-

tegrated circuits and loads, the chip is 
optimized for operation up to 60 V and 
can switch 0.5 A from a 5-V gate drive. 
Housed in an E-line package, the stan-

dard ZVN4206 targets through-hole 
mounting to printed-circuit boards. It 
can also be configured for surface-
mount applications. 

Available now, the ZVN4206A costs 
£0.25 in 1,000-unit purchases. 
Ferranti Electronics Ltd., Fields New Road, 
Chadderton, Oldham, Lancashire OL9 
8NP, UK. 
Phone 44-61-624-0515 [Circle 708] 

OPTICAL CONNECTORS 
FEATURE 3-dB LOSS 
The 9701 fiber-optic connector from Elco 
Corp. features a connection loss of 3 dB. 
The connectors are compatible with Mat-
sushita Corp.'s LN125 and PN155 light-
emitting diodes. 
The double-pole connectors minimize 

light attenuation through a manufactur-
ing process and quality control system 
that produces smooth fiber end faces. 

Other features are a one-touch lock-
ing system and a configuration that pre-
vents the connectors from being incor-
rectly joined. Cable holding force is 5 kg 
and the holding force on the LED is 3 
kg minimum. 

Available now with a solder-plated 
brass fixing pin, the connectors cost 800 
yen for a connector with a 1-m cable 
attached. 
Elco International Corp., 1794 Nippa-cho, 
Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223, Japan. 
Phone 81-45-543-7185 [Circle 710] 

FIBER-OPTIC MODEM 
RUNS AT 200 KBITS/S 
Seiko Instruments Inc.'s fiber-optic mo-
dem offers a 200-Kbit/s transmission 
rate—fast enough for video transmis-

PROTOTYPING BOARD 
USES VME INTERFACE 
A single-height prototyping board from 
PEP Modular Computers GmbH re-
serves two-thirds of its space for proto-
typing while still offering a full VME-
bus slave interface. 
The VPRM module makes a 40-by-34-

hole grid available for prototyping cir-
cuits. Seven interrupt levels can be se-
lected via jumpers or user devices and 

BOARD BOOSTS PC AT 
IN GRAPHICS EDITING 
Optical Recording Corp.'s IB-1000 board 
interfaces IBM Corp. Personal Comput-
er ATs and compatibles with the Canon 
Inc. NP-9030 laser printer/scanner to 
create an editing system that can scan 
and digitize fulltone and halftone im-
ages at 400 dots/in. resolution. 

Creating a direct connection between 
the computer and the scanner/printer 
allows users to perform cut-and-paste 
type editing on a high-resolution PC 
screen. 
The IB-1000 targets desktop-publish-

ing applications with four image-pro-
eessing modes: normal, fine photo (64-
level pseudo halftone), positive/negative 
image inversion, and high contrast. 
The four-layer board memory maps 

its image buffer addresses into the PC 
AT's address space for fast data ma-
nipulation. It offers a 500-ns memory-
cycle time, a 4-Mbyte buffer, and 16-bit-
wide words. Available now, the IB-1000 
costs U. S. $3,995. 
Optical Recording Corp., 141 John St., To-
ronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 2E4. 
Phone (416) 596-6862 [Circle 711] 
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Catalyst Research's new 1.1Power-. 
Cell"' batteries fit a rectangular 
footprint on your printed circuit 
board. That means you get more 
battery capacity in less space. 

But that's just the beginning. 
uPowerCell' batteries use 

Catalyst Research's patented 
Lithium-Iodine chemistry, the 
number one choice for powering 
implantable cardiac pacemakers. 
And we have over 1,000,000 

Lithium-Iodine batteries in 
CMOS battery baaup applica-
dors. We can now predict 20 
years of reserve power avail- • - 
ability, well beyond the practical 
life of your produCt, without - 
replacement or reearging. 
The B-1000 delivers one amp-

hour of capacity id just 1 square 
inch of board space and is 
under 0.30" high. 60-0 mAhr 
and 400 mAhr capacity versions 

take eVell less area. 4\-ricl as one 
of the snalles: backup batteries 
in the business, our 35 rnAhr 
axial lead erF:Lioia takes less than 
0.1 squa-e inch of hoard space 
and is under (i.17" kigh. 

This 35 Tr Ahr battery can 
also be used on automatic com-
ponent iflWels011é machines just 
like a re!,igtor or capacitor. 

For moire infcrrnation call us 
at f301) 2-6-7C00 or write. 

Po.e. ,Con ; el,,a,e Cateet r-,i.earch 

For more information, call 'from your modern 1-800-332-0012 (0-1'.-ë)0 BAUD, S hi:, nd parity 1 stop bi./) and nter the access 
code CAT 13A when prompted. In Va. call (703) 476-5255. 

f\-r/\ FF APEH 
OusiON OF t\ANE SAPE-Tv APPLIANCES CONAPANY 

1421 Clarkview Road Dept. 102 Baltimore, Maryland 21209-9987, USA Telephone 301) 298-700G Telex 358095 CATALYST 
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For brighter 
ideas in ASIC, 



Depend 
on Gould. 
In application specific ICs (ASICs), you have 
two choices—an optimal design or something 
less brilliant. 

That's the drawback of one-product ASIC 
houses.They must sell what they have—not 
necessarily what you need.You can miss the full 
promise of ASICs. 

An optimal ASIC design gives you 
the edge. 
Twenty years in ASIC have shown us that the 
optimal solution isn't always a gate array. It can 
be a standard cell, or a cell-based custom 
circuit, even programmable logic.These are 
simply different approaches to meet your 
application requirements. 

Time-to-market, development cost, produc-
tion price and performance needs make every 
job different. No one approach works best 
every time.That's why we offer the whole con-
tinuum of ASIC design approaches. 

We support those approaches with extensive 
cell libraries for customer designs. And with the 
exceptional quality made possible by company-
wide use of Statistical Process Control. 

An uncompromising team on your side. 
Choose a true ASIC house.That's your best 
guarantee of getting the results you want. 
That's Gould. 

Contact us for details and our informative 
brochure,"The Gould ASIC Continuum:' Call 
(408) 554-2311. Or write: Gould Inc., Semi-
conductor Division, 3800 Homestead Road, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. See what a stunning 
difference one call can make. 

Manufacturer of Gould AMI 
Semiconductors. 

oouLD 
Electronics 
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RELIABLE SUPPORT 
FOR ISDN 
Surviving in the 
complex and com-
petitive world of 
ISDN will depend 
on vital problem-

solving capabili- MP1601A 5GHz 

ties like quick 
response, quick recovery and preventive 
checking. This requires comprehensive 
monitoring, rigorous testing and exacting 
quality control of transmission systems. 

Anritsu's accuracy, quality and reliability 
are based on decades of experience in 
electronics, optical technology and laser 
research. Our focus is on the advanced 
optical devices and test equipment 
necessary for ISDN. 

Anritsu excels in optical and digital 
communication test systems. We have 
shown our commitment to quick response 

to practical ISDN applications by introduc-
ing high-resolution OTDRs, 5GHz pulse 
pattern generators, high-performance 
error rate measuring equipment for digital 
transmissions, and many more. 

Anritsu also designs industrial auto-
mation systems, applying lasers in many 
new ways. Feedback from every area 
enables us to develop ground-breaking 
new products. 

For any network, one name provides 
the reliable support to keep it run-
ning smoother... 

Anritsu makes you a survivor. 

Pulse Pattern Generator 

Anritsu 
ANRITSU CORPORATION 

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan 
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J 
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A SINGLE 
PACKAGE 
SOLUTION? 
IT'S ABOUT 

TIME. 



U.S. and Canadian 
Sales Offices 

What if there were a 16K Non-Volatile 
RAM that contained everything you needed 
in a single package? A fast and easy solu-
tion with everything from a long-life lithium 
battery to a real time quartz clock. Well, it's 
here. It's the Thomson-Mostek MK48T02 
Timekeeper" CMOS SRAM—another member 
in the ZEROPOWER" family. This completely 
integrated device is far more efficient than 
real estate intensive discrete solutions. And in 
comparison to Dallas Semiconductor's DS1216, 
you'll find the 48T02 out on top every time. 
In every category. 

For one thing, our Timekeeper RAM 
has 16K Bits of full CMOS memory. Theirs has 
none. Theirs often comes with the need for all 
kinds of support circuitry and discrete logic. 
Ours doesn't need any. And due to its software-
controlled clock calibration, the Timekeeper 
RAM is ideal for high-accuracy applications. 
The Smart Watch is not. And the DS1216 
requires extra time for serial-parallel software 
conversions and passwords. Our solution 
is completely parallel, so it doesn't waste 
your time. 

The Thomson-Mostek Timekeeper 
RAM also features automatic power-fail chip 
detect and switching, write protection and 
read access and write times as fast as 12Ons. 
Plus, it provides BCD format of clock and 
calendar data including the year, month, day, 
hour, minute and second. So you see, if an 
enhanced integrated memory solution is what 
you're after, don't just give it time, give it the 
Thomson-Mostek 48T02. 

Timekeeper and ZEROPOWER are trademarks 
of Thomson Components-Mostek Corp. 

Smart Watch is a trademark of Dallas Semiconductor. 

Lithium Power Cell 

Single die with 2K x 8 RAM, 
real-time clock, detect 
and switching circuitry ' 

TIMEKEEPER VS. SMART WATCH - 

The following chart provides a comparison of the 
Timekeeper to the closest level of integration avail-
able, the DSC Smart Watch. You'll be able to see that 
when it comes to comparing apples to apples, our 
Timekeeper RAM is much easier to use and much 
more cost effective. 

Parameter MK48T02 DS1216 

Memory Provided Yes, 2K x 8 No, must be 
Full CMOS provided 

by user 

Speeds Available 12Ons 25Ons only 
to 25Ons 

Data Access Method Parallel Serial 

Time to Read or 2.25µs 32.25µs 
Set Clock / 
Calendar Data 

On Chip Calibrations Yes No 

Low Battery Yes No 
Warning Flag 

Pins 24 28 

CURRENT ZEROPOWER DEVICES 

Write Protection Voltage 
Write Control 4.75V 4.5V  

2 or 3 Wire 48T02 48TI2 
48Z02 48ZI2 

3 Wire only 48T03 48TI3 
48Z03 48ZI3 

Also in development, we have higher density 8K x 8 
ZEROPOWER RAMs to complement the family shown 
in the table below—the 48Z08, 48Z09—both are 
28 pin devices. Like our ZEROPOWER RAMs, these 
devices will be available with a 4.5V write protection 
option for use in systems with -±10% power supplies. 

32788 Hz Crystal 

In addition to memories, Thomson-Mostek manufactures MOS and bipolar devices for both commercial and military applications. microcomponents, 
telecom/datacom and linear circuits as well as Discrete. RE and microwave transistors, passive components and ASIC. 

Western Area: 

Santa Clara. CA 
408/970-8585 

Irvine. CA 
714/250-0455 

Woodland Hills. CA 
818/887-1010 

Seattle. WA 
206/632-0245 

Longmont. CO 
303/449-9000 

Scottsdale. AZ 
602/998-1580 

Tigard, OR 
503/620-5517 

Eastern Area: 

Burlington. MA 
617/273-3310 

Marlton, NJ 
609/596-9200 

Huntsville. AL 
205/830-9036 

Poughkeepsie, NY 
914/454-8813 

Dublin. OH 
614/761-0676 

Norcross. GA 
404/447-8386 

Central Area: 

Carrollton. TX 
214/466-8844 

Bloomington. MN 
612/831-2322 

Schaumburg. IL 
312/397-6550 

Austin. TX 
512/451-4061 

Canada: 

Montreal. Quebec 
514/288-4148 

Brampton. Ontario 
416/454-5252 

Semiconductor 
Distributors 
Add Electronics 
Advent Electronics 
All American . 

Semiconductor 
Aimee Electronics Corp 
Almo Electronics. Inc 
Future Electronics 
Greene-Shaw 
Hammond Electronics 
Integrated Electronics 
Corp 

ITAL Sales 
Kierulff Electronics 
Lionex Corp 
Marshall Industries 
Nu-Horizons Electronics 
Pioneer Technologies 
Group 

Pioneer-Standard 
Quality Components 

(OC -SW) 
Quality Components 
(0 C -SE) 

ITT Microcomponents 
Schweber Electronics 
Solid State. Inc 
Zentronics 
Zeus Components. Inc 

1110MILSON 
COMPONENTS 

Q 
MOSTEK 
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A Leader in the Optical Age: 
Toshiba DFB Laser Diode 

Now transmit tons of data through a single-mode fiber-optic with 
Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive 
lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents 
of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the 
result of our advanced electronics and opto-electronic technologies. 

In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible. 
And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific 
needs are met. 

Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of 
communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems. 

PACKAGE 1.3pm DFB 1.55pm DFB 

CH IPCAR R IER TOLD300S TOLD350S 

DIL TOLD312S TOLD362S 

BUTTERFLY TOLD313S TOLD363S 

TOSHIBA 
TOSHIBA CORPORATION ToKvo. JAPAN 
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THE CHANGING FACE OF 
NONVOLATILE MEMORIES 

N
onvolatile memories are taking on a 
whole new look. As both erasable pro-
grammable read-only memories and 
electrically erasable PROMS get faster 

and denser, they are starting to displace high-
density ROMs and high-speed PROMs in new ap-
plications. In current applications, nonvolatile 
memory will now take up significantly less board 
space. Higher densities also will make it easier 
to incorporate larger amounts of nonvolatile 
memory on other types of chips, opening the 
door to logic chips that integrate large arrays of 
EPROM and EEPROM. 
A new generation of higher-density commodity 

parts is under development, while lower-density 
parts are being pushed to significantly faster 
access times. Moreover, the need for designers 
to choose between speed and density may disap-
pear, as companies such as WaferScale Integra-
tion Inc. in Fremont, Calif., (see p. 65) develop 
parts that combine both features. 
Beyond making improvements to conventional 

parts, a drive is under way among chip makers 
to develop memories tailored to specific market 
segments—markets where speed is paramount, 
or power requirements are important, for in-
stance. An example of the latter is a 64-Kbit 
EEPROM that needs only 3 v, reducing backup 
battery requirements in lightweight portable 
equipment. The part was jointly developed by 
Catalyst Semiconductor Inc. of Santa Clara, 
Calif., and Oki Semiconductor Corp. of Tokyo 
(see p. 67). In addition, companies are looking to 
incorporate nonvolatile-memory technology into 
other non-memory chips, applying their expertise 
to a variety of logic circuits—including microcon-
trollers, digital signal processors, programmable 
logic, and even application-specific integrated cir-
cuits based on standard cells. 
One reason for all the activity in nonvolatile-

memory product development is today's healthy 
market. The current crop of EPROM and EEPROM 
products are chalking up very strong sales—so 
strong that cautious manufacturers are reluc-
tant to believe the optimistic projections of fu-
ture business, says Victor deDios, senior indus-
try analyst at Dataquest Inc. of San Jose, Calif. 
Overall, he says, worldwide EPROM sales for 1987 
can be expected to hit $1 billion, up 8% from 
$910 million in 1986 and up 14% from the reces-

Faster, denser EPROMs and EEPROMs 
are finding new uses, displacing big ROMs 
and fast PR OMs, for example; big chunks 
of them can also be added to ASICs 

by Bernard C. Cole 
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1. FAST EPROM. A 64-K-by-1 6-bit EPROM developed jointly by Catalyst Semicon-

ductor and Oki Semiconductor boasts a 150-ns access time. 

sionary dip to $876 million in 1985. Next year, 
says deDios, with projected sales up 20% to $1.2 
billion, they will again equal the sales for 1984, 
the industry's high point to date. Prospects are 
even brighter in EEPROMS. DeDios estimates that 
sales for 1987 will reach $231 million, up 61% 
from the $139 million in 1986. In 1988, he expects 
sales to grow by about 50% to $345 million. 
And while the markets are taking off, some-

what surprisingly, Japanese makers of EPROM 
and EEPROM aren't keeping pace with the explod-
ing market growth. They will slip from a market 
share of 15% to 20% in 1986 to less than 5% this 
year. To be sure, most U. S. manufacturers re-
gard the Japanese slippage as temporary. There-
fore, they're in a hurry to develop products that 
will put them in a strong position for both com-
modity parts and in high-return specialty niches 
when competition heats up again as the Japa-
nese charge back into the marketplace. 
For now, strong sales and the drop in Japa-

nese competition is causing a period of price 
stability. And most EPROM manufacturers are us-
ing the resulting higher profits to fund more 
development work on CM0S processes that will 
take them to higher densities, higher speeds, and 
lower power, says deDios. The market is moving 
away from 64-Kbit EPROMs and toward 256-Kbit 
and 512-Kbit devices, says Dave Bostwick, direc-
tor of strategic development for the memory 
group at Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunny-
vale, Calif. Also entering the market in volume 
production are 1-mbit EPROMs from AMD, Fujitsu, 
Hitachi, Intel, and Toshiba. One of the most re-
cent arrivals on the 1-mbit EPROM scene is the 
CAT27C210, a 64-K-by-16-bit CmOS device jointly 

developed by Catalyst and Oki 
(see fig. 1). Pin-for-pin compatible 
with Intel's 27210, it features 150-
ns access times, an active power 
figure of only 150 mA, and a 
standby power of 500 A. 
One indicator of things to come 

is a 4-mbit EPROM under develop-
ment at Toshiba. Built using a 0.8-
p,m cmos process, it incorporates a 
basic cell measuring only 9 p,m2, 
matching that of many single-tran-
sistor dynamic random-access mem-
ory cells. The 8-bit-wide device fea-
tures a high cell current of about 
10 ,.LA, resulting in a low typical 
access time of 120 ns. 
Access times are also being re-

duced in current lower-density 
EPROMS—frOm an average of 200 
to 350 ns down to 150 to 200 ns, 
says Alan Ankerbrand, director of 
mOs memory marketing at Nation-
al Semiconductor. And within a 
year, he says, speeds will edge 
downward even more, to about 
100 to 150 ns. Dataquest's deDios 

agrees: "By this time next year anything under 
512 Kbits in density with access times of more 
than 150 ns will be out of the mainstream." 

In traditional full-function EEPROMs based on 
the Fowler-Nordheim effect, says deDios, the 
majority of the marketplace is moving from 64 
Kbits to 256 Kbits. Most authorities agree cur-
rent technology stops there, however: "Unless a 
radically new cell structure and architecture 
comes along, it will be difficult for EEPROMs to 
move beyond 256 Kbits," says Ian Wilson, direc-
tor of product marketing at SGS Semiconductor 
Corp. U. S., in Phoenix, Ariz. 
An alternative technology that many firms are 

looking at to break beyond 256 Kbits is "flash" 
architecture, so named because the contents of 
all the memory's array cells are erased simulta-
neously by a single field emission of electrons 
from the floating gate of an erase gate. Such an 
EEPROM combines the advantages of the ultravio-
let-light-erasable PROM and floating-gate EE-
PROMS. It unites the high density, small size, low 
cost, and hot-electron-write capability of an 
EPROM with the easy erasability, on-board repro-
grammability, high endurance, and cold-electron-
tunnelling erasure of floating-gate EEPROMs. 

So far, the only player in the flash EEPROM 
market is Seeq Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif., 
which introduced its first device, the 128-Kbit 
48128, in August 1986. It is now following up 
this initial n-mos part with two higher-density 
1.5-j.tm cmos parts, the 512-Kbit 48C512 and the 
1-mbit 48C1024, both with 8-bit-wide organiza-
tions. With a memory-cell size of only 20 p,m2— 
about one quarter the size of current EEPROM 
cells—these parts achieve EPROM die sizes, says 
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Mike Villott, vice president of marketing at 
Seeq, and they provide EEPROM features previ-
ously not available. Such features include on-chip 
address and data input latches to permit micro-
processor-compatible write and erase cycles, as 
well as chip-erase and page-erase modes. 
And whereas the 48128 required a 21-v power 

supply on multiple pins, the new flash EEPROMs 
require only a single 12-v external supply for 
programming and erasure. Moreover, he says, 
this programming voltage can be applied during 
read operations, which eliminates the need to 
switch it off when not erasing or programming. 
Byte write time is only 1 ms, and chip and byte 
erase times are no more than 5 s. Endurance— 
the number of times the device can be erased 
and written to—is 100 cycles minimum and can 
be screened to 1,000 cycles. 
Hoping to follow Seeq into the market with a 

high-density flash EEPROM is Exel Microelectron-
ics of San Jose, Calif., which is in development 
on a 512-Kbit device it expects to introduce early 
next year. Also investigating the technology as a 
way to achieve higher EEPROM densities are 
AMD, Fujitsu, Hitachi, National Semiconductor, 
Texas Instruments, and Toshiba. 
Another recent convert appears to be Intel 

Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., although until recently 
it was enthusiastically exploring another ap-
proach to high-density EEPROMs, the thick-oxide 
technique pioneered by Xicor Inc. of San Jose, 
Calif. Intel, however, has abandoned its efforts 
in this area, says Don Knowlton, general manag-
er of Intel's programmable-memory operations 
in Folsom, Calif., and is investigating other tech-
niques for higher density, including the flash-
EEPROM approach. 
That leaves Xicor going it alone with the thick-

oxide technique. The company is now in produc-
tion with a 256-Kbit n-mos device, the X28256 
[Electronics, May 12, 1986, p. 30] and is also 
developing a omos version, the X28C256, which it 
expects to introduce later this year, and a 1-mbit 
device tentatively scheduled for early next year. 
For many manufacturers, however, the bright 

prospects in the mainstream EPROM and EEPROM 
market are essentially an opportunity to carve 
out new niches. The past has taught them a 
painful lesson: the memories may be nonvolatile, 
but their market is not. They want to find areas 
where price pressure and competition are less 
intense. Among the possibilities they're explor-
ing are high-speed bipolar PROM replacements, 
parts tailored to specific applications such as 
smart cards, and other applications outside the 
traditional domain of EPRoms and EEPROMs. 
Two companies that have successfully estab-

lished themselves in the bipolar PROM replace-
ment market are Cypress Semiconductor Inc. of 
San Jose, Calif., and WaferScale Integration, 
with 16-Kbit and 64-Kbit CMOS EPROMs in the 35-
to-50-ns range. Also looking to participate is 
Seeq, which has just introduced two byte-wide 

2. REPROGRAMMABLE DSP. General Instrument has put 2.5 

Kbytes of EEPROM on a digital signal processor chip. 

35-ns EEPROMs, the 16-Kbit bit 36016 and the 32-
Kbit 36C32 [Electronics, April 30, 1987, p. 66]. 
Others thinking hard about entering the market 
include AMD, Intel, and SGS. 
Another niche is being explored by Intel, 

which is looking at what Knowlton calls "appli-
cation-oriented" EPROMs—nonvolatile memory 
devices with extra logic that optimizes the de-
vices for specific applications. One of the compa-
ny's first efforts in this direction was the 27916 
KEPROM, or keyed-access EPROM, which com-
bines the memory array with a pseudo-random 
number generator and encryption circuitry that 
can determine if the person accessing its con-
tents is authorized. Taking the concept even fur-
ther, the company this month introduced the 
first in a new series of such applications-oriented 
EPROMS, the 87C257 and 68C257-256-Kbit de-
vices with on-chip latches that allow the memo-
ry's address and data pins to be tied directly to a 
microcontroller's multiplexed address and data 
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3. ERASIC. Exel's 78C800 is the first in a family of what it calls 

electrically reprogrammable ASICs, made with EEPROM technology. 

pins. The two devices, intended for the 8051/8096 
and 6800 series of microcontrollers, respectively, 
eliminate the need for the external logic, such as 
latches and inverters, that is typically required 
in microcontroller-based systems, says Tom 
Price, EPROM marketing manager. 
Japanese firms seem to be carving out a niche 

for themselves in extremely high-density EE-
PROms and EPROMS of more than 1 mbit, for use 
in smart cards and memory cards. Estimated to 
be a billion-dollar market by the early 1990s 
[Electronics, Dec. 18, 1986, p. 551 smart cards 
will require high levels of built-in microcontroller 
intelligence, as well as memory that is both 
dense and nonvolatile. The only direct U. S. com-
petitor to the Japanese in the EEPROM- and 
EPROM-based smart- and memory-card market is 
General Instrument Microelectronics, Chandler, 
Ariz. Besides planning to produce EPROMs and 
EEPROMS ranging from 256 nits to 1 mbit over 
the next six months, the company has installed 
the equipment to make the smart cards them-
selves, as well as card readers, power supplies, 
and connectors. Also making efforts in this di-
rection are Texas Instruments Inc. and Motorola 
Inc., but only at the chip level. The fourth con-
tender in this arena is the team of Catalyst 
Semiconductor Inc. and Oki Semiconductor, 
which aims to produce controllers and EEPROMS. 
Another strategy EPROM and EEPROM compa-

nies are following is diversification outside tradi-
tional stand-alone products. They are applying 
their improved nonvolatile technology to micro-
controllers, DSPS, field-programmable logic, and 
even standard-cell Asics. 

Traditionally, small amounts of EPROM or EE-
PROM—usually no more than 1,024 bits—have 
been incorporated into microcontrollers to give us-
ers some reprogrammability. "With new advances 
in nonvolatile memory technology, much higher 
levels can be incorporated," says B. K. Marya, 

president of Catalyst Semiconductor. In the 
new generation of devices from AMD, Cata-
lyst, Intel, SGS, and Xicor, on-chip nonvolatile 
memory has risen to 32 Ebits or 64 Ebits. 

On-chip nonvolatile memory is also being 
used on DSPs. One such device is the 
DSP320EE12 from General Instrument, a 
pin-for-pin compatible version of TI's 

TMS320C10 DSP chip, but with 2.5 Kbytes 
of EEPROM added (see fig. 2). In the very 
near future, says Marya, it should be possi-
ble to incorporate up to 256 Etas onto the 
microcontroller chip. 

In programmable logic devices, two non-
volatile memory vendors—Intel and the 
Exel subsidiary of Exar Corp., San Jose, 
Calif.—have already entered the market. A 
third, Seeq, has just entered into a technol-
ogy exchange agreement with Monolithic 
Memories Inc., which dominates the field-
programmable array-logic market with its 
bipolar devices. 

Just entering the market this month with a 
PLD product based on its EEPROM technology is 
Exel, with the first in a family of what it calls 
ERASICs, or electrically reprogrammable Asics. 
Designated the 78C800 (see fig. 3), it is the first 
commercially available cmos PLD offering a sin-
gle-plane folded-NOR architecture, says Narayan 
Purohit, Exel product marketing manager. This 
approach makes it possible to implement multi-
level logic designs and does away with the limi-
tations of the traditional AND/OR-based designs 
now used. Intel's first proprietary PLD is an 
EPROM-based programmable bus-interface con-
troller designated the 5CBIC. A programmable 
three-port transceiver with embedded program-
mable logic macrocells and cross-point signal 
routing, it allows designers to implement any of 
a number of different bus interfaces with a sin-
gle circuit. A third company, WaferScale Inte-
gration, is working with Altera Corp. of Santa 
Clara, Calif., a manufacturer of EPROM-based 
PLDS, on a new family of user-configurable mi-
crosequencers based on its proprietary high-
speed split-gate technology [Electronics, March 
19, 1987, p. 76]. 
On the standard-cell side, at least two nonvola-

tile-memory companies—WaferScale and Exel— 
are in the market with cell libraries that incorpo-
rate EPROM and EEPROM cells, respectively. Simi-
lar efforts are under way at Intel and National 
Semiconductor, among other companies. In the 
Exar effort, Exel's EEPROM technology has been 
incorporated in standard cells ranging from a 
single bit to arrays of 1 nits. The same family 
of products also includes a wide range of analog 
megacells, including analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog converters and a variety of switched-
capacitor filters. At WaferScale, engineers are 
upgrading an already existing EPROM-based cell 
library with cells that incorporate the company's 
newest and fastest EPROM technology. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

Speed or density? Den-
sity or speed? Thanks 

to WaferScale Integration 
Inc., systems designers no 
longer must compromise. 
The Fremont, Calif., com-
pany has just unleashed a 
pair of high-speed, 256-
xbit ultraviolet-erasable 
omos programmable read-

only memories. With 50- to 55-ns access times, 
they are the fastest nonvolatile memories on the 
market at 256 )(bits and beyond—at least two to 
three times quicker than comparably sized 
PROMS, and coming within range, at twice the 
density, of the largest commercial bipolar PROM 
[Electronics, Feb. 10, 1986, p. 35]. And active 
power dissipation is a comfortable 325 milliwatts, 
just half that of its closest bipolar rival, sinking 
to 75 mw on standby. 
With their combination of speed and density, 

the word-wide 16-K-by-16-bit WS57C257 and byte-
wide 32-x-by-8-bit WS57C256F are tailored to 
one- and two-chip program storage for 16- and 
32-bit microprocessors and digital signal process-
ing. Conventionally, anywhere from 4 to 16 non-
volatile memories are needed. Current plans call 
for the byte-wide memory to hit the streets in 
July in standard 28-pin ceramic dual in-line pack-
ages and 32-pin ceramic leadless chip carriers. 
The word-wide part will follow sometime in the 
third quarter, in 40-pin Cerdips and 44-lead ce-
ramic leadless chip carriers. Both are priced at 
$94 per unit in 100-unit sample quantities. 
To achieve this unprecedented combination of 

speed and density, engineers at WaferScale Inte-
gration refined the company's process technol-
ogy and fine-tuned the circuit design. On the 
process side, a slimmed-down, second-generation 
1.2-p.m omos process, a scaled version of the 
company's patented split-gate EPROM cell, and 
tungsten silicide word lines were the keys to 
success. On the circuit-design side, clocked dif-
ferential sensing and a novel precharge tech-
nique, a special two-step ac signal scheme, and 
address-transition detection were 
the key developments. "These two 
devices disprove the traditional be-
lief that you could have speed or 
size, but not both, in your micro-
control store," says Jerry Banks, 
marketing manager for standard 
products. "These large-architecture 
CMOS EPROMS are ideally suited for 
modems, real-time control, guid-
ance systems, digital signal pro-
cessing, and other real-time or com-
plex processing applications." 
WaferScale Integration first 

boiled down its omos process—from 
1.5 to 1.2 pin—and then used the 

WAFERSCALE'S 256-K 
EPROM RUNS SUPERFAST 

refined technology to whip up a scaled version of 
its proprietary split-gate EPROM cell. Just 6.5 p.m 
on a side, the latest split-gate incarnation is 
roughly half the size of its predecessor. There's 
more to the new cell than just size, but the 
company won't go any further than saying that 
it adopted tungsten silicide. 
The main problem with the traditonal stacked-

gate cell, notes Boaz Eitan, manager of the PROM 
program, is that it forces a tradeoff between the 
necessarily high read current and efficient pro-
grammability. "In traditional implementations, chip 
designers have had to make a choice," he says. "If 
they wanted speed, they had to implement a PROM 
cell with three to four transistors, separating the 
read, write, and select functions. If they wanted 
density, all three functions could be incorporated 
into a single-stacked PROM cell, but only at consid-
erable sacrifice in speed." 
The heart of the trouble lies in rapidly sensing 

the word- and bit-line voltages after address de-
coding. "The bit-line capacitance plays a big part 
in the equation," explains Syed Ali, manager of 
memory design. "If the capacitance remains 
fixed, a higher read current is needed to achieve 
greater speed. However, if the capacitance can 
be lowered, the speed can be boosted without 
increasing the read current." 
The split-gate structure weds the best of the 

multiple-transistor and single-stacked cell ap-
proaches, requiring none of the compromises in-
herent in either. It consists of a mos transistor 
linked in series with a floating-gate transistor 
that has been merged into a composite device 
(see fig. 1). In this design, says Eitan, the second 
polysilicon layer acts as the control gate and 
directly covers part of the channel area. "This 
eliminates drain turn-on and source-drain 
punchthrough, which adversely affects the stan-

STACKED GATE 

POLYSILICON 2 

pivsiLicoN 1 

(CONTROL 
GATE) 

(FLOATING 
GATE) 

(a) b) 

SPLIT GATE 

POLYSILICON 2 

POLYSILICON 1 

1. SPLITS. Unlike the stacked-gate transistor (a, the split-gate transistor (b) has a second poly 

control gate that partly covers the channel, preventing drain turn-on and source-drain punchthrough. 
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2. DELAY KILLER. Tungsten-silicide deposition helps Wafer-

Scale's 256-Kbit EPROM achieve its 45-ns access time. 

dard stacked-gate EPROM cell." As a result, bit-
line read currents in excess of 150 1.1,A can be 
achieved, compared with the 50 µA typical of 
conventional stacked-gate cells, giving the speed 
of the multiple-transistor EPROM cell without its 
attendant die size. 
The memory array (see fig. 2) is divided into 

two planes, each consisting of two blocks sepa-
rated by a mid-word-line repeater. Tungsten sili-
cide is deposited over the second polysilicon lay-
er to reduce word-line ac delays, further improv-
ing access time. With a resistance of only 3 a 
per square m, tungsten silicide helps reduce the 
delay to 60% of that incurred with traditional 
aluminum metallization. The 512 columns of the 
array are divided into blocks of eight columns, 
each block with its own dedicated source lines. 
The higher bit-line voltage and read current 

established by the split-gate structure allow the 
company to employ a differential-sensing scheme 
that does not require a separate bit line, thus 
eliminating bit-line capacitance. In this scheme, 
the sense amplifier is designed to work in con-
junction with a trip inverter. During precharge, 
the outputs of the differential amplifier and the 
inverter are precharged to the inverter trip 
point, enabling the inverter to move rapidly in 
either direction after a signal has been detected. 
The relative difference in the rate of discharge 
between the bit line and a column of reference 
cells provides just enough differential voltage 
for high-speed sensing. 
To ensure that signal levels are high enough 

for sensing—a key consideration in all memories, 
as density increases and interconnects get long-
er—a two-step ac signal-development scheme has 
been incorporated into the circuits. In the first 
step of the proprietary approach, a small ac sig-

nal is generated by using a capacitor-imbalanc-
ing technique. This 100-mv signal is rapidly read 
out by a differential sense amplifier. In the sec-
ond step, the on-chip circuitry converts this sig-
nal to a 300-mv de signal that is used to increase 
programmed cell margins by as much as 25%. 
As a result, says Eita.n, the design senses bit-

line voltages more than five times faster than 
previous devices. The scheme also makes for 
fast programming. Typically, it takes only 0.1 ms 
to program a byte, compared with 1 ms for older 
technologies. 

Address-transition detection also contributes 
to the improved access times. Normally associat-
ed with static random-access memories, it helps 
precharge the bit lines and to equalize the gain 
of the critical sense amplifiers. When an address 
transition is detected, an enable pulse is generat-
ed that precharges the bit-lines and critical 
sense-amplifier nodes. This eliminates the setup 
time normally encountered in PROMS. To further 
reduce the precharge time, the bit-line voltage 
swing is kept within narrow limits. More time is 
saved by performing the address decoding in 
parallel with the bit-line precharge, then ending 
them simultaneously. 
To keep power dissipation down, only 25% of 

the cells in the array have access to the supply 
voltage during a read. This dramatically de-
creases the supply current to no more than 40 
mA at 20 MHz, about half that of other designs. 
WaferScale Integration is also using its high-

speed process for a 64-Kbit PROM, the 8-K-by-8-bit 
WS57C49B, a direct pin-for-pin replacement for a 
bipolar PROM (called a reprogrammable ROM, or 
RPROM). At 35 ns it matches most high-speed 
CMOS SRAMS in access time. Another device for 
which it is using the high-speed process is a pin-
for-pin cmos relacement for the Am27C51, a 128-
Kbit bipolar PROM from Advanced Micro Devices 
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. The WS57C51 is a 16-K-by-
8-bit RPROM with an access time of only 55 ns 
and a chip area of only 32,000 mils2, 60% smaller 
than the AMD device. 
The company is now working on its next-gener-

ation CMOS PROM process, which at 1.0 I.Lin will 
enable it to build 64-Kbit memories that access in 
only 25 ns and 128-Kbit and 256-Kbit devices that 
access in 35 ns. The same process will also allow 
WaferScale Integration to extend its speed chal-
lenge up into the megabit range. "There is noth-
ing in our process that I can see that will prevent 
us from building 1-mbit EPROMS with access times 
as low as 55 ns," Ah  says. -Bernard C. Cole 
For more information, circle 480 on the reader service card. 

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of 
Electronics that provides readers with exclu-
sive, in-depth reports on important technical 
innovations from companies around the 
world. It covers significant technology, process-
es, and developments incorporated in major 
new products. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

Five volts is no longer 
the magic number 

when engineers talk porta-
ble and battery-backed ap-
plications. Catalyst Semi-
conductor Inc. of Santa 
Clara, Calif., has just put 
the finishing touches on a 
64-Kbit EEPROM that reads 
and writes with a supply 

voltage as low as 3 V. And this diminutive appe-
tite comes at no substantial cost in speed. With 
an access time of 120 ns, the memory keeps pace 
with many existing 5-v devices. When operated 
at 5 v, its reads take a mere 60 ns. Also in its 
favor is the fact that it draws an active current 
of only 7.5 mA at 8 MHz, about a fifth that of its 
rivals. 
Low voltage opens up a wide range of battery-

backed applications, says B. K. Marya, Catalyst's 
founder and president—among them, hand-held 
computers, smart cards, pagers, beepers, and 
many telecommunications devices, which require 
long-term battery backup as well as small size. 
The memory also will compete with nonvolatile 

static random-access memories that incorporate 
a 3-v lithium battery. "The advantage of battery-
powered nonvolatile SRAMs is their ability to 
read and write data with access times of 120 ns 
or less," Marya points out. Moreover, "tradition-
al high-density EEPROMs of 64 !chits or more 
usually require at least a 5-v read and write 
voltage. And they are not only slow but also 
difficult to operate if reprogramming is neces-
sary, requiring as they do at least four AA-type 
batteries or an expensive lithium power source." 
Because it can be operated and programmed 
with a 3-v supply, the device requires only two 
1.5-v batteries in portable consumer settings and 
makes it possible to go with small lithium power 
sources in smart cards. Eventually, Marya 
says, as the power-supply requirements of 
EEPROMS continue to decline, it may be 
possible to substitute solar cells for bat-
teries in a wide variety of applications. 
The EEPROM is the fruit of international 

cooperation. The cell and circuit design 
were contributed by Catalyst, which also 
created and modified the architecture. Oki 
Semiconductor of Tokyo furnished the 
process, jointly modified by the two part-
ners, and served as the silicon foundry. 

Critical to the success of the joint ven-
ture was a variety of proprietary circuit 
wizardry. Broadening the supply-voltage 
range ensured successful reads and writes 
despite voltage fluctuations. Bootstrapping 
capacitors and a clever differential sense 
amplifier make certain that reads are ac-
complished quickly in the face of low volt- 1. LOW VOLTAGE. Catalyst's MSA.428C64A EEPROM has five types of transistors that 

age and power-supply variations. 

CATALYST'S EEPROM 
NEEDS A MISERLY 3 VOLTS 

In addition, a dual-clocked, high-voltage 
switching circuit guarantees that switches are 
thrown reliably, even when the voltage fluctu-
ates. And dynamic, rather than static, page 
latching keeps the memory writing even while 
supply voltage varies. 
Measuring 4.84 by 7.06 mm and housed in a 

28-pin plastic dual in-line package, the Catalyst 
MSM28C64A (see fig. 1) is fabricated with a 
slight modification of Oki's 1.5-1.1m n-well double-
polysilicon Cmos floating-gate process. The mem-
ory incorporates five types of transistors: p-
channel and n-channel enhancement-mode mOs 
transistors for fabricating the 3-v circuits, and 
enhancement, depletion, and non-ion-implanted n-
type transistors for fabricating the charge-pump-
ing circuitry that converts the 3-v supply to 18 y 
on-chip; in addition to these transistors, there are 
the floating-gate devices themselves. 
The key to achieving low-voltage operation in 

portable applications is the ability to maintain 
stable reads and writes over long periods, de-
spite the substantial variations in supply voltage 
associated with batteries. Relaxing the supply-
voltage tolerances of the basic EEPROM cell 
makes that possible. With its dynamic page-
mode latching scheme, the device is relatively 
insensitive to voltage changes and can operate 
even if the supply voltage varies 20% in either 
direction, Catalyst claims. By comparison, most 
competitive devices can operate only within vari-
ations of ±10 v. When operated at, for example, 
5 IT, the Catalyst part's supply voltage can vary 
from 4 to 6 v, whereas conventional EEPROMS 

form the charge-pump circuit needed to convert the 3-V supply to 18 V on-chip. 
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2. BOOTSTRAP. A decoder circuit with bootstrapping capacitor beween the two cell transistors 

helps keep read operations fast despite lower voltages and wider supply tolerances. 

have a much narrower operating margin, from 
4.5 to 5.5 V. 
An additional benefit of the lower operating 

voltage is that power dissipation is 25% to 50% 
less than that of comparable devices. At 8 MHz, 
active power is 49.5 milliwatts and standby is 
only 22.5 mw. At 1 wiz, active and standby 
power are 15 mw and 7.5 mw, respectively. 
The low operating voltage was achieved with a 

variety of design improvements in both the read 
and write circuitry. Special bootstrap decoder cir-
cuits and a differential sense amplifier made it 
possible to keep reads fast despite the lower 
voltages and wider supply tolerances. In the 
first instance, the key was adding bootstrapping 

Catalyst uses dynamic page-mode latching, 
opening the door to battery operation; the 
usual static latching needs a highly stable 
supply voltage that batteries can't supply 

capacitors between the two transistors in the cell 
and between the decoder and the output to the 
word line (see fig. 2). "In present designs, when 
the supply voltage is too low, there is insuffi-
cient voltage across the enhancement-mode read 
transistor to allow it to switch reliably," Marya 
says. "With the addition of the bootstrap capaci-
tor, sufficient charge is accumulated to stabilize 
the voltage during the read operation." 
To prevent latchup that might be caused by a 

large instantaneous discharge of current from 
the capacitor onto the word line, which could 
occur during a write, the circuit also incorpo-
rates a predecoder to step down the discharge 
incrementally. The differential sense amplifier 
also boosts the EEPROM'S reliability during 
reads. "In other designs, when the threshold 
voltage of a memory cell is set to the low state 
during a read, a very small current flows into 
the bit line, on the order of about 70 to 100 µA," 
says Marya. "Normally, in most 5-v designs 

there is sufficient voltage, 
on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 
V, to trigger the sense 
amplifier." In Catalyst's 3-
V design, however, the 
voltage change is only on 
the order of 0.02 V. With 
the use of a differential 
sense amplifier rather 
than a single-ended one, 
this minute voltage differ-
ential is magnified about 
100 times to a level suffi-
cient to trigger operation. 
To achieve low-voltage 

programming, Marya says, 
Catalyst and Oki engineers 
made a number of im-

provements to the high-voltage switches and to 
the page-mode latches. Usually, the high-voltage 
switches are controlled by a single clock, so there 
is only a relatively narrow range within which the 
switch can sense the clock edge reliably. In 5-v 
devices, this occurs as long as the voltage is be-
tween 4.5 and 5.5 V. Below 4.5 V, such designs fail, 
switching erratically. Designers from the two com-
panies solved this, he says, by going to a fail-safe 
switching scheme in which a dual clock is used, 
allowing the switches to operate reliably over the 
entire range from 3 to 7 V. 

In the other critical improvement to the pro-
gramming circuitry, company engineers went 
with a dynamic page-mode latching scheme, 
rather than the static configuration generally 
used, which is highly dependent on supply volt-
age for correct operation. "If the supply voltage 
varies outside a very narrow range of a few 
tenths of a volt, static latching no longer 
works," Marya says. "With a dynamic scheme, 
the page-latch threshold levels vary dynamically 
up and down as the supply voltage varies." 
As with most other high-density EEPROMS, the 

16-K-by-4-bit device also incorporates two redun-
dant rows in the event of faulty array cells. This 
meant that it was necessary to modify the re-
dundant cells to operate at lower voltages. Since 
they are located farther out on the array, they 
are served by longer lines, which means more 
capacitance or sensing lower-voltage signals. 
Here, the basic changes involved modifications 
to the interpoly oxide to take into account the 
lower voltage by reducing the load capacitance. 
Taking advantage of the differential-sensing 
scheme employed in the array, a special reset 
circuit selects a redundant word line when a 
faulty bit occurs in one of the word lines. The 
proprietary circuit works even when the supply 
voltage is as low as 1 v and consumes practically 
no power, Marya claims. The same scheme is 
also employed to select or key in REPRom-based 
circuit elements to trim the programming volt-
age and the write cycle. —Bernard C. Cole 
For more information, circle 481 on the reader service card. 
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Introducing the Fastest Family 
of CMOS EPROMs on the Circuit 

WSI EPROMs: 
Twice as fast as 

the Pack. 
WSI's family of CMOS EPROMs 
keeps you in the fast lane with 
access times as low as 55 NS, 
leaving systems with wait states in 
the dust. That means you can now 
turbo charge your system. With 
EPROM architectures ranging from 
8K x 8 to 16K x 16. 

WSI RPROMs: Bipolar speed with 
CMOS low power. 
Our unique CMOS high-density 
Reprogrammable PROMs (RPROMs) 

match the speed of your favorite 
bipolar PROMs. So you can replace 
them with our pin-out compatible 
RPROMs. And get EPROM repro-
grammability and low power 
consumption as well. 

WSI: Puts you on track fast  
reliably. 
Our EPROMs and RPROMs program 
in less than 16 seconds. Plus you 
get 200 MA of latch up protection 
and a minimum of 2000 V of ESD 
protection. So your production 
revs up faster. With more reliable, 
smoother running products. 

Call the WSI team today. 
With this kind of speed and 
reliability, it makes sense to check 
out WSI's EPROMs and RPROMs. 

So call us at (800) 358-9044, 
ext. 234,or in CA. (800) 358-0159, 
ext. 234. And we'll get you on the 
road to higher performance today. 
Waferscale Integration, Inc., 
47280 Kato Road, Fremont, 
CA 94538 

Part No. Speed Type 

WS57C191/29I 40 rm. 2k x 8 CMOS RPROM 

WS57C43 55 na 4k x 8 CMOS RPROM 

WS57C49 55 ns. 8k x 8 CMOS RPROM 

WS57C64F 55 ns. 8k X 8 CMOS EPROM 

WS57C128F 70 ns. 16k x 8 CMOS EPROM 

WS57C256I- 70 na. 32k x 8 CMOS EPROM 

WS57C65 55 na. 4k x 16 CMOS EPROM 

WS 57( 2 - 70 na. 16k x 16 CMOS EPROM 

.(//aper.lcaLE 
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• Both parallel and 
RS-232 interfaces are 
supported by a wide 
selection of software. 

mommomma 

• Easy video interfacing— 
over 150 interfaces are 
supported. No need to 
write software. 

o"   

— .• -• 
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• Local intelligence: 
video interface lets you 
rotate, change colors 
and scale with front-
panel controls. 

• Accurate shading for 
realistic, detailed solids; 
work with 4,912 colors. 

• Crisp, clean lines 
for highly detailed 
drawings. 



No OTHER 
COLOR HARDCOPIER 

CAN MAKE IIIESE POINTS. 
The CH-5300 gives you fast copies. Sharp 

lines. Realistic gradation and shading. Bright, 
rich solids. Consistent backgrounds. Built-in 
intelligence. Easy interfacing to the broadest 
range of video or parallel sources. And proven 
reliability 

Plus, with our new multiplexor you can turn 
your color hardcopier into a shared resource; 

011110111111111118 

S.E•Iiço 

• Solid streak-free, un-
blemished backgrounds 
—on the first and ninety-
ninth copy. 

connecting up to four different input 
sources at once. 
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll see 

that no other color hardcopier can make 
these points. 
Call Martin Nelson 
at (408) 943-9100 SEIKO 
today. 

• Fast copies on paper 
or film—A-size output in 
45 seconds. 

INSTRUMENTS 

• Unattended, off-line 
copying with consis-
tent, high-quality output. 

\ 40000001011 

Circle 71 on reader service card C 1987 Seiko Instruments USA, Inc. 
Visuals courtesy of Ramtek Corporation, Matra Datayision,Computer Design Equipment Incorporated. 



TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

A NEW KIND OF 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
FOR WIDEBAND 
SAMPLING 
HP combines a e-MHz digital scope and 
a network analyzer to sample repetitive 
waveforms with the times as short as 175 ps, 
making a contnbution in device modeling 

by George Sideris 

I. FAST PULSES. In averaging mode, the HP 54120T displays waveforms with band-

widths to 20 GHz. This waveform has a rise time of 18 picoseconds. 

esigners of superfast digital and data 
communications systems have a new 
weapon to use in their struggle to cap-
ture and analyze wideband test signals. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. has come up with a new 
kind of oscilloscope for digital and pulsed-rf test-
ing—one that combines a wideband repetitive-
sampling capability with a time-domain network 
analyzer. The 20-GHz HP 54120T is tailored for 
such work as characterizing very high-speed dig-
ital circuits and nonlinear microwave devices and 
tuning their computer-aided-design models; de-
veloping transmission-line designs for printed-cir-
cuit boards, computer backplanes, and hybrid in-
tegrated circuits; and analyzing data communica-
tions channels. 
The new sampling scope can analyze repetitive 

waveforms with rise times as short as 17.5 Ps 
(see fig. 1). Just as important for precision work, 
it is designed for very high transient response, 
measurement resolutions to 0.25 Ps and 32 px, 
and virtually drift-free operation. 
The 54120T makes it possible to characterize 

circuit designs with enough thoroughness and 
accuracy to compensate for hard-to-model parasi-
tics, says Stanley R. Lang Jr., the scope's prod-
uct marketing manager at HP'S Colorado Springs 
(Colo.) division. One problem that needed solving, 
he says, is that high-speed components have pa-
rameters that conventional instruments can't 
measure. As a result, when prototype chips are 
characterized to tune computer-aided-design 
models, the models are still inaccurate, and chip-

performance problems don't emerge until 
systems are tested. Gallium arsenide mod-
els in particular have suffered from such 
problems. "We think this machine will 
make significant contributions in device 
modeling," Lang says. Available this 
month, the 54120T costs $27,825. 
To achieve the 20-GHz bandwidth, engi-

neers at the Colorado Springs division rede-
veloped the classic sequential-sampling 
method, using circuitry from a microwave 
network analyzer to step up the perfor-
mance. At the heart of this 20-GHz scope is 
a gallium arsenide bridge circuit adapted 
from one used in an HP network analyzer. 
Because the 54120T samples only repetitive 
signals, it can't capture one-shot transients. 
For versatility, the 54120T has four si-

multaneous acquisition channels instead of 
the usual dual-trace inputs. This equips it 
for more kinds of logic and network analy-
sis than a conventional scope. A reflectom-
eter subsystem measures signal-path pa-
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2. PATTERN ANALYSIS. The scope displays eye patterns (a) and provides histograms and statistical analyses (b) of specific areas. 

These statistical analyses of an eye pattern show both timing and amplitude variations for an area of the pattern. 

rameters and helps the calibration subsystem null 
the effects of interconnections between scope in-
puts and measurement points. And new probes 
simplify measurement of high-impedance designs. 
Besides automating many wideband measure-

ments, the 54120T automates analysis. The scope 
has a persistence mode to hold fine details of 
waveforms on the display and to emulate variable-
persistence analog scopes. In this mode, for in-
stance, a user can build up a traditional eye pat-
tern—a hole surrounded by gray shades created 
by the noise and jitter of multiple waveforms. But 
instead of estimating amplitude and timing varia-
tions, he can view histograms and statistical ana-
lyses of specific areas of the patterns (see fig. 2). 
A 20-GHz digital sampling scope is not a break-

through in speed. Earlier this year Hypres Inc., 
Elmsford, N. Y., introduced a 70-GHz system that 
samples up to four channels through liquid-heli-
am-cooled Josephson-junction circuits [Electron-
ics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 49]. However, Hypres' sys-
tem costs five or six times as much as the 
54120T: $120,000 for a mainframe, plus $20,000 
to $45,000 for input modules. 
The 54120T costs $1,000 less than the widest-

band configuration of the leading sampling 
scope—Tektronix Inc.'s dual-trace 7854 with 14-
GHz sampling and reflectometer modules, but 
without accessories. However, the 7854 main-
frame is also a 400-MHz real-time scope with digi-
tal waveform processing that can be used with 
Dther modules in other applications, whereas HP'S 
54120T reaches higher sampling bandwidth and 
precision by focusing sharply on its own applica-
tions range. Because the 54120T got its 20-GHz 
repetitive bandwidth by abandoning the single-
shot mode that enables digitizers to capture a 
single waveform, it cannot compete with analog 
scopes in traditional real-time applications. 
HP'S goal was to be able to analyze pulse rise 

times, settling times, and step perturbations that 
in the past were too fast to measure. So it redevel-
Dped an old, slow sequential-sampling architecture 
with microwave-analyzer circuitry. The circuitry 

lets the 54120T take a single sample at a time 
from repetitive waveforms and record the overall 
waveform as a straightforward sequence of data 
points at rates around 5,000 samples per second. 
Other HP digitizers reach single-shot bandwidths 
of up to 250 MHz with a billion samples/s, but they 
have lower resolution and don't go beyond 1 GHz 
in repetitive bandwidths. 
Each channel in the 54120T samples up to 512 

repetitive waveforms. The sampling rate is paced 
by the input repetition rate: an external trigger 
signal comes in at the start of each waveform, 
and the sampling time is delayed by a precision 
timing circuit. Sample timing is programmable, 
so automated measurement of mixed-waveform 
runs can be performed. 
To remove unwanted skews from the measure-

ments, delays between channels are adjustable in 
1-ps steps. For measurements requiring precision 
stimuli, channel 1 contains a step-recovery-diode 
circuit that puts out 35-ps step pulses and offsets 

3. KEY CHIP. A gallium arsenide step-recovery-diode bridge from an HP 

microwave network analyzer operates as a narrow-aperture sampling gate. 
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4. TWO BOXES. A separate unit containing the microwave circuitry, right, feeds 

low-frequency signals to the HP 54120T mainframe for processing. 

these pulses from the sampling pulses. 
Each channel's key sampling component is a 

gallium arsenide bridge circuit with matched 
step-recovery diodes, instead of the usual 
Schottky diodes (see fig. 3). Originally devel-
oped for the HP 8510A microwave network ana-
lyzer, which handles 26.5-GHz signals without ex-
ternal mixers, the bridge serves as a narrow-
aperture sampling gate. 
When triggered by the internal timing circuit, 

the bridge injects a charge proportional to the 
input voltage into the signal path, enabling an 
intermediate-frequency amplifier to sense the in-
put level. HP says this architecture provides up to 
five times better transient response than other 
wideband designs, reliable triggering with arbi-

trary and other aperiodic waveforms, 
and almost drift-free operation. The 
channels have 80-dB isolation at 20 
GHz. The circuitry's channel-reflec-
tion coefficient of 0.02 means a vari-
ation of only 1 f1 from the standard 
wideband impedance of 50 ft. 
The mainframe (see fig. 4) has a 

color-coordinated display, menu-driv-
en functions, automatic scale setup, 
autocalibration, an independent re-
cording memory in each channel, 
two display memories, and 10 setup 
memories. Programming conforms 
to the upcoming IEEE 488.2 soft-
ware standard for test systems 

based on the IEEE-488 bus. 
With four acquisition channels, a precision 

stimulus generator, and a time-domain reflec-
tometer, the 54120T can perform nodal measure-
ments on all types of binary logic and can ana-
lyze two-port networks lacking ground-refer-
enced inputs. As a scope, for instance, the instru-
ment can measure waveform rise times, duty 
cycle, and electrical parameters and can do the 
corresponding statistical analyses. Network mea-
surements include signal-path reflection, imped-
ance, gain, attenuation, and propagation delay, 
and the on-off envelope characteristics of such 
nonlinear microwave devices as step-recovery, 
Gunn, and tunnel diodes. Such measurements 
are made in the time domain with the aid of an 

internal fast-Fourier-transform 
processor that also filters at any 
desired bandwidth. 
The bandwidth changes to suit 

the mode. It is 12.4 or 20 GHz in 
an averaging mode and 12.4 GHz 
in the persistence mode. With av-
eraging, the points blend into a 
single waveform. At 12.4 GHz in 
the averaging mode, the noise 
floor is only 35 Fv, allowing noise 
in the system under test to be 
measured with high accuracy. In 
the persistence mode, an extra 
screen memory stores and dis-
plays every sample so that the 
user can see fine signal details. 
The basic 12-bit analog-to-digital 

conversion provides 250-or vertical 
resolution. Averaging extends con-
versions to 14.4 bits and resolution 
to 32 pX. Timing accuracy is 10 ps, 
the same as with wideband analog 
scopes. However, the sampling 
method keeps the error consistent 
from point to point on the display, 
so that rise times and other signal 
timings between points marked 
with cursors can be measured with 
0.25-ps resolution. 

FROM CONCEPT TO PROTOTYPE IN TWO YEARS 
In the last days of 1984, Kenneth Rush, 
a Hewlett-Packard Co. development engi-
neer, and Frederick Ramsey, research 
and development manager, had just com-
pleted work on the HP 54100 digital os-
cilloscope. Ramsey suggested to Rush 
that HP needed to corne out with another 
digital scope that offered higher band-
width and higher vertical resolution. 
Ramsey went on with his job as R&D 

manager, but Rush carried on with the 
idea for the product. When he presented 
the concept of the proposed new digital 
oscilloscope to HP management, he was 
given three months to study the market 
need for the product. HP management 
was impressed enough with the results 

to fund the project with a couple of mil-
lion dollars. By the end of 1986 Rush 
and his team had a fully functional pro-
totype of the new HP 54120T. 
About this time, Michael Karin joined 

the team as project manager. In the mid-
dle of 1986, John Wilson, a product mar-
keting engineer, was brought on board 
to define the scope's market. The obvi-
ous users were logic designers who were 
building circuits it with very high clock 
rates, but Wilson also found niches in 
the microwave arena, where conventional 
network analyzers were inadequate. 
By the end of July, the group plans to 

have production units of the 54120T 
ready to ship. -Jonah McLeod 

KEN RUSH MIKE KARIN JOHN WILSON For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

TI'S TRENCH TECHNOLOGY 
MOVES INTO THE FACTORY 

W
hen builders want to squeeze more 
out of a piece of real estate, they 
have only one way to go: up. But 
developers of silicon real estate 

have been going in the other direction. To pack 
more functions into a given VLSI area, device 
designers are working on a three-dimensional 
vertical-integration process called trench etching, 
in which holes or grooves are etched down into a 
chip's substrate and used for either isolation or 
device fabrication. 
But trench etching hasn't yet moved into the 

factory, because it has been too tricky a process 
to meet the throughput demands of full produc-
tion. Now, however, researchers at Texas Instru-
ments Inc. have come up with a new technique 
that provides better control of the etch process, 
allowing them to bring trench technology to the 
VLSI production line for use in 1- and 4-mbit dy-
namic random-access memories. 
The additional chip area provided by trenching 

can be used to construct simple active devices or 
to establish area-efficient device isolation with-
out the latchup-inducing encroachment problem 
inherent in conventional isolation techniques. A 
trench can also be used to place an insulating 
barrier or a conductive interconnect between a 
chip's surface and buried layers. 
The Dallas chip maker is already turning out 

1-mbit DRAMs with trench capacitors. A forth-
coming 4-mbit DRAM will go even further, placing 
a storage capacitor, a transfer gate, and a con-
tact into the same trench. What's more, TI re-
searchers recently achieved improved program-
mability, better device isolation, and reduced par-
asitic capacitance in erasable programmable 
read-only memories by using a novel positioning 
of trench isolation between bit lines and transis-
tors; this approach should move bit-line spacing 
below 1 1.,.m. The researchers are also using 
trenches to isolate devices on advanced bipolar 
circuits. 

Several problems have hampered trench tech-
nology, including undercutting of the mask and 
grooving at the trench bottom during the etch-
ing process. Undercutting promotes the forma-
tion of voids during subsequent refill of the 
trench, and contaminants can easily get into the 
voids and cause reliability problems. Grooving, 
or the formation of a V-shaped structure on each 

After getting control of this tricky etch 
process, TI turns out 1-1VIbit DRAMs with 
trench capacitors; researchers use it to boost 
PROM densities and isolate bipolar devices 

side of the trench bottom, can degrade the di-
electric integrity of a trench capacitor and can 
promote stress-related silicon defect densities 
during thick thermal oxidation. 
TI'S selective sidewall deposition technique 

counters these problems by precisely controlling 
the profile of the trench as it is etched so as to 
achieve the surface texture and dimensions re-
quired to make trench technology a viable produc-
tion process. TI uses a dry-etch process and pro-
duces a trench that has straight, unbowed walls 
and is free of defects on its floor. 
The new technique involves selective deposi-

tion of etch products on the trench's sidewall 
near the mask/silicon interface by two means: 
controlled forward sputtering of the mask mate-
rial and condensation of gas-phase precipitates 
formed in the reactor. The deposits protect the 
upper sidewall from erosion (see fig. 1) and are 
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1. PROFILE. In Texas Instruments's trench-etch technique, etch products are 

selectively deposited on the trench sidewalls to protect them during deep etching. 
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removed in the mask wash. 
Selective sidewall deposi-

tion not only eliminates 
many physical defects, but 
also yields trenches that 
have controllable, reproduc-
ible, straight sidewalls that 
are positively sloped at a 
steep angle. "The ideal 
trench profile for a 1-mbit 
DRAM consists of smooth 
sidewalls, an 87° positive 
sidewall slope, and a hemi-
spherical bottom," says 
Monte Douglas, senior 
member of the technical 
staff at TI'S Semiconductor 
Process Laboratory in Dal-
las. "Such trenches can be 
successfully subjected to 
refill processing without 
sacrificing line-width con-
trol," he says. "In addition, selective sidewall 
deposition ensures critical dimension control and 
protects the sidewall from radiation damage." 
The selective sidewall deposition accumulates 

in a slow, continuous, and uniform fashion dur-
ing trench etching, causing the pattern geometry 
to slowly shrink. This results in a linear, positive 
slope on the sidewall profile without enlarging 
the pattern geometry, as occurs with mask-ero-
sion techniques. A positive slope is important to 
ensure reliable trench refill processing. 
The TI process also eliminates such physical 

defects in the trench as sidewall ledging, trench-
bottom cusping, and rough sidewall surfaces. 
Since active devices may be fabricated on sur-
faces created by the trench etch, the surface 
texture must be devoid of gross physical defects. 

In order to achieve high density with DRAMs, 
it is necessary to achieve high capacitance along 
with minimum geometry in capacitors. TI builds 
high-capacitance trench ca-
pacitors by etching a deep 
trench (see fig. 2); the deep-
er the trench, the greater 
the capacitance for a given 
cell size. With the TI pro-
cess, the trench can be 
made deep enough to reach 
all the way down through 
the lightly doped epitaxial 
layer, where active devices 
are formed, and into the 
heavily doped substrate. A 
trench that reaches this re-
gion must have a particu-
larly well-formed bottom 
without grooves or any oth-
er imperfections that can 
cause breakdown. 
Dynamic RAMS are the 

frontier of 3-d device fabri-

2. DEEP HOLES. These 10-pm-deep etched holes 

MI contain capacitors for a 4-Mbit DRAM. 

3. STACKED. In this trench-transistor cell, a pass-

gate transistor is stacked on top of a capacitor. 

cation and of trench tech-
nology in particular. TI'S 1-
mbit DRAms have trench ca-
pacitors with 1-T (one-tran-
sistor) cell areas that are 
about 20 lm2. The 4-mbit 
memory arrays will likely 
break through the 10-p,M2 

barrier by allowing the 
pass-gate transistor as well 
as the storage capacitor to 
share the same trench. 
For 1-mbit DRAMS, trench-

es let designers achieve a 
chip size below 100,000 
mils2—a very high packing 
density for memory arrays. 
A trench capacitor is an at-
tractive alternative to a pla-
nar capacitor, which requires 
a 10-nm oxide thickness to 
provide the 250-to-300-femto-

coulomb storage charge needed in DRAMS. There 
is evidence that 10-nm oxides may be unreliable, 
Douglas notes. 
For 1-mbit DRAMS, a trench with an 87° positive 

slope ensures good refill processing without sig-
nificantly reducing a cell's capacitance, says 
Douglas. Trench capacitors use a 15-nm oxide 
thickness and therefore exhibit higher leakage 
and lower average breakdown voltage than 15-
nm planar capacitors. However, trench capaci-
tors have extremely low defect densities and ex-
hibit an average electric-field breakdown exceed-
ing 8 my per centimeter. 
To achieve the level of integration necessary to 

fabricate a 1-T DRAM cell for a 4-Mbit DRAM, the 
pass-gate transistor and capacitor are built into 
the sidewalls, with the transistor being stacked 
on top of the capacitor (see fig. 3). This trench-
transistor cell, or TTC, yields a 9-Fun2 1-T cell 
using 1-gm design rules. 

The profile requirements 
for the trench transistor 
are very similar to those 
for trench capacitors, but 
the fabrication techniques 
must be more refined. The 
aspect ratio, for example, is 
quite high, since an 8-µm-
deep trench must be etched 
into a 1.3-by-1.5-ffl aper-
ture. Profile control is more 
difficult, because here the 
trench is a square hole, as 
opposed to a long trough. 
Sidewall angles must be 
tailored: the upper 2 gm 
that make up the transistor 
region have an 85° slope to 
prevent refill voids, where-
as the lower 6-gm capacitor 
region requires an 89` 
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slope, ±0.5°, to enhance capacitance and to pre-
vent sharp terminating points. A capacitor 
formed this way exhibits well-behaved electrical 
characteristics for gate and drain voltages above 
5 V, Douglas says. 
Advanced bipolar devices use trenches mainly 

for device isolation. As with DRAMs, the aspect 
ratio must be high: a 15-µ,m depth for a 2-i.t.m 
trench width or an 8-1.1.m depth for a submicron 
width. Smooth sidewall surfaces with ±1° slope 
control are required. Isolation trenches lay out 
as long slots, rather than as "postholes," and are 
usually easier to etch. Whereas tank-to-tank 
spacing of 10 is currently in production with 
oxide isolation, trench isolation allows this di-
mension to shrink to 2 pm and substantially in-
creases the packing density of bipolar devices. 
Trench isolation also eliminates the need for a 
channel stop under the field oxide, significantly 
reducing the collector-to-DuF (diffusion-under-
film) capacitance (see fig. 4). 

In another isolation application, a 15-jum-deep 
trench-isolated simox (separation by implanted 
oxygen) structure can replace standard dielec-
tric isolation to achieve higher packing density 
and increased immunity to radiation effects. 
To obtain reasonable throughput on a produc-

tion line, the etch rate in the trench process 
must be at least twice as fast as in other pro-
cesses, since the vertical depth to be etched is 
some 5 to 50 times greater than the thickness of 
films etched in conventional processes. This fact 
has demanding ramifications in mask selectivity, 
critical-dimension control, and other variables. 
With trench etching, surface texture and dam-

age considerations during produc-
tion are more significant than in 
other dry-etch processes, because 
the trench-etched surface is gen-
erally destined to be an active sili-
con area, or at least a turned-off 
parasitic device in the final circuit. 
Newly created surfaces must be 
suitable for building active-device 
components. Because of the high-
ly directional etch conditions, mi-
cromasking and other effects con-
tribute to surface asperities. With-
out sidewall deposition, ion bom-
bardment would result in silicon 
lattice damage. 
When it came to choosing a 

means of production, the TI re-
searchers found a single-wafer re-
actor to be far superior to batch 
reactors for trench-etch process-
ing. "Batch reactors are more ex-
pensive than single-wafer systems; 
they exhibit poor selectivity to pho-
toresist as an etch mask; and they 
are plagued by large etch-rate and 
trench-profile nonuniformities," 
says Douglas. "In addition, they 

4. DENSE BIPOLAR. Tank-to-tank spacing in bipolar devices can 

be reduced from 10 i.an with oxides to just 2/2m with trenches. 

are difficult and somewhat dangerous to clean 
and, as wafer size increases, it becomes more of a 
fiscal liability to commit a whole batch of wafers 
to a single run." Not only do the long run periods 
make it it difficult to develop a process in a batch 
reactor, but it is also expensive and time-consum-
ing to requalify all wafer positions on a batch 
system, he adds. These require exhaustive analy-
sis with a scanning electron microscope. 
TI researchers chose to engineer their own sin-

gle-wafer reactive ion etching reactor. This reac-
tor etches silicon faster than 2.5 µin per minute 
and has better than 150: 1 silicon-to-oxide and 
40 :1 silicon-to-photoresist etch-rate ratios, all 
with good profile control. 
For more infor-natton circle 483 on the geader service card. 

THIS CHEMIST GETS DOWN INTO THE TRENCHES 
R's been a lite in the trenches, so to 
speak, for much of Monte Douglas's past 
five years at Texas Instruments Inc. As 
a senior member of the technical staff at 
TI's Semiconductor Process Laboratory 
in Dallas, he's pioneered techniques for 
etching deep silicon trenches for ad-
vanced device applications in dynamic 
random-access memories, advanced bipo-
lar devices, erasable programmable read-
only memories, and CMOS parts. 

Douglas, 31, holds a BS in chemistry 
from Nebraska Wesleyan University and 
a PhD in physical ehemistry 
from Rice University. He has 
more than 15 patents issued 
or pending. At TI, he is also 
involved with the develop-
ment of new plasma chemis-
tries and in designing reactor 
hardware for dry etching of a 
variety of new materials that 
will be required for ultra-
large-scale integration. He is 
currently at work on dry-etch MONTE DOUGLAS 

techniques for salicide local-inteconnect 
technology for advanced static RAMs. 

Douglas's work in trench technology 
is an essential part of a forthcoming 4-
Mbit DRAM and will play a big role in 
future ultra-large-scale-integration de-
vices, says Greg Armstrong, associate 
director of the lab. "The problem in big 
DRAMs is to get sufficient capacitance 
in a reasonably sized chip. The only way 
to do that is to go vertical." 

Trenches are already being used in TI's 
production 1-Mbit DRAMs. "For these 

chips, the trenches only have 
to be 3 to 4 gm deep," says 
Armstrong. "At 4 Mbit, they'll 
have to be 7 to 9 gm. Control 
of the trench profile at that 
depth is a real challenge." But 
he believes the selective-depo-
sition technique TI is success-
fully using to make its 1-Mbit 
DRAMs gives the company an 
advantage when it comes to 
that challenge. 
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We'd like to 
address the notion 
that we only service 

the military. 

ITT Cannon has always 
had a reputation for uncom-
promising quality 

That's one of the reasons 
the military has consistently 
requested Cannon connec-
tors. And why we've developed 
a broad spectrum of mil-spec 
products to keep pace with 
the challenges of defense 

But herein lies the confu-
sion. We service the military 
extensively. Not exclusively. 

Today, Cannon global 
offices are involved with a 
multitude of commercial 
applications— from LANs 
to telecommunications systems, 
from medical electronics to 
transportation products. In 
addition, our ability to design 
innovative "specials" to fit spe-
cific applications, has taken 
us to new frontiers in inter-
connect technology 

The military still remains 
one of our biggest customers. 
But now, therès one even larger. 

The world. 

Worldwide Headquarters 
10550 Talbert Ave. 
Fountain Valles CA 92708 
Or call (714)964-7400 

ITT CANNON 
We're Milk;""'" progress. 

IVot excuses. 



PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT 

WHAT'S NEW IN 
INTERCONNECTIONS? 

THE IC SOCKET GETS 
NEW LIFE FROM THE VLSI CHIP 

.1
. he integrated-circuit socket is grabbing 

the spotlight in interconnections, thanks 
to the arrival of production VLSI chips 
with more than 100 leads. Up until re-

cently, lc sockets were used mainly to make it 
easier to repair or replace packages with few 
leads in systems that needed frequent field ser-
vicing or hardware updates. Now designers need 
a way to overcome the risks in soldering multi-
leaded ics directly to a printed-circuit board. So 
packaging designers are devising a variety of 
complex sockets to house expensive VLSI chips 
with hundreds of leads on tightly packed cen-
ters, typically 25 to 50 mils. 
Packages with many leads are difficult to sol-

der onto a fine-line pc board. And removing such 
a device without damaging an expensive pc 
board is even harder when it is soldered in place. 
This is where complex sockets play a leading 
role. Sockets allow easy modification of a board 
because a gate array or other type of program-
mable ASIC can be simply replaced with an up-
dated device. 
The special high-temperature sockets required 

for burn-in or high-temperature screening of ICs 
represent another large application. And design-
ers are using new materials such as engineering 
thermoplastics and liquid-crystal polymers to 
overcome the temperature and mechanical 
stresses of surface mounting, a technique that is 
growing in popularity. These new sockets will 
take up more space than a soldered IC, but in the 
long run they will also result in increased board 
yield. 
Most ic sockets are used by the computer-

manufacturing industry, which in 1986 accounted 
for 72% of all sockets sold in the U. S. Computer 
manufacturers should continue to dominate sock-
et sales (see table, right). And their growing 
usefulness will keep IC sockets a growing mar-
ket segment. Last year, they made up 6%, or 
$247 million, of the nearly $4 billion worth of 
connectors used in the U. S., and the market for 
sockets is projected to grow to $300 million by 
1991 at an average annual growth rate of 4% 
(see table, next page). 
Packaging designers and socket manufactur-

ers currently face a bewildering array of IC 
packaging choices, which in turn leads to a vari-
ety of socket types. Packages include the dual 

A variety of complex sockets are being 
developed to handle expensive VLSI chips, 
avoiding the risks of soldering ICs with 
100 leads or more directly to a pc board 

by Jerry Lyman 

COMPUTERS LEAD U.S. CONSUMPTION OF IC SOCKETS 

Electronic equipment 
category 

1986 
(9 millions) 

1991 
(9 millions) 

Average 

groanwtreh ua(1%) 

Electronic 

Computer 178 219 4.2 

Communication 26 35 6.7 

Government/ military 18 17 —1.3 

Instrumentation 6 7 1.3 

Industrial 6 6 0.3 

Consumer 3 5 6.1 

Business/ retail / education 3 3 1.3 

Electrical /industrial 

Transportation 4 5 4 2 

Machinery 3 3 4.3 

Total consumption 247 300 4 

Dollar figures have been rounded to the nearest whole ',umbel 
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STEADY GROWTH MARKS U.S. CONSUMPTION OF CONNECTORS AND IC SOCKETS 

Connector type 
1986 

IS millions) (%) 
1991 

($ millions) (%) 
Average annual 
growth (%) 

Printed-wiring 1,095 29.2 1,462 29.9 6.0 

Cylindrical 814 21.7 1,064 21.7 5.5 

Specialty 525 14.0 693 14.2 5.7 

Rectangular 501 13.3 568 11.6 2.6 

Coaxial 269 7.2 332 6.8 4.3 

Planar-cable 258 6.9 327 6.7 4.9 

I C-socket 247 6.6 300 6.1 4.0 

Fiber-optic 45 1.2 151 3.1 27.3 

Total 3,753 100 4,897 100 5.5 

Figures have been rounded 
SOURCE GNOSTIC CONCEPTS INC. 

1. MINI SOCKET. Amp's single in-line memory module socket is made from 

liquid-crystal polymer, assuring strong, durable ramps and latches. 

in-line package, in many variations; the small 
outline IC, or soic; the single in-line package, or 
SIP; the zig-zag single in-line package, or ZIP; the 
single in-line memory module, or simm; a variety 
of leaded and unleaded chip carriers; the pin grid 
array, or PGA; and the plastic quad flat pack, or 
PQFP. And the choice of a socket is further com-
plicated by the fact that some of the latest high-
pin-count ICs, such as microprocessors or some 
of their support chips, are available in as many 
as six different package types, from the old 
faithful plastic DIP to the complex multilayered 
leadless ceramic chip carrier. Companies are also 
supplying sockets with integral bypasses, to in-
crease performance, and adapters, to allow tran-

sition from one packaging format 
to another. 
There is also considerable activi-

ty on the lower end of the socket 
scale, in sockets with lower pin 
counts such as the DIP, SIP, ZIP, 

and simm. The standard plastic DIP 
with package widths of 900, 600, 
400, and 300 mils and with leads on 
100-mil centers dominates the pack-
aging world. Thanks to the Japa-
nese IC industry, a new variation of 
the standard DIP has appeared: the 
shrink-DIP, a space-saving package 
with 400-, 600-, 750-, and 900-mil 
widths and leads on 70-mil centers. 
Like the standard DIP, the shrink-
DIP is limited to 68 leads. 
Although a variety of sockets for 

the standard DIP are readily avail-
able in the U. S., sockets for the 
shrink-DIP are just coming on the 
market. So far, Advanced Intercon-
nections, Amp, Augat, Burndy, the 

Garry Electronics division of Brintec, and Thom-
as & Betts can supply sockets for the new DIP 
on 70-mil centers. Many other companies are 
planning to come out with such a unit. 
The popular gull-wing soic and its J-leaded 

version, the SOJ, are rarely socketed. Both sur-
face-mountable units have leads on 50-mil cen-
ters. The soic is socketed only when it has to be 
burned in. This small plastic DIP-like package 
normally houses low-cost "jelly bean" analog 
and digital chips. No production sockets are 
available for the SOJ, used by Texas Instruments 
Inc. and several Japanese companies for 1-mbit 
DRAMS. 

However, burn-in sockets for the SOJ are avail-
able from several companies, among them Amp, 
in Harrisburg, Pa.; TI'S Attleboro, Mass., opera-
tion; 3M's Textool Test and Interconnection De-
partment in Grand Prairie, Texas; and Yamaichi 
in Japan. These special sockets are made with 
high-temperature thermoplastics and accept the 
J-leaded packages, which has leads on 50-mil cen-
ters. The socket leads, with special high-tempera-
ture contact materials, are through-hole types on 
100-mil centers. 

Vertical packaging of IC chips and modules 
has created another class of sockets for the SIP, 
ZIP, and Simm. The SIP, which normally consists 
of a small ceramic or glass-epoxy substrate with 
a leadframe on one side, can hold memories in 
chip carriers or even passive networks. SIP sock-
ets with leads on either 50- or 100-mil centers are 
available from most connector or socket compa-
nies. One interesting variation made by Garry 
Electronics is a 40-lead SIP socket that may be 
tailored by the designers themselves to whatever 
smaller size they need. 

Sockets will soon be available from U. S. firms 
for the ZIP, a semiconductor memory in a single 
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in-line plastic package with staggered leads on 
100-mil centers that several Japanese companies 
started delivering late last year. Advanced Inter-
connections, Amp, Augat, and Garry are work-
ing on these sockets. Molex Inc. of Lisle, Ill., 
was first to produce a simm connector for a ver-
tical package, a configuration originally request-
ed by Wang Laboratories Inc. and developed by 
TI. The Simm consists of a small pc board with 
arrays of memory chips in plastic leaded chip 
carriers on both sides. The input and output 
leads of the module are plated-edge card fingers 
placed along one of its long dimensions on 50- or 
100-mil centers. Now Amp Inc. (see fig. 1) and 
Burndy Corp. of Norwalk, Conn., are also pro-
ducing these sockets, which can have up to 68 
leads. Molex is already receiving requests for 
sockets designed to accept simms with edge-card 
fingers on 25-mil centers. 
Another alternative for high-density packag-

ing is the plastic leaded chip carrier, but its prac-
tical maximum is 84 leads. Nearly all the connec-
tor-manufacturing companies now have sockets 
for this package, which has J-leads on 50-mil 
centers. The only question for a potential user is 
whether to use a surface-mount or through-hole 
version of the socket. So far, about 80% of all 
plastic-leaded-chip-carrier sockets are being 
through-hole mounted. Nearly all the surface-
mounted versions use the gull-wing configura-
tion, usually on staggered 100-mil centers, for 
the socket leads. 

PIN GRIDS OR FLAT PACKS? 

When input/output requirements exceed 100, 
packaging designers must go to the pin grid 
array, which is often socketed, or choose from 
the Japanese plastic quad flat pack or the new 
bumpered PQFP with gull-wing leads on 25-mil 
centers [Electronics, Oct. 30, 1986, p. 36] recent-
ly approved by Jedec. The PGA, a rectangular 
plastic or ceramic substrate in which a grid of 
pins are mounted, normally has its pins on 100-
mil centers. Molded and glass epoxy sock-
ets for PGAS are readily available. 
One new approach to PGA socketing, 

called the Peel-A-Way system, originally 
developed by Advanced Interconnections 
Corp. of West Warwick, R. I., and now 
used in Augat Inc.'s PKC series of sockets, 
is based on embedding a PGA pattern of 
socket terminals in a polyimide film (see 
fig. 2). The socket terminals are then 
placed into the pin-grid hole pattern on a 
pc board and are wave soldered. After the 
soldering, the polyimide film can easily be 
removed, resulting in a low-profile PGA 
socket that is easily inspected. 

This technique has been extended by 
both Advanced Interconnections and Au-
gat, of Mansfield, Mass., to include a 
large sheet of film with pin patterns of 
either multiple PGAs or a mix of PGAS and 

2. PIN PATTERNS. Augat's PKC series has PGA pin patterns in 

polyimide carriers. After soldering, the film is removed. 

DIPS. Customers simply provide either a drawing 
or computer-aided-design data on their boards, 
and the pin-bearing film is fabricated allowing 
all the sockets to be inserted in one operation. 
The bumpered PQFP recently approved by Je-

dec, which has an I/O range of 52 to 244 leads, 
will have the interconnection density to compete 
successfully with the PGA. That is why Intel, 
Motorola, National, and TI are all looking into 
producing products in this package, and why 
Amp, Textool, Wells, and Yamaichi are design-
ing production and burn-in sockets for it. 

Sockets with integral bypasses are part of a 
recent trend to take advantage of socket space 
to enhance performance. Because dynamic ran-
dom-access memories often must be bypassed or 
decoupled from their power supplies, this new 
class of sockets with built-in ceramic bypass ca-
pacitors has been developed. The closer the by-
pass capacitor is to the chip's power leads, the 
more effective the bypass. DIP sockets with this 
feature are available from Amp, Augat, and 

3. ADAPTERS. A small, leaded adapter board allows nonstandard components to be 

mounted on standard IC panels or pc boards. 
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An idea this small 
is no small idea 
Especially in a 
system this big. 



The AMPMODU System 50 
connector family— a comprehensive 
interconnect system for .050 x .100 
grid applications. 

For board to board, mother/ 
daughter or layered. 

For flat flex cable and flex 
etched circuitry to board, on .050 
centers. 

For .025 center ribbon cable 
to board. 

Unique design (such as 
connector latch hardware on the 
cable side) occupies the least pc 
board space of any connectors in 
this class, including .050 x .050 

types. For instance: 2 x 25 position 
shrouded headers occupy 1.5 x .284 
inches2 of surface; parallel boards 
mate with inside faces a mere .450 
inches apart. 

Along with selection, you also 
get the productivity features you 
expect from AMP: simple mass 
termination, robotic handling 
features, high-temp housings, 
selective gold plating. And, of 
course, outstanding quality and 
reliability. 

AMPMODU System 50 

AMP ,nd Ampp.Inn ar4. tr domarksof AMP le, 

connectors are available in 4 
through 30 positions in single row 
configuration, 8 through 100 in dual 
row, with shrouded or unshrouded 
headers. With all those variations, 
you could do almost anything your 
heart desires. Which is the whole 
idea. Cali the AMP Product 
Information Center at 
1-800-522-6752 and ask about our 
AMPMODU System 50 line. 
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, 
PA 17105-3608. 

AkIVI Fe Interconnecting ideas 

Comprehensive high-density interconnect system: .050 x .100 connectors 
in a range of styles, to meet a variety of needs including board-to-board interconnect 
in both parallel and right-angle configurations. 



Thomas & Betts, among others. This configura-
tion is also spreading to other socket types: for 
example, Amp has a ZIP socket with a built-in 
capacitor, and Advanced Interconnections and 
Garry supply PGA sockets with multiple built-in 
bypass capacitors. 

Another unusual product that some socket 
manufacturers are beginning to furnish is the 

The demand for adapters, which allow 
a transition from one packaging format 
to another, should continue to grow as 
the choices among IC packages increase 

adapter that allows a transition from one packag-
ing format to another. For example, a designer 
might want to mount one or two surface-mounted 
devices to a board that has only through-holes. 
The adapters are small epoxy-glass substrates 
(see fig. 3) capable of handling surface-mounted 
parts (leadless chip carrier, plastic leaded chip 
carrier, or sockets for these devices) or PGA pack-
ages. They interface with standard wire-wrap 
panels or a pc board with plated through-holes. 
Using the adapter, a company can preassemble 
its oddball component to an adapter and then 
wave-solder the adapter to a conventional board. 
Although only Advanced Interconnections and 
Augat currently supply these interface adapters, 
the demand for them should continue to grow as 
the choices of IC packages increase. 
Most surface-mount boards contain a mix of 

surface-mountable components and some 
through-hole components, often made up of sock-
ets and pc-board connectors. Mechanical design-
ers most often select conventional board connec-
tors for surface-mounted applications to cut 
costs and because they lack faith in the mechani-
cal stability of surface-mount connectors. A sur-

4. SOLDER PREFORMS. With small solder preforms on each pin, this through-hole 

board connector from 3M can be reflow soldered. 

face-mounted connector is held to the board 
mainly by its soldered leads and a few molded 
pins or screw holddowns. Most designers believe 
that the severe mechanical loading of multi-
pinned connectors overstresses a surface-mount-
ed connector. 

Usually, the assembly of a through-hole board 
would require either hand or wave soldering and 
some form of reflow soldering. Application of an 
old technique—the use of solder preforms—al-
lows a board manufacturer to eliminate the 
wave-soldering step and do all his soldering by 
one of the two reflow methods. The result is a 
mechanical connection done with the speed and 
economy of infrared or vapor-phase reflow sol-
dering and the bond strength of through-hole 
connector mounting. 
For example, Advanced Interconnections has 

supplied DIP sockets with solder preforms on the 
socket's leads. In the connector field, both Du 
Pont and 3M have pc-board connector systems 
that allow through-hole components to be vapor-
phase soldered. Both companies use connector 
bodies of high-temperature thermoplastics and 
have solder preforms or inlays—doughnut-like 
solder rings—mounted around the top of pins in 
the plastic housing (see fig. 4). 
Along with the increasingly complex mechani-

cal design needed with new IC sockets has come 
the introduction of engineered thermoplastics. 
Before surface mounting, most sockets and con-
nectors were made from glass-filled polyesters. 
However, with the growing switch from 
through-hole technology based on wave solder-
ing to surface mounting, the new sockets and 
connectors had to be able to take the higher 
temperatures of either vapor phase or IR solder-
ing. This required a switch to engineered ther-
moplastics, all of which meet the temperature 
requirements of surface-mount attachment. 
Now an entirely new material—liquid-crystal 

polymers—is starting to be applied to socket and 
connector design. This high-performance 
thermoplastic is approved by Underwriter 
Laboratories for 200°C, making it suitable 
for burn-in socket applications, and has 
the additional advantages of a high-stress 
modulus and a very low mold shrinkage. 
Electrically speaking, a liquid-crystal poly-
mer has a low dielectric constant of 2.6 to 
3.3, making it attractive for high-speed 
sockets. 
These thermal, electrical, and mechani-

cal advantages have led Amp, Burndy, 
and Molex to use Celanese's Vectra liquid-
crystal polymer for the bodies of their 
simm sockets. The simm is a long, thin 
unit, and any stress in molding may cause 
its body to warp. In addition, tolerances 
on this socket can only be met by a low-
mold shrinkage material such as liquid-
crystal polymer, which is a good material 
for any long socket or connector. 0 
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The future: interconnection 
components designed, 

manufactured, fabricated 
and tested under one roof. 

Here now, at Hughes. 
One-roof cabability means you can expect higher Flexible or rigid flex circuitry? We practically 
reliability, lower cost and faster response for your invented it. We'll manufacture to your specs cr design 

aerospace/mil applications, it to your requirements. VVe'll even assemble Brand X 
We provide system support in the integration 

of connectors and boards, cables or other subassem-

blies, including black boxes. And we're doing it now, 
not waiting for :he future. 

Our engineers simplify tough problems. But just 
because we're problem-solvers doesn't mean we 
ignore ordinary connectors or flex cu-cuitry. 

We manufacture everything from PCs to fiber 

optbs to umbilicals. Rectangular, circular, off-the-shelf 
or specials. 

connectors and our flex. 

So whether your interconnection requirements 
are simple or sophisticated, give us a call. We can 
make the future work for you today 

For more information, call Mike Howett, 
714-660-5702. In England 
call Hugh Mclnally, 
0932 47262. HUGHES 

AIRCRA.7 COMPANY 

CONNECTING DEVICES DIVISION 
lidustrial ElectrunIcs GroJp 
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How to avoid the pen 
Wanted: A business communications system 
that can expand one small jump at a time. 
AT&T Comes Through. 

In some ways, it's the best of times. Your business is 
growing. New hands are coming aboard. 

It's also the worst of times. The old communica-
tions system is starting to pinch. Needed: a new 

system, one that fits right today—and won't hold 
you back later on. 

Introducing the new AT&T System 75 XE. This 
new, expandable edition of the AT&T 
System 75 allows you to add capacity 
and features the same way you add 

staff—as needed. 
In AT&T's world, the system 

©1987 AT&T 
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allies of sudden growth. 

that's just right for 100 users today can be just as right 
for 200, 400, or 600 users tomorrow. 

Simple, stackable, expansion modules and AT&T's 
once-and-for-all wiring scheme make it easy to add 
voice or data stations at your own pace. 

Software upgrade packages make it just as easy to 
add features—AT&T's AUDIX voice mail system, 
say—or to use an AT&T System 75 XE as the hub of a 

flexible, company-wide data network. 
To learn more about how the AT&T System 75 XE 

can help your company get a jump on growth, con-
tact your AT&T Account Executive. 

Or, to reach our office nearest you, please tele-
phone 1 800 247-1212. 
From equipment to networking, from computers 

to communications, AT&T is the right choice. 

AT&T 
The right choice. 



MODEM 
MAKER. 

AT&T's firl commercial chip squeezes 140,000 transistors onto 51 sq.mm of sewn — 
enough to implement a 9,600-baud modem with room left over for additional features. 

AT&T Packs Performance 
Into Its One-Chip DSP. 

With the recent outpouring of 

digital signal processors from chip makers, 

one more DSP coming downstream now 

shouldn't make much of a wave. But hold 

on! This chip is coming from the phone 

company. AT&T Technology Systems, 

in Allentown, Pa., is about to introduce a 

16-bit DSP16, AT&T's first commercial 

DSP. Moreover, the single-chip DSP is 

extremely fast in its target applications; 

AT&T is aiming it in particular at high-

performance modem and speech-

processing applications. 

It is the DSP16's performance—almost 

a factor of two over present chips on the 

market—that should most interest 

potential customers... 7e 
F-ycerpted from an exclusive article 
in the February 19, 1987 issue. 

11-4 Electronics 
THE LEADER IN NEW 
TECHNOLOGY COVERAGE 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

M
icroprogramming the new generation 
of 32-bit-slice building blocks should 
get dramatically easier and less ex-
pensive. Step Engineering Inc. this 

month is introducing a $3,695 microprogramming 
development tool called MicroStep, equivalent in 
performance to systems costing five times more. 
What's more, Microstep runs on IBM Personal 
Computer XTs, ATs, and compatibles; earlier ver-
sions of the Sunnyvale, Calif., company's devel-
opment tool run on dedicated systems, work sta-
tions, or minicomputers. 
At the heart of the MicroStep system is a 

high-level microprogramming meta-assembler— 
called MetaStep, the name of the higher-order 
language the system uses—that does for bit-slice 
central-processing-unit development what high-
level languages such as C have done for pro-
gramming on fixed-instruction microprocessors 
such as the 8086, the 68000, and the more recent 
32-bit designs. MetaStep consists of five proces-
sor modules and an assembler-to-MetaStep trans-
lator (see fig. 1). With a few user-defined high-
order language statements, the system program-
mer using MetaStep can replace several hundred 
assembly or machine-level statements, says Dar-
rell Wilburn, president of Step Engineering. 
The MicroStep product consists of language dis-

kettes, one plug-in card for IBM Corp. Personal 
Computer ATs or XTs, and one or more intercon-
nection pods to a random-access or read-only mem-
ory, or to a programmable ROM. "With this pack-
age, the user can turn his IBM XT, AT, or compati-
ble system into a fully functional microcode devel-
opment system," says Wilburn. "This system is a 
tremendous breakthrough for the microprogram 
development marketplace. For years the only tools 
available were in the $20,000-and-up class. This can 
open up the market for wider use of micropro-
grammable components." 

Since the introduction of 
the language at beta sites 
late last year, the company 
has succeeded in expanding 
the number of systems on 
which the language is avail-
able. In addition to the plug-
in board for PC ATs intro-
duced this month and its 
own Pc-AT-based Step 40 mi-
croprogramming develop-
ment system (see fig. 2), Me-
taStep has also been adapted 
for use on Digital Equip-
ment Corp.'s VAX minicom-
puters and Sun Microsys-
tems Inc. work stations. 

MicroStep could be widely 
used in designs with the 
newer, more powerful micro-
programmed 16- and 32-bit 

BIT-SLICE PROGRAMMERS 
GET A PC-BASED TOOL 

arithmetic logic units, and various bit-slice-based 
building-block digital signal processors, because 
it simplifies the chore of implementing and de-
bugging large and complicated microcode pro-
grams, Wilburn says. An example is the prob-
lems a programmer has implementing a common 
instruction of the 29116, a 16-bit ALU from Ad-
vanced Micro Devices Inc.: the subtract with car-
ry, which subtracts data in one location from 
that in another location and then places the re-
sult in a destination while setting the carry bit. 
The complication, Wilburn says, arises from 

the fact that there are many "legal" sources 
both for the values to be subtracted and for the 
address of the destination. "Indeed, for this one 
instruction alone, there are hundreds of possible 
instruction mnemonic combinations," he says. 
"Not only are there 12 basic instruction mne-
monics to consider, but 32 different RAM register 
addresses plus three additional instruction mne-
monics as well as four non-RAM destinations. 
That is a total of 396 possible configurations for 
this single instruction." 
To simplify and accelerate the microprogram-

ming of such complex bit-slice architectures, Wil-
burn and his associates have broken away from 
the traditional approaches to microprogramming 
and created, in MetaStep, a language in which 
the user can create high-level-language-like in-
structions that are nonpositional in nature; that 
is, instructions are not dependent on their posi-
tion in a statement for their effectiveness. 

Positional languages involve creating a series of 
equations that define a name and link an associat-
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1. META-ASSEMBLER. Designed for microcode development for 32-bit-slice building blocks, MetaStep 

consists of five processor modules and an assembler-to-MetaStep translator. 
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ed bit value to it. Format instructions define a 
language statement as a series of field names, and 
when an instruction is assembled, the source 
names of the fields are replaced with the bit val-
ues associated with them in the equations. "The 
problem is that this requires precisely placing each 
and every field in its proper order, a tedious and 
time-consuming process," Wilburn says. "And the 

Costing just $3,695—one fifth the price of 
competing systems—Step Engineering's 
MicroStep turns an IBM PC into a fully 
functional microcode development system 

more complex the program being written, the 
more likely errors are to occur." 
Of more serious concern is that no mechanism 

for error checking or real-value validation exists, 
says Wilburn. "This is because values are placed 
into the microword, but there is no mechanism to 
bind microfield values to their originating field 
name. Also, multiple fields often possess the 
same bit values, and there is usually no way to 
determine whether a statement is composed of 
proper field names and values or improper field 
names with accidentally correct bit values." 
Although attempts have been made to create 

microprogramming languages that are nonposi-
tional and that use more advanced naming capa-
bilities, they represent only a shifting of the 
memorization task to a new set of mnemonics, 
Wilburn says. "Even though they are more un-
derstandable, there are still many mnemonics to 
remember. Further, there is no mechanism for 
performing error checking or type checking to 
ensure proper coding in the first place. Thus, the 
debugging task is not that much easier with 
many different mnemonics and formats to 
remember." 

In addition to the nonpositional capability to 
define fields in logical order rather than simply 
by microcode instruction address, MetaStep pro-
vides such advanced capabilities as nested mac-
ros, case structures, and keyword parameters as 

2. HARDWARE. MetaStep is available in a package called MicroStep that converts PC ATs to a 

bit-slice development system, or on the Step 40 microprogramming development system (right). 

well as such defensive programming techniques 
as check descriptors with constraint manage-
ment. "What is more important is that it pro-
vides these features within the framework of a 
flexible, user-definable, high-order programming 
language that provides both high-order and bit-
level control over design." 
The MetaStep's five processor modules consist 

of a definition processor, the assembler, a for-
mat processor, a linker processor, and a user-de-
fined symbolics processor (see fig. 1). 
The programmer uses the definition processor 

to define a language for a given target architec-
ture, field by field, with logical groupings where 
appropriate. The assembler processor is a macro-
driven, relocating, and constraint-maintaining mi-
croprogram assembler. The format processor 
takes the absolute object file output of the linker 
and extracts several different types of data. The 
linker processor generates absolute code as well as 
debug, symbol, and structure tables from the defi-
nition processor and assembler processor outputs. 
And the user-defined symbolics processor automat-
ically generates user-defined symbolic files. 
Because of MetaStep's ability to understand 

the relationship between fields, field values, field 
names, and even the interrelationships between 
instructions, it relieves the programmer of the 
task of remembering the multitude of different 
instruction mnemonics and formats, Wilburn 
says. "It allows the programmer to think logical-
ly about the operation he wishes to perform and 
to write his microprogram using logical names 
and the logical flow of the operation." Further, 
says Wilburn, "there are no long lists of possible 
mnemonics to memorize, since the MetaStep in-
struction can analyze the input and determine 
which version of the instruction is being speci-
fied." And MetaStep automatically checks the 
values of the source location and destination lo-
cation to ensure that no illegal values are being 
accidentally specified. 

In addition to providing a much easier but much 
more powerful way of defining and using an in-
struction set, MetaStep allows the programmer to 
go beyond instruction-by-instruction or macro-in-
struction programming. Using its extensive macro 

facilities, as well as its nested macro 
and parameter-passing features, the 
programmer can define his own 
high-order-language constructs. And 
programming with these constructs 
will be much faster than convention-
al bit-level coding. "In addition, code 
generated will be accurate by defini-
tion," says Wilburn. "Of particular 
advantage is the fact that this high-
order coding can be intermixed with 
bit-level coding techniques. The pro-
grammer can even mix bit-level and 
high-order constructs in the same in-
struction." -Bernard C. Cole 
For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card 
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r TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

A
year ago Vanzetti Systems intro-
duced the ILS 7000, an intelligent laser 
soldering system that offered real ad-
vantages over conventional open-loop 

laser soldering techniques [Electronics, July 10, 
1986, p. 75]. But despite the promise of the de-
sign, the Stoughton, Mass., company has yet to 
sell one of its ILS 7000 systems. 
The intelligent laser solder system contains an 

infrared monitor that checks solder-joint thermal 
signatures against a known good joint signature 
stored in memory. This feedback approach sig-
nificantly reduces the product damage that often 
results from conventional systems, while it si-
multaneously cuts inspection steps and gathers 
soldering joint data. 
The problems selling the system are unrelated 

to its design, says Dick Alper, director of Van-
zetti's system division. The main hindrance to 
sales has been its cost: the $225,000 price tag on 
the ILS 7000 is double that of open-loop laser 
soldering systems. Compounding the problem is 
the current industry recession, which discour-
ages manufacturers from investing in such rela-
tively expensive equipment. 
The company is attempting to reduce the sys-

tem's cost without compromising its perfor-
mance. For example, Vanzetti adopted the sys-
tem's wide-range IR detector from an earlier 

UPDATE: HIGH COST HURTS 
VANZETTI LASER SOLDERER 

product, the Laser Inspect sys-
tem, which is used to inspect fin-
ished solder joints. The company 
now is replacing that detector 
with a less expensive, uncooled 
detector that measures the sig-
nature of the joint during the 
soldering process. The ILS 7000 
is also being upgraded with im-
proved software and optics. The 
system can now display thermal 
signatures in real time instead of 
printing out the data. Improved 
optics allow manual observation 
of laser soldering. 
Two models of the Laser Inspect system have 

recently been converted in the field to ILS 7000s. 
One is being used to resolder joints on military pc 
boards at Texas Instruments Inc. in Dallas. A 
second is working at Vanzetti's West German of-
fice. A third system will reach the field later this 
year, when Vanzetti upgrades a Laser Inspect sys-
tem at Siemens AG in Munich. -Jerry Lyman 

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

I
nterphase Corp. is in an enviable position. 
One year after the Dallas-based company in-
troduced its Buspacket, a vmEbus interface 
[Electronics, July 10, 1986, p. 58], the compe-

tition has not figured out how the design has 
tripled vmEbus speed to 30 Mbytes/s. Until 
someone does, Interphase will likely continue to 
enjoy its 80% share of the vmEbus disk control-
ler market. 
"We've had a phenomenal reception," says Mi-

chael Cope, Interphase president. "We're win-
ning every benchmark in sight, and Buspacket is 
the new standard for speed comparison." The 
numbers confirm Cope's enthusiasm. The BUS-
packet has taken Interphase from $11 million in 
revenues last year to $15 million today, and the 
market is leaping ahead at a 60% growth rate. 
On top of that, Interphase has begun to apply 
the Buspacket to other kinds of disk controllers. 
Meanwhile, competitors have so far only at-
tained bus speeds of 20 Mbytes/s, still 33% slow-
er than the packet design. 
To reach its 30 Mbytes/s, the Buspacket inter-

face formats the data into packets, which are 
stacked into a 256-word, first-in, first-out buffer, 
then bursts the information onto the bus as fast 
as the bus will accommodate it. An asynchro-
nous state machine increases the flow rate be-
tween the FIFO and the bus. 

UPDATE: BUS INTERFACE 
SCORES FOR INTERPHASE 

Interphase is now leveraging 
Buspacket as fast as it can. Al-
ready, BUSpacket has spawned a 
new family of ESDI and SCSI con-
trollers and threatens to influ-
ence other architectures, such as 
high-speed networks operating 
over Ethernet. The end benefit 
would be a more efficient use of 
available bus bandwidths. 

In the meantime, Interphase 
plans to continue refining the 
BuSpacket approach with further 
degrees of silicon integration 
and may eventually disseminate 
the Buspacket concept through strategic partner-
ships. Whatever may come, Cope predicts a 
bright future for vmEbus, thanks to Buspacket. 
"Had 10 Mbytes/s remained the top limit for the 
vmEbus," he says, "that would have opened the 
door for Multibus II to knock VME out of in-place 
designs. The vmEbus market share is now pro-
tected." -Stan Runyon 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

ONE PC CARD CAN SIMULATE 
MIL-STD-1553B SYSTEM 

A
new tester and simulator for the MIL-
STD-1553B bus, which is now used in 
most military aircraft, promises to 
greatly reduce the cost of testing and 

simulation on 1553B buses. The BUS-65517 from 
ILC Data Device Corp. of Bohemia, N. Y., con-
sists of a plug-in card for IBM Personal Comput-
ers and compatibles, plus appropriate software. 
The product costs just $8,995; with an IBM PC the 
total comes to around $15,000. That represents a 
significant savings over a competitive $45,000 
dedicated system that has commonly been used 
for 1553B testing/simulation tasks. 

Time-division-multiplexed serial data buses that 
meet the 1553B specification are now in place in 
most military aircraft and are planned for more 
advanced military aircraft. These buses have 
solved a lot of problems for aircraft designers. 
"The multiplexed data bus eliminates literally 
miles of wiring and can operate in the electrically 
noisy environment found in military aircraft," 
says Steve Muth, vice president of marketing at 
Data Device. The complex digital circuitry of the 
1553B bus is difficult to test or simulate, though; 
hence the costly dedicated competitive system. 
Data Device's specially designed board with 

its software can simulate an entire 1553B sys-
tem, emulate a part or parts of a system, or be 
used to exercise an actual bus. In addition, the 
tester can inject error signals into a simulated or 
actual bus system. "Aside from its cost advan-
tage, the new bus tester/emulator, due to its 
new user-friendly software, can be on-line in one 
to two hours, while a two- to three-day training 
course is required for the dedicated unit," says 
Catherine Del Casale, data-bus products engi-
neer at Data Device. The BUS-65517, which has 
a six-week delivery, is currently being evaluated 
by several of Data Device's customers. 
The main components of a 1553B data-bus sys-

tem are a shielded twisted-pair cable, coupling 

1. PLUG-IN. Data Device's BUS-65517 plug-in board and dedicated software make it possible to 

use an IBM PC or compatible to emulate or test the components of a MIL-STD-1553B data bus. 

transformers, a bus controller, a bus monitor, 
and remote terminal units. The bus controller 
initiates message transfers on the data bus. The 
bus monitor receives bus traffic and extracts 
information to be used later. Any terminal on 
the bus not operating as a bus controller or 
monitor is a remote terminal. 
The keys to the BUS-65517's simulation and 

testing of the 1553B bus are the standard full-
size printed-circuit card for the IBM PC, and the 
menu-driven software. These tie the 1553B bus 
to the PC'S bus. The plug-in board and its soft-
ware emulate a bus controller, monitor or multi-
ple remote terminals. The board is capable of 
performing these functions simultaneously. This 
allows a single printed-circuit board to emulate 
an entire 1553B system made up of a bus con-
troller, 31 remote terminals, and a bus monitor. 
In addition, error injection is also supported in 
both the bus-controller and remote-terminal 
modes. The board is transformer-coupled to the 
1553B bus, allowing the board to be used as a 
simulator or a bus exerciser. 
The purpose of the board is to provide full, 

intelligent interfacing between a serial dual-re-
dundant MIL-STD-1553B bus and the IBM PC bus. 
The board (see fig. 1) uses a mix of surface-
mounted leadless chip carriers and dual in-line 
packages, plus two pinned thick-film hybrids. 
The dual-redundant 1553B bus enters the 

board through two transformers and two trans-
ceivers (see fig. 2). Then the circuitry is split up 
into two nearly identical circuit blocks, the bus 
controller/remote terminal unit and the the mon-
itor unit. Each block uses a Z8002 microproces-
sor as its CPU. 
The BUS-65517's software has three modes of 

operation: Setup, Run, and Monitor. The latter 
displays the communication stack. The Setup 
mode allows a user to define global parameters, 
bus-controller, monitor, and remote-terminal 
modes, and data with the assistance of a menu-
driven interface. 
The Run mode executes the instructions de-

fined in Setup. In Run, the bus controller and 
remote terminals transmit and receive 1553B 
message traffic, and the bus monitor stores 

these messages. 
The Monitor mode allows a user 

to monitor traffic. The communica-
tion stack can be greater than 100 
Kbits, so methods are provided for 
searching, scrolling, saving, and 
printing the stack. 

In the bus-controller setup mode, 
controller activity is defined by a set 
of messages organized in a frame. 
The BUS-65517 supports up to 250 
messages. A frame may contain up 
to 1,000 messages divided into minor 
frames of equal duration. 
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2. TWO BLOCKS. The dual-redundant 1553B bus enters the board through the transformers and transceivers at the left; the circuitry is 

then split into two blocks, the bus controller/remote terminal unit block and the monitor unit block, which interface the PC bus. 

Each message is assigned a number. All mes-
sage formats, including broadcast and mode 
commands, are supported. In addition, a user 
may specify the type of error to be injected into 
the message, if any. The error may be an encod-
ing error, a word-length error, or a timing error. 
The user specifies where the data for the mes-
sage is to found by indicating which data table is 
to be used for that message. Data tables may be 
used by more than one message if desired. 
The user defines a frame by filling in a table 

indicating the order in which the stored mes-
sages are to be transmitted. The user may in-
struct the BUS-65517 to run the frame a speci-
fied number of times or to run it until he issues 
a Halt command. 

In the remote-terminal setup mode, the BUS-
65517 can simultaneously emulate up to 31 re-
mote terminals. Each terminal maintains its own 
status and last-command words. The status bits 
Message Error and Broadcast Busy are deter-
mined dynamically. 
Each emulated terminal can support 32 sub-

addresses for transmitting and receiving. Data 
tables may be shared between sub-addresses, as 
well as by multiple remote terminals. 
The BUS-65517 automatically handles mode 

code commands for each individual sub-address. 
For example, remote terminal No. 4 can be in-
structed by the bus controller to shut down 

transmitter A, while the other remote terminals 
emulated by the board can continue to use that 
channel. Instructions received on channel A for 
RT4 will be ignored until an override shutdown-
mode code command is received for that 
terminal. 
To define the characteristics of the terminal to 

be emulated, the user calls up a Setup Remote 
Terminal menu. This permits the operator to 
force any bit in the status word to a logic 1 if 
desired. The user may also define error condi-
tions for the remote terminal. In addition to the 
basic 1553B errors, the remote terminal can be 
instructed to respond with the wrong terminal 
address in its status word, or to suppress the 
transmission of its status word altogether. 
As a Bus Monitor, the BUS-65517 records 

1553B transactions. The user may indicate 
whether to record all messages transferred over 
a bus or a subset of them, and when to begin 
recording bus transfers. This is accomplished 
with a menu whose listings are: Immediate Cap-
ture; Command Template—i.e., capture only 
those messages corresponding to a match be-
tween the received command and a template con-
sisting of logical is, Os, and don't cares; error 
condition detected; and external trigger. The 
BUS-65517 will detect both word errors and mes-
sage errors. —Jerry Lyman 
For more information, circle 485 on the reader service card. 
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Introducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 

COMPAQ announces its biggest 
improvement yet to the industry 
standard—the new COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 3867 It reaches far 
higher levels of speed, compati-
bility, performance and expand-
ability than have ever been 
possible in personal computers. 
At the heart of this breakthrough 
is the new high-speed, 32-bit, 16-
MHz Inter 80386 microprocessor 
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advanced-technology 
computers 
that runs industry-standard 
software 2-3 times faster 
than ever before. But the 
chip is just the beginning of 
this story. We surrounded it 
with dozens of features and 
enhancements to create the 
most advanced personal 
computer in the world. 

Each component 
the very best 

Every component has 
been optimized to 
take advantage of the 

increased speed 
and power of 

the 80386. We offer, for 
instance, more stor-
age, up to 130 Mega-
bytes, with access 
times 50 to 150 per-
cent faster than 
most computers. 
Plus you get the 
flexibility of up to' 
four storage de-
vices. But that's 
just the beginning. 
We give you more 

memory. Enhanced 
color graphics. Even a 

built-in expanded mem-
ory manager that breaks the 

640K barrier of current operating 
systems. We improved the key-
board, quadrupled the capacity 
of the internal fixed disk drive 
backup to 40 Megabytes and 
made it twice as fast as before, 

The Intel 80386 micro-
processor is faster and 
more powerful than its 

predecessors 

then went on to add a host of 
other features. Combined, 
they make this the first PC to 
offer a true minicomputer 
level of performance in a ver-
satile, industry-standard desk-
top computer. 

The winning numbers 

The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 
386 features advanced 32-bit 
architecture that processes 
twice as much information as 
16-bit computers in the same 
amount of time. Coupled with 
its impressive 16-MHz pro-
cessing speed, it radically im-

proves the responsiveness of 
spreadsheets, databases and net-
works as well as the ease of 
multi-tasking. 

It runs thousands of business 
programs as well as all the popu-
lar engineering software, achiev-
ing an unparalleled 
level of performance, 
and making it a replace-
ment for expensive 
dedicated engineering 
and scientific work-
stations. 
And because it's 

so compatible, 
there's no other 
personal com-
puter more con-
nectable. As a 
result, you can 
use industry-
standard expan-

computer in the world 

sion boards to network, communi-
cate with mainframes and mini-
computers, or even support several 
terminals. 

History in the making 

The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 
combines superior technology 
with COMPAQ innovation to let 
you do things once thought im-
possible or impractical with PCs. 
There may be companies that copy 
one or two of its features, but it will 
be years before they can copy 
them all. It's clearly the computer 
of choice for today's and tomor-
row's most demanding users. From 
the company with the highest 
user satisfaction ratings in the in-
dustry. For the Authorized Dealer 
nearest you, or to obtain a bro-
chure, call 1-800-231-0900 and ask 
for Operator 27. In Canada, call 
416-449-8741, Operator 27. 

Industry-standard 
software now performs 
2-3 times faster than 
ever before. 

It simply works better. 
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A REPUTATION EARNED OVER 25 YEARS 

The military power supplies designed 
and built by Abbott are recognized as clearly 
superior under conditions when reliability 
is imperative. 

Since 1961, Abbott has served in the field, within the 
most demanding programs undertaken by major contractors who create the tools for those responsi-

ble for our nation's defense. 
These key shipboard and airborne programs include LAMPS, Phalanx, Trident, E-2 C, P-3 Orion, 

AEGIS and the Harpoon Missile. 
Abbott follows the high standards and demanding guidelines which include NAVMAT, Electro 

Static Discharge (ESD) Protection and WS-6536 workmanship criteria. 
For over 25 years Abbott has been earning the reputation for, "When reliability is imperative." 

And for the next 25, reliability will continue to be our prime objective. 

abbott 
MILITARY POWER SUPPLIES 

Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc. Power Supply Division, 5200 West Jefferson Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90016 (213) 936-8185 
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER , 
WHY THE ARMY CANCELED RFP FOR ITS LATEST REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE 

The Army Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala., has notified the two finalists 
competing for its Intelligence Electronics Warfare/Unmanned Aerial Vehi-

cle contract that it has canceled the current solicitation, and will issue another 
request for a proposal by the end of August. The companies, California 
Microwave Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., and Developmental Sciences, Santa Moni-
ca, Calif., got letters saying they didn't meet all requirements of the solicita-
tion. However, a source at one of the firms believes the Navy is thinking about 
adopting the Army's IEW/UAV for its own long-range reconnaissance opera-
tions, and the extension is designed to give the Navy time to review require-
ments for its remotely piloted vehicle program. The Navy has lost four short-
range Pioneer 1 RPVs when they crashed during test flights. The Navy, 
however, denies any plan to use the Army IEW/UAV. The two finalists, 
coming off what they thought was a successful competitive fly-off in April, 
were advised that they will be invited to participate in the next round. The 
IEW/UAV contract is valued initially at $20 million to $60 million and eventual-
ly could be worth $200 million. D 

NEW AIR FORCE UNIT WILL OVERSEE LONG-TERM ELECTRONICS R&D 

TMahe Electronic Systems Division of the U.S. Air Force's Systems Command setting up an advanced technology organization that will oversee its 
programs for the Strategic Defense Initiative, the Air Defense Initiative, and a 
new Special Projects Directorate. Under a new Deputy Commander for Ad-
vanced Techology, the outfit is charged with coming up with concepts and 
technologies for strategic defense. The new unit is being set up because 
research for all three projects overlaps to a large extent. The ADI program 
includes research in surveillance and command and control, with an emphasis 
on surveillance technologies that could be available in the near term. SDI is 
studying battle management, which includes command, control, and commu-
nications but is oriented toward technologies that will be developed several 
years from now. The new Special Projects Directorate will concentrate on 
technologies for advanced surveillance, battle management, and command, 
control, and communications that could be available in the long term—after 
the year 2000. The organization will also be responsible for setting up and 
running the SDI National Test Bed at Falcon Air Station, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. That facility will be used to simulate key SDI system components. A 
request for proposals to develop the test bed will be released by the Air Force 
Systems Command by Sept. 1. D 

EVERYONE WANTS TO STUDY SOVIET ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY FOR AIR FORCE 

W hen the Air Force Systems Command's Foreign Technology division 
issued a request for proposals to analyze Soviet electronics technology, 

it was swamped with responses. So the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
operation has postponed its original June 15 deadline for proposals and is 
continuing to accept responses from industry. A new deadline has not been 
set. More than 50 electronics and aerospace companies have already ex-
pressed an interest in the fixed-price award. It's a dual contract, meaning the 
Air Force plans to give the same contract to the two top bidders and presum-
ably will use the best analyses from both studies. The three-year study calls 
for a review of Soviet systems designs and materials used in the development 
of electronic countermeasures, ground air-defense and airborne radars, and 
space-vehicle guidance systems. Also, in mid-July the division will request a 
synopsis from industry of a one-year study of foreign ballistic missiles and 
related space systems. The Air Force says teaming will be encouraged for 
this contract, which should be awarded in the second quarter of 1988. D 
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER 
OBTAINING EXPORT LICENSES COULD GET A LOT EASIER AND FASTER 

Responsibility for licensing military electronics and other products for ex-
port could shift from the State Department to the Pentagon, if Congress 

follows the recommendation of the Government Accounting Office. The bottom 
line for industry is that the shift would make it easier and faster to get an 
export license. The GAO will issue a report at the end of July that is expected 
to make several recommendations for improving the efficiency of the State 
Department's Office of Munitions Control, which currently licenses exports and 
also registers arms dealers. One of its recommendations might be to shift 
OMC's activities to the Pentagon, which would give the DOD more control 
over military and related exports. Congress called for the GAO study because 
the number of export licenses granted over the past 10 years has nearly 
doubled, but only a few people have been added to the OMC's staff. Con-
gress has for some time thought that the OMC acts too slowly in response to 
export license applications and is less concerned about security issues than 
the DOD. The Pentagon's Defense Technology Security Administration, which 
monitors export licensing for the DOD, is considered by some in Congress to 
be better equipped for the export-licensing task and is the likely candidate to 
take over OMC activities. Sen. David Pryor, a Democrat from Arkansas, has 
asked the DOD to comment on its capabilities for handling OMC's activities 
but has not yet received a detailed response. D 

WESTINGHOUSE INVESTS IN INOVA TO SPEED ULSI CHIP DEVELOPMENT 

W estinghouse Electric Corp. has invested $5 million in 'nova Microelec-
tronics Corp., in an attempt to speed 'nova's development of ultra-large-

scale integrated monolithic chips. Westinghouse has been working with the 
Santa Clara, Calif., startup for more than a year on a now-completed classi-
fied military development program. lnova has developed a proprietary archi-
tecture for interconnecting multiple devices on a wafer's surface, named 
lnroute, and expects to announce its first product in several months [Electron-
ics, Jan. 8, 1987, p. 91]. The infusion of funds brings the privately held 
company's total capitalization to nearly $10 million since it was formed in 
1983. Although no exclusive technology transfer is involved in the agreement, 
Westinghouse's investment should accelerate lovas work on monolithic 
chips for use in high-density, high-reliability avionics and space applications. 
"Wafer-scale technology is a strategic imperative in our advanced military 
programs," says Gene Strull, general manager of Westinghouse Defense and 
Electronics Center's Advanced Technology Division, Baltimore. Inova has pro-
duced evaluation quantities of three static random-access-memory devices, 
the most recent of which integrates more than 128 chips across the surface of 
a full silicon wafer. When brought to market, the Inroute devices will comply 
with the requirements of MIL-STD-883C for production of military-qualified 
integrated circuits, lnova says. El 

AUTOMATED FACILITY HELPS TI CUT LABOR COSTS IN BUILDING HARM MISSILE 

Armed with a $556 million contract to make 2,575 high-speed anti-radar 
missiles, or HARMs, Texas Instruments Inc. has set up an automated 

machining facility at its Trinity Mills plant near Dallas that is capable of turning 
out 9,000 different part numbers. The facility uses TI's Explorer Lisp system 
for the scheduling, planning, and transmitting of instructions necessary to turn 
out 210 missiles per month. Deliveries are scheduled to be completed in the 
fourth quarter of 1989. The plant's initial results indicate a 4 : 1 reduction in 
labor and 3 : 1 reduction in cycle time over previous production techniques. 
HARM, an air-to-surface missile, is designed to home in on enemy radar 
systems that direct anti-aircraft gunfire and surface-to-air missiles. III 
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A compact 1553 that carries a busload. 
The UT1553B BCRT data bus system 
proves that big things do come in 
small packages. It's loaded with 
features including both MIL-STD-
1553B Bus Controller and Remote 
Terminal functions and advanced, 
specialized memory management — 
all on one low-power CMOS chip. 

It's the next generation product 
in our 1553 family. The BCRT was 
designed to reduce host intervention 
with automatic DMA and address 
generation. It automatically executes 
message transfers, provides 
interrupts, and generates status 
information. UTMC's BCRT allows 
you to implement a pseudo-trans-
parent dual-port RAM configuration. 

The BCRT's bus controller uses 
a linked-list message scheme to pro-
vide the host with message "chaining:' 
Memory space is optimized by using 
programmable address pointers. As 
an RT, the BCRT implements time 
tagging and message history 
functions, It also supports multiple-
message buffering—up to 128— 
including variable-length messages 
to any subaddress. 

The BCRT complies with the 
standard-LAN used_ for military 
systems while meeting selected tests 
in MIL-STD-883C. It is available 
in 84-pin LCCs, PGAs, or Cerquads. 

Don't miss the bus on your 1553 
system needs. Call UTMC. 

Product Marketing 
United Technologies 
Microelectronics Center 
1575 Garden of the Gods Road 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907 
1-800-MIGUTMC 

UNITED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
MICROELECTRONICS 
CENTER 
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AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (617) 272-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc, ;408) 244-4070, SOUTHWESTERN 
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (714) 752-0373; SOUTH CENTRAL REGION, Toshiba Amenca, Inc., (214) 480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (404) 493-4401; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, POUGH-
KEEPSIE, NEWYORK, Toshiba America, Inc., (914)462-5710; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, Toshiba America, Inc., (305) 394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES:ALABAMA, Montgomery Marketing. Inc., 
(205) 830-04987AR120NA, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CALIFORNIA (Northern) Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA 0..A. 8. Orange County) Eager Uectronics, 
Inc., (818) 712-0011, (714) 957-3367, (San Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales, (619) 743-6550; COLORADO, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890; CONNECTICUT, Datcom, Inc., (203) 788-7005; 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ArboTek (301) 825-0775; FLORIDA, Sales Engineering Concepts, (305) 426-4601, (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (404:1 447-5174; IDAHO, Components West, 1 509) 922-2412: ILLINOIS, Carlson Electronic Saes, (3124 956-8240, R.W. Kunz, (314) 966-4977; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, C.H. Horn, (319) 393-8703; KANSAS, D.L.E. Electronics, 
316) 744-1229 KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates, (713)444-2557; MAINE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MARYLAND, ArboTek, (3011825-0775 MASSACHUSETTS, 

:) atcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MICHIGAN, Action Components Sales, (313) 349-3940; MINNESOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; MISSISSIPPI, Montgomery Marketing. Inc., (205)830-04e MISSOURI, D.LE. 



Remember, 
Toshiba Is Producing 
TheWorld's Broadest 
Line Of High Density 
Non-Volatile Memory. 

Only Toshiba volume 
production can give you the 
non-volatiles you need — in 
the leading edge densities 
you want. 

For high reliability, low 

cost and automatic insertion 
capability, select OTPs in 
densities to 512K. Choose 
from a wide selection in 
EPROMs, including one of 
the fastest 1 MB available. 

PART NO. ORG. PROCESS 

EPROM 

TMM2764AD— 810(8 NMOS 

TMM2764ADI 810(8 NMOS 

TMM27128AD— 1610(8 NMOS 

TMM27128ADI 1610(8 NMOS 

TMM27256AD— 3210(8 NMOS 

TMM27256ADI 32KX8 NMOS 

TC57256D 3210(8 CMOS 

TC57256AD 3210(8 CMOS 

TMM27512D 6410(8 NMOS 

TMM27512DI 6410(8 NMOS 

TC571000D 12810(8 CMOS 

TC57100I D 12810(8 CMOS 

TC571024D 6410(16 CMOS 

ONE TIME PROGRAMMABLE 

TMM2464AP 810(8 NMOS 

TMM2464AF 810(8 NMOS 

TMM24128AP 1610(8 NMOS 

PART NO. ORG. PROCESS 

ONE TIME PROGRAMMABLE 

TMM24128AF 161003 NMOS 

TMM24256AP 3210(8 NMOS 

TMM24256AF 3210(8 NMOS 

TC54256AP 3210(8 CMOS 

TC54256AF 3210(8 CMOS 

TMM24512P 6410(8 NMOS 

TMM24512F 6410(8 NMOS 

TC541000P 12810(8 CMOS 

TC541001P 12810(8 CMOS 

ROM 

TC53257P 3210(8 CMOS 

TC53257F 3210(8 CMOS 

TC531000AP 12810(8 CMOS 

TC531001AP 12810(8 CMOS 

TC532000P 25610(8 CMOS 

TC534000P 51210(8 CMOS 

= +/-10%Vcc AVAILABLE 

And in ROMs, you can 
get up to 2 and 4 MB in 
cmos today. 

Nobody else offers you 
so many options in high 
density non-volatile 
memories with the produc-
tion capabilities to deliver in 
volume, on time. 

Why deal with a herd 
of suppliers to get all the 
non-volatiles you want. 
Just remember 
Toshiba, the 
heavyweight 
in non-
volatiles. 

Toshiba. The Power in 
Non-Volatile Memories. 
TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 

Electronics, (316) 744-1229: MONTANA, Components Wes:, (206) 885-5880; NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc.. (415) 962-0660; NEBRASKA, D.LE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLJUID, Datcom. Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW 
HAMPSHIRE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology, (201) 947-0151; NEW MEXICO, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; NEW YORK, Nexus Technology, (201) 947-0151; Pl-tronics, (315) 455-7346; 
NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (919) 467-6319; NORTH DAKOTA/SOUTH WIXOM, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; OHIO, Steffen & Associates, (216) 461-8333; (419)884-2313, 
(513) 293-3145; OKLAHOMA, MIL-REP Associates, (214)644-6731; OREGON, Components West, (503)684-1671; PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus Technology, (215) 675-9600. Steffen & Associates, (412)276-7366: RHODE ISLAND, 
Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; TEXAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 459-8602, (713) 444-2557, (214) 644-6731. UTAH, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., 
(801) 263-2640; VERMONT, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; VIRGINIA, ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; WEST VIRGINIA, Steffen Si Associates, (419) 884-2313; WASHINGTON, Components West, (206) 885-5880, (509) 922-2412; 
WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics, (414) 476-2790, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; WYOMING,Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc.. (303) 426-0890, CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West, 
(206) 885-5880; ONTARIO, Electro Source, Inc., (416) 675-4490, (613) 726-1452; OUEBEC, Electro Source, Inc., (514) 694-0404. 
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ELECTRONICS DESIGN & TEST 

NEW PRODUCTS 

SPEEDY GRIDLESS SOFTWARE 
DESIGNS DENSER PC BOARDS 

ROUTER DOES COMPLEX DESIGNS 10 TIMES FASTER THAN COMPETITORS 

By implementing a gridless rout-
ing system to solve the knotty 

problems presented by surface-
mounted devices and pin-grid ar-
rays, a new place-and-route soft-
ware package for printed-circuit 
boards opens the door to complete 
multilayer designs with high com-
ponent density. What's more, 
Shared Resources Inc.'s Crystal 
Router completes complex designs 
up to 10 times faster than competi-
tive tools. 

Flexibility is the key to the soft-
ware's performance. Instead of 
routing with a conventional rectan-
gular grid system—which must be 
adjusted to accommodate obstacles, 
such as an input/ouput pin—the San 
Jose, Calif., company's software simply 
goes around the obstacles. 
With conventional routers, for exam-

ple, the insertion of each via into the 
routing channel to connect SMDs re-
duces space for routing. Similarly, tight 
pin spacing in PGAs forces layout de-
signers to add additional space between 
the arrays to accommodate the rout-
ing—effectively defeating the purpose 
of using high-density arrays. 
MAKING ROOM. The Crystal Router, on 
the other hand, simply inserts the via in 
the routing channel and spreads the sur-
rounding wires to accommodate the ad-
dition. Grid-based routers would have 
had to reduce the number of wires to 
insert the via. With several vias in a 
channel, the traces appear to be negoti-
ating a series of S curves as they run 
the length of the channel. Nevertheless, 
even though the wires are 'spread apart 
they still maintain the same relative 
spacing. 

In addition to the gridless router, 
Shared Resources uses diamond-shaped 
via pads that require less space than 
conventional pads. Combined, the two 
techniques can place vias for SMDs and 
PGAs anywhere on the board without 
consuming any routing resources in the 
process. 
To handle high-pin-count PGA pack-

ages, the router places vias in between 
pins of the array to greatly increase the 
number of vias possible. 

WINDING WAY. Detail of a pc-board layout shows diamond-
shaped vies and characteristic S-curve paths around vies. 

Dan Murphy, chairman and vice presi-
dent of software development, says that 
in one board layout the router created 
184 potential vias for a 128-pin PGA, 
whereas a conventional router was only 
able to squeeze in 41. 
The Crystal Router operates much 

faster than its competitors. Murphy esti-
mates that a 15-by-15-in. board contain-
ing a mix of 800 components packed as 
tightly as possible might have 1,500 to 
2,000 nets, 5,000 to 7,000 connections, 
and 11,000 to 13,000 in. of wire. Crystal 
Router could route the board in two to 
six hours when running on an IBM 
Corp. 4341 computer. That time is an 
order of magnitude quicker than com-
petitive tools. 

Part of this speed comes from the 
tool's being a true multiple-layer router. 
Other routers that claim to be multilayer 
tools actually route two layers at a time, 
which reduces the probability of finding 
optimal routes, the company says. 
The Crystal Router's gridless archi-

tecture also contributes to its speed. 
Shared Resources uses the term "grid-
less" to indicate that the router can 
place a component, via, or wire any-
where on the board surface. Without 
the grid structure, the tool has much 
less data to maintain and process. Other 
routers that claim to be gridless do in 
fact have a grid system with very small 
grid spacing and are burdened with the 
task of maintaining the grid structure, 
the San Jose, Calif., company says. 
Although grid systems offered a prac-

tical option when boards were pop-
ulated largely by dual in-line pack-
ages, the trend toward surface 
mounting and pin-grid arrays, 
which can squeeze more function-
ality on a board, has intensified the 
obstacle problem. These devices 
significantly increase the number 
of I/O pins the router must handle, 
and that often means widening the 
distances between grid lines. This 
in turn consumes space that could 
be used for routing. 
There is an increasing need for 

place-and-route tools to handle 
high-density, multilayer printed-cir-
cuit boards. In 1986 the use of mul-

tilayer, high-density pc boards for the 
first time exceeded use of two-sided 
boards, which have inherent component 
density limitations, according to Data-
quest Inc. figures. Dataquest also pre-
dicts that by 1989 the market share of 
boards having three or more layers will 
grow at an average annual rate of 11.6% 
and should reach $2.5 billion. 

This contrasts with a total pc-board 
market of $7 billion in 1989 and an aver-
age growth rate of 7.4% through 1989. 
Moreover, extremely complex boards of 
10 or more layers would realize an an-
nual dollar volume increase of 18.2% in 
the next three years, growing to a total 
of $360 million. 
TAKING INSTRUCTIONS. The Crystal 
Router lets users specify how it should 
proceed with its task. Electrical charac-
teristics of the interconnections can be 
controlled to a large extent. Designers 
can specify up to four attributes out of 
a total of 10 to each connection point. 
For example, they can specify the 
length of the path or the number of vias 
to be used in making the connection. 
Once a designer specifies the type of 

technology for each component in the 
layout, the router executes an internal 
set of rules to handle the technology. 
High-speed emitter-coupled-logic circuits 
demand very short leads and cannot tol-
erate a via connection, for example, and 
the router automatically takes these re-
quirements into account. 

Unlike other routing tools, the Crystal 
Router places no practical limit on de-
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POSITIONS VACANT 
sign size, number of components, or 
number of layers. The software is avail-
able now in prices ranging from $75,000 
to $125,000, depending on application 
and platform. -Jonah McLeod 
Shared Resources Inc., 2902 Orchard 
Pkwy., San Jose, Calif. 95134. 
Phone (408) 434-0444 [Circle 380] 

DSP DEVELOPMENT 
TIME CUT BY 33% 
By providing prefabricated building 
blocks for the most commonly used digi-
tal signal processing functions, Inmos 
Corp.'s B009/D703 development system 
for the company's Al® DSP chip cuts 
as much as a third off application devel-
opment time. 
With code for common DSP functions 

such as convolutions, discrete Fourier 
transforms, and finite impulse response 
filters built in, users can often specify 
the characteristics of a solution and let 
the system generate the software. 
The B009-1 motherboard containing 

four Al® chips, 64 Kbytes of random-
access memory, and the Inmos T212 
transputer plugs into an IBM Corp. Per-
sonal Computer or compatible. The op-
tional daughterboard, the B009-2, in-
cludes a T414 32-bit transputer with 1 
Mbyte of RAM. 

Available now, the motherboard costs 
$4,500. The mother and daughter boards 
together cost $6,000. The D703 software 
costs $250. A package of the mother and 
daughter boards, the D703 software, 
and the transputer development-system 
software costs $7,500. 
Inmos Corp., P. O. Box 16000, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80935. 
Phone (303) 630-4000 [Circle 385] 

ANALYZER OFFERS 80 
100-MHz CHANNELS 
Gould Inc.'s K450B logic analyzer can 
be configured by keyboard commands to 
monitor and capture data on up to 80 
channels at 100 MHz or across 40 chan-
nels at 200 MHz. 
Along with a standard 4 Kbytes of 

memory, the system's performance al-
lows users to analyze state and timing 
on 32-bit microprocessors without hav-
ing to relegate some signals to lower 
speeds because of limitations imposed 
by the instrument. 
The K450B offers a single-key test 

set-up function for routine analysis ap-
plications and a variety of features such 
as six edge-sensitive and six level-sensi-
tive clock inputs. 

Available now, the 80-channel version 
costs $27,995. A 16-channel version costs 
$13,795. 
Gould Inc., Design & Test Systems Div., 
19050 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 
95014. Phone (800) 538-9320 [Circle 386] 

Computer Engineer to work in Rochester, 
MN. Duties incl: Test & debug cmplx cmptr 
syst. Define full functional & diagnostic 
tests. Integrate test reqs into manual & auto 
test syst. Use FORTRAN & ASSEMBLY. Min. 
Req: B.S. Elec Eng + 2 yrs Syst. Analyst incl 
use assembler languages and perform syst 
test & debug. Sal: $30,000/yr. Resumes to: 
Robert Tibbetts #7-127, Minnesota Job 
Service, 690 American Center Bldg., St. 
Paul, MN 55101. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor 
based designs, controls. telecom. Contract 
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel. 718-
476-1516. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 

286/386 Software Development Integra-
tion RMX/ UNIX/ DOS. Dafco Computer Ser-
vices. Inc., P.O. Box 6599, 340 Iradell Road, 
Ithaca, NY 14851-6599. (607) 387-5517. 

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing 
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send 
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT 
06413. Transportation not paid to Connec-
ticut. 

Microcomputer Solutions — Systems 
Analysis, Database design, telecom, public 
access (VAN) Programming, expert system 
development. All microsystems. David Ed-
wards (718) 768-0098. 

Digital Signal Proc TMS320 Specialists — 
Hi Speed (GaAs) Bit slice and ECL design In-
strumentation, Communications, Control. 
Call for brochure DetDatacom 313-
524-2868. 

Electronic Designer that can convert your 
design problems into working solutions. 
Flexible fees. 916-721-3020. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted! In-
dustry presentation / national exposition. 
Call 1-800-288-IDEA. Canada, 1-800-528-
6060. X831. 

HOT LINE 

To place your 
Computer Software Ad 

Call Ilene Fader 
212-512-2984 

COMPUTER 

MARKET PLACE 

Glide Through PCB Design. 
TongoPCB". Create the toughest board designs 
with powerful layout software that's a snap to use. 
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1 mil 
grid. OrCAD- or Schema'" netlist input, prinVplot/ 
photoplot output, and more. 

TangoRoute Gel impressive completion rates 
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, a four layer. 
eleveepass autorouter. Just $495 each. 
For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Compare features and ‘ou'll lrui 
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just. $10. 
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day 
money back guarantee. 
ACCEI.Technologies, 7358 Trade St San Diego. CA 92121 

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card 

For PC/XT, PC/AT Monochrome 

Color Card Systems 

-24 Channels at 25101z - 25 Mhz 
-6 Channels at 100 Mhz 
-Inemal Clock Lp to 100Mhz 
-External Clock up to 25Mhz 
-Tnreshold Voltage TTL, ECL, 
or variable from -10 to +10v 

-Totally Software Controlled 
-M Software Included 

$1199 

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card 
For PC/XT/AT Systems 

-Programs A1120 and 24 Pin 
MMI, NS, TI PALs 
-Programs Eproms from 2716 
to 27512 and 27512A 
-Software Functions Include 
Read, Write. Verify. Protect. 

$399 Edit, Print. and File Save 
and load of Program. 
-AS Software Included 

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669 
bilk Computer Graphics. Inc. 4 Sparrow Dr., 
Livingston, NJ 07039 

SPICE up your PC 

1/SPICE professional circuit simulation 
Full version $300 Student version V9 

ZTEC box 737, college place, wa 99324 

(509)-529-7025 

RELIABILITY PREDICTION 
SOFTWARE 

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE? 

RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217D on your IBM PC! 

Very easy to use. Demo package $25. 

T-CUBED SYSTEMS 31220 La Baya Drive, r 110 
0318) 991-0057 Westlake Village, CA 91362 

SPICE Circuit Simulation 8/16/32 bit PC's 
PC too slow? Need > Maxmem? 

Northern Valley Software 
28327 Rothrock Dr. R.P.V.,CA. 
(213) 541-3677 90274 
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Coming 
August 6... 
An entire 
special 
issue 
devoted 
to setting 
the record 
straight 
on ASICs. 

What the traditional 
IC makers are up 
to in ASICs 

How semicustom 
IC houses are 
retaliating to stay 
on top 

Profiles of the 
major players 

Coverage of 
related ASIC 
topics, including 
ASIC testing, CAE 
tools, and PLDs 

Worldwide 
perspective that 
only Electronics 
can provide 

Advertising 
Closing Date: 
July 13, 1987 

Electronics 

COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

IMAGE-PROCESSING BOARD 
ATTACKS PC BOTTLENECK 
DATA TRANSLATION'S DT7020 RUNS AT 8 MEGAFLOPS 
AND BYPASSES PC BUSES FOR REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE 

Mata Translation Corp.'s array-
Id/processor board for the IBM 
Corp. Personal Computer AT can 
perform 8 million floating-point op-
erations/s in image-processing and 
digital-signal-processing applica-
tions. But just as important as its 
speed is the DT7020's position as 
the cornerstone of the company's 
DT-Connect family of products. By 
bypassing the PC's bus and putting 
processors and data-acquisition 
boards in direct communication 
through external input/output 
ports, the DT-Connect products aim 
to break the processing bottleneck 
that microcomputer buses often 
create. 
The $6,595 DT1020 plugs into a 

single slot of a PC AT. It incorporates a 
single-chip, general-purpose Advanced 
Micro Devices Inc. 29325 processor that 
includes a 32-bit floating-point multiplier 
and an arithmetic logic unit with a full 
32-bit data path. 
The processor performs single-preci-

sion floating-point addition, subtraction, 
and multiplication operations in a single 
clock cycle. It runs at a peak rate of 8 
megaflops, using the IEEE floating-
point Standard P574. 
DUAL PORTS. The DT7020 has 4 Mbytes 
of memory, organized as 1 Mbyte by 32 
bits. Mapped directly into the host PC 
AT's extended memory space, the mem-
ory appears to the host as two pages of 
2-Mbyte memory. The data memory has 
dual ports, which means it can be ac-
cessed by the host over the bus or over 
the DT-Connect external I/O ports for 
high-speed transfers with devices such 
as an analog-to-digital board, says the 
Marlboro, Mass., company. 
The DT-Connect concept grew out of 

an application in which Data Translation 
engineers designed two 26-pin hardware 
ports that linked a frame-grabber board 
to a processor board with hard-wired 
logic. By circumventing the host bus, 
the system lets the customer handle 
image-processing applications in 1 sec-
ond instead of 5 minutes. 
The system also triggered the interest 

of frustrated array-processor manufac-
turers, who needed 10-MHz processing, 
especially in imaging applications, and 
wanted to get off a host bus that limit-
ed them to speeds of 150 to 200 Kbits/s, 
says John Molinari, product marketing 
manager for imaging products. 

DIRECT LINK. The DT7020% memory maps directly 
into the host PC AT's extended memory space. 

DT-Connect's first products include 
three software packages. The Mach 
Vector subroutine library, which acceler-
ates signal and image processing, is 
priced at $1,495. The Mach Microcode 
Assembler/Simulator helps users write 
their own microcode; it costs $1,495. The 
Mach DSP library, which accelerates 
signal and array processing, costs 
$1,495. In addition, a Mach DSP subrou-
tine library facilitates direct connections 
between any member of the DT series 
and the D'I'7020. array processor. 

In addition to the Dro2o array pro-
cessor, the DT-Connect hardware family 
also includes the DT2841 series of six 
digital-to-analog boards, which range 
from $1,450 to $2,995 in price. The 
boards cover frequencies from 40 to 750 
KHz. The fastest competitive boards run 
at 100 KHz, the company claims. 

—Lawrence Curran 
Data Translation Inc.. 100 Locke Dr., Marl-
boro, Mass. 01752. 
Phone (617) 481-3700 [Circle 340] 

COMPUTER HANDLES 
BOTH DOS AND DEC 

DatamediaCorp. Co is using a CMOS 
Li/gate-array custom chip set in its 
Colorscan/2 work station to achieve full 
compatibility with IBM Corp. Personal 
Computers running MS-DOS, and to pro-
vide an emulation mode for Digital 
Equipment Corp.'s VT240 graphics ter-
minal. With a single keystroke, users 
can now choose either the IBM micro's 
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DEPARTMENT/TITLE   

ADDRESS   

CITY _STATE ZIP 

TELEPHONE  

TELEX 

JOIN THE 
1987 FAR EAST 
ELECTRONICS 
TECHNOLOGY 

TOUR 
AND DEVELOP 

NEW PRODUCTS AND MARKETS 
IN THE FAR EAST 

Hundreds in the electronics industry have taken 
advantage of Commerce Tours International's 
tours to the Orient. This year — our 11th year 
in the business — you, too, can develop new 
products, markets and sources in the Far East. 

You'll attend major business seminars and 
electronics shows. Meet your foreign 
competitors in the Pacific Rim. Gather ideas. 
Exchange observations. It's truly a business 
opportunity you won't want to miss! 

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS: 

VISIT ELECTRONICS SHOWS 

• Japan Electronics Show 
• Korea Electronics Show 
• Taiwan Electronics Show 
• Canton Trade Fair 
• Singapore Electronics Show 

ATTEND BUSINESS SEMINARS 

• Electronics Technology Update Seminar 
• Korea Business Opportunities Seminar 
• Taiwan Business Opportunities Seminar 
• China Business Opportunities Seminar 
• Singapore Business Opportunities Seminar 

PLUS 

• Visit factories and research facilities 
• Attend business meetings with foreign 
companies 

DATE: October 3 —18, 1987 

VISIT: Japan, Taiwan, Korea and 
Hong Kong 
Optional extensions: 
A: Singapore 
B: Canton and Beijing, China 

DEPARTURE CITIES: 

Departures will be available from major 
U.S., Canadian and European cities via 
regular flights. 

PRICE: 
$3,130 from West Coast including airfare, 
hotel accommodations, daily American 
breakfast, five dinners, transportation 
to/from show grounds, airport/hotel 
transfers and all business programs as 
outlined above. Seminar fees are 
additional. 

ORGANIZED BY: 
Commerce Tours International, Inc. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OR RETURN THIS COUPON 

NAME  
IN U.S.A IN U.K. 

Commerce Tours 
International 

COMPANY  870 Market Street 
Suite 920 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Tel: (415) 433-3072 
Attn.: Bob Chang 

IN CANADA 

Plesman Publications 
2 Lansing Square, #703 
Willowdale, ONT M2J 4P8 
Tel: (416) 497-9562 
Attn.: Sharon Raspin 

JCT International Ltd. 
Hanover Court 
5 Hanover Square 
London WIR 9 HE 
Tel: 01-499-6827 
Attn.: Gordon MacFarland 

IN NETHERLANDS 

Nippon Express 
(Nederland) B.V. 
Postbox 7175 
1007 JD Amsterdam 
Tel: 020-621387 
Attn.: Errol Lafleur 
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A POWER 
SURGE IN 

TECHNOLOGY 

Minnesota companies rank eighth in the U.S. 
in accessibility to technology and the state 
ranks fifth in the number of patents per capita. _ 

c 11E7 Slat,. \IIrIng•sina 

HIGH 
MAW IN 
HIGH TECH. 

The University of Minnesota's mechanical 
engineering, computer science and electrical 
engineering programs are among the top 
ranked in the country 

Circle 106 on reader service card 

versatility or a powerful graphics en-
gine—all on a work station with a 10-by-
15-in. footprint. 
Combined with a proprietary mapping 

technique, the CMOS chips enable the 
Colorscan/2's NEC Corp. V30 8086-com-
patible microprocessor to switch be-
tween tasks stored in different memory 
partitions. That ability, plus the sys-
tem's two RS-232-C ports, lets users 
communicate simultaneously with two 
host computers. A windowing feature 
lets users display both computer ses-
sions at the same time or switch be-
tween them. 
The Colorscan/2 offers compatibility 

with the IBM Personal System/2, 
PC/XT or PC AT, and compatibles, and 

FAST. Colorscan/2 can update its screen 
twice as fast as IBM's EGA standard. 

fully supports IBM Enhanced Graphics 
Adapter graphics. Enhancements permit 
the screen to be updated twice as fast 
as IBM's EGA, and provide sharper 
characters, says Guy Daniello, Datame-
dia president. The work station also 
fully supports DEC VT240 and Tek-
tronix graphics. 
One of the custom chips is a 2,200-

gate NEC CMOS array that functions as 
the system controller chip. It provides 
all the system's input/output read-write 
timing, as well as memory mapping into 
16 pages of memory and eight memory 
maps. Each map provides logical ad-
dressing so that the memory map in use 
appears to the microprocessor as the 
only application running. 
CRT CONTROLLER. Another custom chip 
provides the timing that is required for 
the CRT controller, memory, and 
smooth-scroll functions, plus remapping 
from the system's different graphics 
modes. A third chip controls color map-
ping and the logic for other functions, 
such as color comparisons and color 
background fills. 

Besides the two RS-232-C ports, the 
Nashua, N. H., company offers two IBM 
PC/XT expansion slots for local-area 
networks and external peripherals and a 
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parallel printer port Datamedia offers 
one external peripheral—a diskfile that 
includes 1.4 Mbytes of floppy and 20 
Mbytes of hard-disk storage, both in the 
3.5-inch size. The diskfile sells for $995. 

Colorscan/2 costs $2,000 and volume 
shipments begin this month. Other stor-
age options include a RAMfile for $750 
with 2 Mbytes of internal battery-
backed storage, and a cardfile with in-
terface for $150 that handles credit-card-
sized non-volatile storage. 
Storage devices are treated as MS-

DOS disks, and can be used to store and 
share applications. MS-DOS can be boot-
ed from any of the storage options, and 
the system's connectivity allows users 
to access and store data in corporate 
hosts, departmental minis and LAN file 
servers. -Lawrence Curran 
Datamedia Corp., 11 Trafalgar Sq., Nash-
ua, N.H. 03063. 
Phone (603) 886-1570 [Circle 341] 

TERMINAL LETS OEMs 
CUSTOMIZE ADD-ONS 
Interchangeable cartridges give origi-
nal-equipment manufacturers wide ver-
satility in configuring Link Technologies 
Inc.'s MC10 monochrome terminal into 
their systems. 
A slot in the base of the unit accepts 

personality cartridges that can be pro-
grammed to accept the OEM's product, 
including mouses, graphics and commu-
nications packages, light pen, and bar-
code readers. 
A slot in the keyboard makes that 

module widely adaptable as well, allow-
ing it to link to any of 14 popular termi-
nals, including Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s VT 100, 220, and 52 and Wyse 

Technology's models 50, TV1950, 925, 
and 910. 
The MC10 has three position adjust-

ments—elevation, tilt, and swivel—to ac-
commodate almost any user. Other fea-
tures are a 720-by-348-pixel display reso-
lution and a 14-in. flat-panel CRT display 
in green, amber, or soft-white screen 
phosphors that operates on refresh 
rates of 60 or 70 Hz. 

Available now, the MC10 costs $595. 
Link Technologies Inc., 47339 Warm 
Springs Blvd., Fremont, Calif. 94539. 
Phone (415) 651-8000 [Circle 345] 

MORE 
ELECTRICAL 
«MTS. 

Minnesota puts you close to customers: our 
concentration of high tech industries is three 
times greater than the national average. 

U)))7 SLIIr el. ‘linnesoU) 

PLUG 
MO OUR 
DATA BASE. 

If your company is considering expansion, find out why the 
electrical components industry is extremely well suited to 
Minnesota. Call us at 1-800-992-2622, ext. 8937, or return 
the coupon below. We'll send you the Minnesota Action Pack, 
full of articles and brochures about Minnesota's dynamic 
business climate. 

D Please send me the Minnesota Action Pack 
Name  
Company  
Address  
City State Zip Code  
Address U): Minnesota Dept. of Economic Development. P.O. Flux 8213. Dept. El. 
Burnsville. MN 5337-9959 Or call 1-800-992-2622. ext. 8937 

MINNESOTÁ 
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SEMICONDUCTORS 

PC AT CLONE CHIPS OFFER 
SPEED, BETTER GRAPHICS 
CHIPS AND TECHNOLOGIES' ICs BOOST CLOCK SPEEDS 56% 
AND INCREASE EGA GRAPHICS RESOLUTION TO 1,128x560 PIXELS 

cour chips from Chips and Technol-
ogies Inc.—the leading manufacturer 

of integrated circuits for clones of IBM 
Corp.'s Personal Computer AT—deliver 
triple the screen resolution, boost clock 
speeds from 8 MHz to either 10 or 12.5 
MHz in systems compatible with Intel 
Corp.'s 80286 microprocessor, and boost 
clock speeds from 16 to 20 MHz for sys-
tems compatible with the 32-bit 80386. 
The 82C437 SharpScan delivers 1,128-

by-560-pixel resolution while still retain-
ing 100% compatibility with the 640-by-
350-pixel Enhanced Graphics Adapter 
standard from IBM. It uses a propri-
etary pixel-multiplexing function that 
enables users to trade off the number 
of colors available—four instead of the 
normal 16—for higher resolution, says 
Gordon Campbell, president of Chips 
and Technologies. 
EGA COMPATIBLE. Using the chip in an 
EGA chip set means that up to 300% 
more information can be presented on 
the screen than present EGA standards 
allow, he says. Additional software or 
setup changes to regular EGA monitors 
are not required. 
Users can switch back and forth be-

tween high-resolution and normal EGA 
operation, depending on their application 
requirements. Because the new chip in-
corporates on-chip video drivers that 
were previously implemented externally 
with the Chips and Technologies EGA 
implementation, the total chip count for 
complete EGA implementation remains 
at 13—the lowest number in any configu-

ration currently available, says Campbell. 
To support clone computers that tar-

get speed-enhanced versions of the 
80286, the Milpitas, Calif., company is 
introducing two speed-enhanced ver-
sions of its original 8-MHz CS8220 PC 
AT chip set: the 10-MHz CS8220-10 and 
the 12.5-MHz CS8220-12. 
Both chips support very large memory 

configurations, from 1 to 4 Mbytes on the 

TOP CHIP. The 20-MHz AT/386 chip set triples the 
performance of the IBM Corp.'s original PC AT. 

system board, making them appropriate 
for large memory systems and the next 
generation of operating systems. 
The chip sets that complement these 

microprocessors have also been upgrad-
ed. A new memory-controller chip pro-
vides dynamic bus clock switching so 
that a system can run at full speed for 

on-board memory and then automatical-
ly switch to half speed for all off-board 
memory and input/output functions. 

This capability, the company says, al-
lows a 100% AT-compatible system to be 
upgraded to the higher speeds using the 
original add-on cards and application 
software with no alterations. 

Chips and Technologies has targeted 
high-speed 386-type systems with its 
new CS8230-20, a 20-MHz microproces-
sor for the AT/386 chip set the company 
introduced in October 1986. 
Coupled with the new chip, the en-

hanced AT/386 chip set delivers three 
times the performance of the original 
IBM PC AT system but uses one third 
the board space and one third the power. 
Designers achieved this by improving 
timing on all seven devices in the set. 

The page/interleave memory 
controller has been enhanced to 
allow two-way interleave memo-
ry access for 16-MHz systems us-
ing page-mode dynamic random-
access memories, as well as for 
20-MHz systems that use static 
column DRAMs. Also, the bus 
controller now has an indepen-
dent clock for AT bus operation, 
enabling the processor to run at 
20 MHz while the expansion bus 
runs on another clock. 

Available now in sample quan-
tities, the 82C437 SharpScan 
EGA chips cost $6.70 each in 
1,000-unit quantities. Samples of 
the CS8220-10/12 cost $69.10 in 
100-lot quantities, and samples 
of the CS8230-20 cost $220 each 

in 100-lot quantities. A CMOS version of 
the CS8230 designed for low-power and 
portable systems will be available late in 
July for $184 per piece in 100-unit quan-
tities. -Bernard C. Cole 
Chips and Technologies Inc., 521 Cotton-
wood Dr., Milpitas, Calif. 95035. 
Phone (408) 434-0600 [Circle 360] 

ICs SIMPLIFY PHONE-LINE EQUALIZATION 

Two monolithic CMOS devices from 
I Micro Linear Corp. virtually elimi-

nate the need for manual adjustment of 
the frequency response and gain in tele-
phone trunk lines—a costly and time-
consuming problem that plagues con-
ventional hybrid-circuit solutions. 
The ML202 high-performance trunk-

line equalizer offers a 105-dB dynamic 
range, more than enough for trunk-line 
applications. The ML203 logarithmic 
gain/attenuator operates over a range of 
-24 to +24 dB. Its ±1-dB response at 20 
KHz exceeds telecommunications re-
quirements and suits the chip to applica-
tions in instrumentation and audio sys-
tems that use remote control of signals. 

Hybrid-based trunk-line conditioning 
solutions are highly susceptible to per-
formance degradation resulting from 
temperature drift and aging, says 
Charles Gopen, vice president of mar-
keting. System noise also accumulates 
as trunk lines are connected in series. 
The ML202/203 chip set eliminates these 
problems with an improved biasing 
scheme and highly matched device ge-
ometries that are virtually unattainable 
in hybrid circuits. 

In equalizer operation, a 14-bit shift 
register in the ML202 loads data from an 
external microcontroller into a data latch. 
The latch's parallel output goes to three 
core filters that supply appropriate ca-

pacitor values to adjust the slope, height, 
and bandwidth of the input signal. 
The ML203 adjusts gain with a 

coarse-gain stage, which handles 1.0-dB 
steps, and a fine-gain stage for 0.1-dB 
steps, all within a 0-to-1.5-dB range. A 9-
bit shift register, latch, and output mul-
tiplexer allow the use of parallel or seri-
al interfaces. 
Both devices will be available in the 

third quarter of this year. In 1,000-unit 
quantities the ML202 will cost each, 
and the ML203 will be $5 each. 

-Bernard C. Cole 
Micro Linear Corp., 2092 Concourse Dr., 
San Jose, Calif. 95131. 
Phone (408) 262-5200 [Circle 361] 
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Features: 

Electronics 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Electronics 

reaches over 

130,000 readers 

Upcoming 1987 Editorial 

Issue Date Feature Closing Date 

August 6 ASICs Special Issue July 13 

August 20 VLSI Packaging July 27 

September 3 Packaging August 10 
RISC Technology Report 

September 17 Computer-Aided Software August 24 
Graphics 

October 1 Automatic Test Equipment September 4 
Surface Mounting Technology 

For More information, contact Susan Barnes Ronga, National 
Recruitment Sales Representative, at (212) 512-2787. 

When you are recognized as being the nation's 
fastest growing personal computer company, you 
NEED the most dynamic, team-oriented profes-
sionals available If you want to be part of a group 
committed to quality, please send us a resume. 

HARDWARE SYSTEMS DESIGNERS 
Individuals Will: 

• design and develop intel 8086 and 80286 
microprocessor-based personal computer 
systems. 

Positions Require: 

• BSEE degree; 
• 3 to 5 years of design experience with Intel 

8086 and 80286 microprocessor-based 
personal computer systems; 

• IBM-compatible desktop and personal 
computing design background; 

• a proven abilityto carry a design into volume 
production; 

• excellent technical communication skills, 

Also Helpful: 

• CAE/CAD expertise; 
• peripheral and/or ASIC design experience. 

HARDWARE SUSTAINING ENGINEERS 
Individuals Will: 

• provide sustaining engineering services for 
Intel 8086 and 80286 microprocessor-
based personal computer systems. 

Positions Require: 

• BSEE degree; 
• 2+ years of engineering experience with 

Intel 8086 and 80286 microprocessor-
based personal computer systems; 

• familiarity with a commercial manufactur-
ing environment; 

• excellent technical communication skills. 

Also Helpful: 

• software and diagnostics experience. 

To respond, please send your resume to 1611 
Headway Circle, Building Three, Austin, TX 78754, 
Attn: E100 (eoe m/f/h) 

D PC'S LIMITED 
Dell Computer Corporation 
Qualify Wort from Qualify People 

iimeAleia is 

WORK IN JAPAN 
Individuals with a degree or experience in electronics 
electrical engineering interested in teaching engineering 
English for one year in Japan to employees of major corpo-
rationsigovernment ministries should write to: 

International Education Services 
Shin Taise Bldg., 10-7, Dogenzaka 2-choree 

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150, Japan 
Information on the position will be sent after receiving a 
detailed resume. 

BUY 
UNITED 
STATES 
SAVINGS 
BONDS 
For the current 

rate coll... 
1-800-US-BONDS 
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Packaged 
To Go. 

In the August 20th issue, the 

editors of Electronics magazine 

unwrap a major report on a new 

generation of VLSI packaging. 

In this special issue, our editors 

will bare the facts for specifiers of 

semiconductors faced with a stag-

gering number of new packaging 

choices. They'll expose what the 

commodity IC companies in the 

U.S. and Japan are doing to 

advance VLSI packaging technol-

ogy, why the new plastic quad 

flat pack may displace the leaded 

plastic chip carrier, and what the 

industry thinks about copper/ 

polymide packages. In addition to 

tying up loose ends on tape auto-

mated bonding. 

It's a report that uncovers it all. 

So if you're a manufacturer of 

VLSI components, make sure your 

advertising message is showcased 

in th,s issue that opens up exciting 

new packaging technologies to our 

more than 131,000 technical man-

agement and senior engineering 

readers. 

Ad Closing: July 27, 1987 

Recruitment Closing: August 6, 1987 

PI Electronics 
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LAMBORGHINI 

ISN'T ENOUGH 

Chrysler Corp. isn't just buy-
ing up Italian companies that 
build sleek red sports cars. 
The Highland Park, Mich., 
auto maker also has its eye 
on building a broad high-
technology base: it plans to 
acquire Electrospace Systems 
Inc., a manufacturer of spe-
cialized communications and 
electronics gear, for about 
$367 million. With revenues 
of $191 million last year, the 
Richardson, Texas, firm gets 
more than 90% of its busi-
ness from military sales. 

Santa Clara, Calif., firm ex-
pects 3+open to be ready by 
mid-1988, shortly after Micro-
soft's release of OS/2. 

GERMAN FIRM BUYS 
CONTROL OF CALAY 

A controlling interest in Ca-
lay Systems Inc., an Irvine, 
Calif., manufacturer of com-
puter-based equipment for 
printed-circuit-board design, 
has been acquired by AGIV, 
a West German holding com-
pany, along with Calay's 
West German parent, Calay 
GmbH. Calay's role will be to 
expand its presence in the 
computer-aided design mar-
ket, says Peter J. Shaw, the 
company's president. Al-
though Calay was a CAD pio-
neer, it became financially 
troubled before undergoing a 
turnaround under Shaw, who 
took over in August 1986. 

LOCUS TO LINK DOS 
AND UNIX FOR PS/2 

Locus Computing Corp., San-
ta Monica, Calif., has rein-
forced its preferred status as 
a Unix software supplier to 
IBM. Its newest tie to the gi-
ant computer firm is a con-
tract announced early this 
month to jointly develop the 
Advanced Interactive Execu-
tive operating system for the 
Personal System/2. The AIX 
will integrate DOS with Unix 
for a similar operating sys-
tem currently available on 
the RT PC computer. Locus 
and IBM forged an overall 
joint agreement in 1983. 

that are up to 20 times briefer 
than the switching times of 
the fastest present-day elec-
tronic devices. The short 
pulse has enabled scientists to 
investigate the electrical be-
havior of such components as 
transistors, chip connections, 
and transmission lines—an 
important step in designing 
the ultrafast electronic com-
ponents of the future. 

MICROSOFT, 3COM 
WILL BUILD OS/2 LAN 

Gunning for a front-running 
position in the coming genera-
tion of personal-computer net-
works, Microsoft Corp. and 
3Com Corp. have joined 
forces to develop and market 
a local-area-network manager 
to go with the OS/2 operating 
system that the Redmond, 
Wash., software firm is 
readying for IBM Corp.'s new 
Personal System/2 line. 
3Com's 3+ open, based on 
the OS/2 LAN manager, can 
tie PC ATs, PS/2s, computers 
based on the 32-bit Intel 80386 
chip, and Apple Corp. Macin-
toshes into either token-ring 
or Ethernet networks. The 

GTE LABS GROWS 
NEW TRANSISTOR 

Researchers at GTE Labora-
tories in Waltham, Mass., are 
using a radically different 
process to grow transistors 
that operate in a manner simi-
lar to junction FETs. In a 
Czochralski furnace they com-
bine silicon and tantalum clisi-
licide, a conductive metal, to 
simultaneously grow metal 
connections and silicon crys-
tals. Growing the connections 
as tiny rods inside a three-di-
mensional device is simpler 
and less expensive than de-
positing interconnect in clean 
rooms. Some of the devices 
show maximum blocking volt-
ages as high as 300 V, indicat-
ing potential applications in 
power handling. Results with 
other devices suggest the pro-
cess could also be used to pro-
duce light-sensing devices for 
solar cells and cameras. 

CDC BUILDING TWO 
SINGAPORE PLANTS 

To supply rapidly growing 
Far Eastern markets, Control 
Data Corp. will begin build-
ing a disk-drive and media 
manufacturing base in Singa-
pore late this year. The Min-
neapolis company expects to 
invest about $25 million in 
two factories there over the 
next five years. One will 
manufacture the company's 
Wren II half-height 5.25-in. 
drives and a high-capacity 
3.5-in, drive that is under de-
velopment. The other plant 
will make oxide disk media 
for use by Control Data and 
for sale to other drive mak-
ers. Both plants will be in 
volume operation next year, 
the company says. 

SEATTLE SILICON 
SHUFFLES STAFF 

Seattle Silicon Corp. has reor-
ganized its executive hierar-
chy in an attempt to recover 
from reportedly slow sales. 
The silicon compiler firm 
named Stewart Carrell to suc-
ceed president and founder 
Gordon Kuenster. It also laid 
off 25 employees and closed 
its sales offices in three major 
cities. The Bellevue, Wash., 
company plans to shift away 
from custom compiler tools to 
standardized products. 

THE 'PICOSECOND 

BARRIER' IS BROKEN 

Scientists at IBM Corp. have 
produced electrical pulses 
lasting only one half of a pi-
cosecond, breaking the "pico-
second barrier" for the first 
time. Thus, it is now possible 
to measure electrical pulses 

IBM BUYS X-RAY 
LITHOGRAPHY GEAR 

An electron storage ring will 
be installed at IBM Corp.'s 
General Technology division 
in East Fishkill, N. Y., in 
1990. IBM will use the ring to 
explore the potential of X-ray 
lithography to fabricate semi-
conductor devices far denser 
than those possible with opti-
cal lithography. The comput-
er giant has done X-ray lith-
ography research for seven 
years at Brookhaven Nation-
al Laboratory in Brookhaven, 
N. Y. The compact device, 
which will measure just 6 ft 
by 15 ft, is the first electron 
storage ring to be purchased 
by a U. S. semiconductor 
manufacturer. The IBM pro-
totype unit will be designed 
and built by the Oxford In-
struments Group of Oxford, 
England. 

METHVIN'S BACK 
WITH 64-BIT MICRO 

Pioneer board-computer mak-
er David H. Methvin hopes to 
raise about $4 million of ven-
ture capital to start manufac-
turing his new 64-bit micro-
computer by October. Evalua-
tion units of the instruction-
intensive machine, which is 
produced at Davin Computer 
Corp., Irvine, Calif., are al-
ready in customers' hands. 
The machine was conceived at 
Computer Automation Inc., 
founded by Methvin nearly 
two decades ago; he acquired 
the rights to it after leaving 
the company in 1984. Aimed 
at original-equipment manu-
facturers, it will sell for less 
than $10,000. 

CAL. MICRO DEVICES 

BUYS GTE UNIT 

GTE Communications Sys-
tems Corp. is selling its Tem-
pe, Ariz., Microcircuits division 
to California Micro Devices 
Corp. of Milpitas, Calif. The di-
vision makes custom micro-
processors, peripherals, and 
gate arrays for telecommuni-
cations systems. It currently 
meets about 50% of GTE's in-
ternal production needs, but 
those needs will decrease as a 
result of joint ventures. For 
CMD, the acquisition provides 
a reliable source of compo-
nents—allowing the Milpitas, 
Calif., firm to concentrate on 
developing high-performance 
ASICs and custom and semi-
custom chips, sources say. 
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INTEGRATED CHIPS - INCREASED PERFORMANCE 
LESS COMPONENTS - LOWER COSTS 

Design IBM PC XT/AT or IBM compatible systems with a 
higher speed, increased reliability and improved performance 

while at the same time reducing board size, lower power con-
sumption and reducing costs. Reach this goal by using UMC 
integrated chip sets UM82C286, UM82C287 and UM82C086 
and fully compatible offering many advantages over comparable 

products. 
As a fully integrated chips, the UM82C286 performs the 

functions of 19 components; the UM82C086 those of 31, and 
the UM82C287 those of 35 components. These integrated 

chips allow production costs to bé cut. A reduced board size 

gives structural latitude, less power consumption means longer 

life; advantages that make systems incorporating them extremely 

competitive. 
These savings combine with increased speed, reliability and 

performance to make this family of UMC integrated chips most 
attractive to system designers. Thus, the 82C286/7 allows 100 
ns of DRAM in a chip set that permits a selection between a 

one-wait system (12 MHz) or a zero-wait system (10 MHz). the 
82C086, on the other hand provides a flexibility that permits 
the governing of a 4.77 MHz system for the PC-XT, or an 8 

MHz system for the PC-TURBO. 

For your IBM PC XT/AT requirements choose UMC. For all 

other system requirements also choose UMC. 

For details, please call us today. 

_I lvi 

U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS: 

NMC CORPORATION 
3350 SCOTT BLVD, BUILDING #57 SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S. 

TEL: 408-727-9239 TLX: 172730 NMC SNTA FAX: 408-9700548 
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orne people 
are promising high-performance, 
low-cost imaging systems 
by 1990. 

We'rg 
shipping 
now. 
At $4995, the MVP-AT is taking the market 
by storm. Our new MVP-VME is about to do 
the same. Now, both PC and VMEbus users 
have a low-cost solution with a host of 
real-time imaging functions and extensive 
graphics capabilities at their fingertips: 

. Frame averaging, convolutions, histograms, 
profiles 
. Morphology — erosion, dilation, min/max 
operations 
. Pattern matching, color processing, feature 
extraction 

.Color and monochrome frame grab 

.12-bit monochrome/24-bit color display 

.0n-board Hitachi ACRTC 

<la y a> 

•PC software support 
IMAGER-AT — Matrox subroutine library 
and interpreter for fast applications 
development 
Image-Pro — Media Cybernetics image 
processing software package 

And Matrox has incorporated additional 
features into the MVP-VME to enhance 
system development — all for $5995! 

. Motorola 68000 CPU 

. Downloadable user code with 512K RAM 

.256K imaging firmware 

A LEADER /N VIDEO NICROTECHNOLOCY 

dOX 
In Canada call (514) 685-2630. Image-Pro is a registered trademark of Media Cybernet ics, Inc. 
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